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The Sobering TRUTH About 

Genetic Engineering 
3/21/93 #1 CERES 'ATONN 

We have written time and time again on 
the presence of clones, genetic restruc- 
tured things a.-d beings, reproductions 
and DNA replicas and cross-hybrids. This 
has been the one most denied subject from 
readers across the world-and yet, the 
most practiced one thing to deceive you of 
all projects assaulting your brain-washed 
(or actually brain-dead) minds. I do not 
make light of anything herein-for you are 
a mesmerized, hypnotized people unable 
to handle anything other than what the 
culprits present to you. When ones now 
make cute sayings, say, about your politi- 
cian: "He must not have a soul!" it is now 
likely to be quite TRUE in actuality. Hard 
to believe? Why? If you can change, 
absolutely, a tomato and program its very 
existence-why think ye that a human 
mechanical organism cannot be structured 
and programmed? The human vehicle 
even has data banks to enhance the ease of 
programming-a tomato has nothing and 
yet see the results. In order to not seem 
"far-out" or blast you out with Uarmies of 
clones" and "little gray replicas", etc., I am 
going to reprint major portions of informa- 
tion from a Journal published in at least 
six languages. This will be from the En- 
glish translation of a Special Edition (No. 
10) of Ch&&u&aut, P.O. Box 5643, w- 
8700, WUERZBURG, GERMANY. (August 
1992) 

The following will be QUOTATIONS as is 
our practice. Comments will be in brack- 
ets, but I don't believe there will need to be 
many. KNOW that this is NOT NEW-it has 
been ongoing for decades and now the 
perfected work is going to be produced in 
the form of political leaders, enforcers, 
armies, etc. This is, however, one of the 
best organized presentations of the 'pic- 
ture" I have seen. It will be lengthy but at 
the least, interesting, I believe. 

QUOTING: 

GENE ENGINEERING 
THE TOTAL MANIPULATION 

The last act of violence against God's 
crmW'  

The demonic interferes with our 
physical hereditary material in order to 
block our spiritual heritag+the breed- 
ing of a human being without a soul. 

Dear Reader, 
Almost unnoticed, gene technology 

started its attack on life itself. Gene en@- 
neers-adherents of a science without God 
and wilhout soul-now intrude directly into 
the building elements of life. They want to 
force the laws of life to be at their senn'ce in 
order to repair the damages which man has 
caused: incurable diseases, impending fam- 
ine, destruction of the Earth's atmosphere, 
nuclear contamination and pollution of large 
parts of our planet Earth 

But the bio-technologists have not only 
repairs in mind. This time much more is 
involved. The "old" human being, "homo 
sapiens erectus", has failed. Ever since one 
can remember, there have been only wars 
and destruction--all of this a result of man's 
egoism and deeply rooted aggressive in- 
stinct. A new human species has to come. 
With the help of genetic manipulations, the 
building elements of life shall be fitted to- 
getherin such a way that there willfinally be 
peace and quiet. A new type of man is 
needed for the "One World" in which the 
master man governs, The New World. 

As Christians and world citizens, we 
may ask: Who amng us wuld have created 
himself3 Who among us  can add euen one 
hair to the hair on his head? Where does the 
power of order come from which coordinates 
three billion information bits in each cell of 
our body? Who conZmls the communication 
between the twenty trillion cells of the hu- 
man organism? 

Many a renowned physicist confesses 
that only a cosmic intelligeme, which he 
d l s  God, could have created this mimcle. 

A Christian, or believerin a Higher Source, 
knows that this God dwells within himself. 
Through the one called Jesus of Nazareth to 
all other Christed Beings, He taught the way 
to transform step by step the aggressions 
and egoism of mankind. Today, He teaches 
this path, the actualized Sennon on the 
Mount, anew through Christ in the prophetic 
word. [C: Please do not be put off if you 
do not consider yourself a Christian- 
for the term is badly abused and mis- 

used. What we are going to offer you 
herein, is that "Christ" consciousness 
is universal. "Christ* is not a person's 
name; it IS the state of "beingn in 
Godness (Creator). It is dimcult, how- 
ever, to deal with your languages and 
divisions of "belief" doctrines. There- 
fore, please do not accept this informa- 
tion as being simply a "Christian" pre- 
sentation and therefore NOT FOR YOU if 
you consider yourself something other 
than indoctrined "Christian". This term 
includes, actually, all who believe in 
higher resource/source, soul presence 
and that term in English is "Christ- 
ness" and therefore we shall effort to 
use the term when typical words to 
express that thought are utilized. A M  
BEING CONSIDERING HIMSELF TO BE 
IN RECOGNITION OF HIGHER SOURCE 
OFCREATIONIS A aCHRISTL4N" BYANY 
DEFINITION AND IT HAS NOl'KllW TO 
DO WITH QRELIGION"fl 

We primordial Christians in Universal 
Life seriously endeavour to follow Christ. 
No one of us is perfect. However, we take 
seriously the demand of Jesus to become 
perfect. We know that God IS and that 
every human being is DIVlNE because he is 
a creature of God. But man will never BE 
God. The one who makes himselfa god, or 
even places himself above God in his at- 
tempt to gimprove" God's creation through 
gene manipulation, will fail. There is noth- 
ing in creation which needs to be improved. 
Only we have to become "better" in order to 
unfold our spiritual heritage again, which 
says: We are children of iqnity, sons and 
dhughters of God. 

Many scientists wee that earth and 
man are not able to sunrive in their 
present condition. Agah in this case 
science does not ask for the spiritual 
causer, but has started to technically 
Ucorrect" the wrong course of events, 
without a real diagnosis. Oene technol- 
ogy works feverishly to find solutions. 
In the meantime, it is no longer: the 
question of merely repaking damage to 
plants, animals and manlrind. Those 
with power in this world pursue a goal 
which reaches far beyond to create the 
subhuman being, the inhabitant of the 
uBrave, New World" under the "New 
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World Order". "Knowledge increases exponentially, "says 
What few people know and many can't Professor Hans-Gunter Cassen, director of 

even imagine is already reality: Modern organic chemistry at the Darmstadt Insti- 
production of food and drugs has become tu te  of Technology. Meanwhile, 
unthinkable without gene technology, autoanalyzers have been developed which 
which has unforeseeable consequences for are able to decode a thousand or more bits 
soul and body. Whether tomatoes remain of information per day. Within a year, an 
"fresh" for weeks, cheese no longer moulds, expert can make accessible a hundred 
chips are crisp, or chocolate bars are soft pages of the total genom "library". This 
enough to melt on the tongue is now in the library would consist of a total of a thou- 
hands of food gene technologists. The sand volumes with athousand pages each- 
fruits of the field often are nothing but with three thousand information bits on 
building blocks for "improved" foodstuffs. each page in the form of letters. If possible, 
In laboratories, plants and animals are it should be complete by the turn of the 
"constructed" in a way that nature would millennium. Research of the genom is the 
never bring forth. most relevant, fundamental science for the 

How wonderfully far we've come! so-called gene technology, which is the 
When years ago science came to know scientific discipline that deals with gene 

the first facts about genetic correlations, manipulation-for whatever reason. Pro- 
there was the hope that it could remedy fessor Gassen wrote about the principles 
many evils of this world through the direct and goals of gene technology the following 
change of genetic programs. The argu- in his book Gene Engineering. "Gene en@- 
ments were the following: Isn't it for a good neering allows us to synthesize every ge- 
cause, if illnesses can be healed this way? netic programme as a DNA-segment in any 
If one can produce more food in order to desired amount and to determine its infor- 
stop worldwide hunger. If one can make mation content through sequencing. Similar 
animals and plants resistant to ecological to a construction set, we are able to alter 
poisons. What could be more obvious than living beings throughthe addition of smaller 
to vigorously pursue the research of the and bigger DNA-elements. The decisive 
entire hereditary material of man? advantage of gene engineering is therefore 

the gain of time. The methods of gene 
PROJECT "HUGO* engineering are awfully fast. Just as the 

splitting of the atom led to the atom bomb 
[C: Yes  indeed, we have written ex- and to nuclearpowerplants,just as modern 

tensively about this but most denied the electronics change our business world, so 
very evidence in front of you.] the new biology, and especially gene engi- 

In 1988, the U S  Congress decided to neering, will accelemte the construdr'on of 
carry out a gigantic research project, the living beings according to specifications 
so-called genome project of the Human determined by us. " 
Genetic Organization (HUGO). Scientists Of course, the initiators of the genom 
all over the world work on this project with project expect a return for the great finan- 
the god to decode the hereditary material cial expenditure. The gene know-how, 
of man. Within ten or at the most twenty which the scientists involved acquire, 
years, the information catalogue about the should pay off in cash. Thus, the American 
genes, their defects and the resulting health brain researcher Craig Venter, on behalf of 
disorders will be completed. Professor his employer and the National Institutes of 
JamesT. Watson, who discovered the struc- Health, has already submitted a patent 
ture of the DNA together with another application in order to protect, for later 
scientist, said about the aims of this project, commercial use, a good 300 genes which 
"Similarly as in 1 961, when President John his team discovered. 
F. Kennedy decided the realization of the Considerable economic interests are 
moon-landingpmgmmme, the USA has set behind the explosive data of the genom 
foritselfa very importantgoal of highofficial analysis. For example, the one who does 
interest. The cost of sequencing the approxi- not hire employees because their genes 
mutely three billion base-pairs, which fonn indicate a low physical or psychic toler- 
the human DNA, is admittedly lower than ance, can spare himself financial trouble in 
the expenditures for the explomtion of the the future. The decoding of the human 
moon However, the effects of the human genes could also have a lasting impact on 
Genom Project on the life of man will be far the insurance business. In the event in- 
greater. Never has man opened up a more surance companies demand gene analysis 
important source of information The decod- of future clients, they can calculate the 
ing of the genetic message, which is en- risks more precisely. (Wirtschaftswoche 
coded in the DNA molecules, will supply No. 1/2, 1992). 
definitive infonnation about the chemical In scientific journals there are daily 
stmcture of human life. " reports on progress in gene analysis. On 

Until now, about three thousand hu- January 22, 1992 one could read in The 
man genes have been decoded, but the Gennan Medical Journal that the center for 
work goes fornard ever more qpickly. tumor research in Lyon, France localized 

several cancer genes. 
In the newspaper Frankfurter 

Rundschau on January 18,1992, we find a 
comment that an Australian institute has 
submitted a patent application at the Eu- 
ropean Patent Office for a gene from the 
ovary tissue of a pregnant woman to be 
patented. This gene controls the human 
hormone, Relaxin, which in turn influ- 
ences delivery. 

A most interesting report concerning 
gene research appeared in the German 
VDI-Nachn'chten on February 21, 1992, 
under the title "Eternal Life from the Gene 
Laboratory". American research teams 
succeeded in doubling the life-span of flies 
and threadworms through gene manipula- 
tion. This means that man has found the 
gene that influences aging. The enzyme 
that controls the process of aging is the so- 
called super-oxide-dismutase. The Ameri- 
can geneticist, Thomas E. Johnson, hap- 
pily reported that due to the results of his 
research human beings could possibly live 
130 to 150 years. 

WHAT ARE GENES? 

Just as our soul contains the divine 
heritage, so is our physical hereditary 
material stored in the genes. Each of our 
body cells has a nucleus, which in turn 
contains the chromosomes. Each human 
cell has 46 chromosomes, which are ar- 
ranged in 23 pairs. Within them we find 
the hereditary material, a long chain mol- 
ecule, tightly rolled up in the form of a 
twisted rope ladder. The substance which 
forms this molecule with its hereditary 
information is a chemical compound by 
the name deoxyribonucleic acid, abbrevi- 
ated, DNA. Each of these chain molecules 
averages 2,000 segments, the so-called 
genes. This amounts to about 80,000 to 
100,000 genes per cell. 

The molecular substance DNA is made 
up of four different bases-the nucleoti- 
des: adenine, thymine, guanine and cy- 
tosine. These four components join to- 
gether in pairs. Each gene consists of a 
combination of thousands, up to millions, 
of base-pairs. In a human cell there are 
approximately three billion such base pairs. 
The various information results from their 
specific arrangement. This can be com- 
pared with the arrangement of letters in 
different words. 

For the regulation of all of our vital 
processes, information data are needed, 
which are interchanged within our body. 
The carrier of these data are the genes. 
Thus, they have a fundamental signifi- 
cance for our life. If our genes are altered, 
the vital processes which are controlled by 
the genes will be altered. If these alter- 
ations are done arbitrarily, one calls it gene 
manipulation. 

By the way, the genetic make-up of 
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A chromosome 

e total genotk hereditary Lnformatlon. 

A gem b.oome8 @dive. 
Tho encoded Intormatlon 

man-above-mentioned chemical sub- various methods to influence mankind. 
stance DNA-is the same as that of the These are just some points to ponder. 
animals and the plants. 

Eachgene has acertain function. Genes END OF QUOTING, THIS SEGMENT. 
contain instructions for the production of 
proteins. According to these instructions, + * * 
chain-like molecules are composed as 
needed. The products are proteins. They Let us leave off here in order to keep the 
are active substances which execute the segment at reasonable length. We shall 
commands of the genes in all parts of the continue immediately on Genetic Control. 
body. Such substances not only control 
the metabolic processes and other func- 3/21/93 #2 CERES 'ATONN 
tions of the body, but also our emotional 
life. [C: And s d o e s  not Gaiandriana UPON THE ABILITP OF MAN TO BE 
begin to make sense to you? You have F L ~ L E A N D ~ P O S I T I V E C H A I \ K ; E  
a cellular mechanism which modifies RESTS SURVIVAL OF THE SPECIES. 
itself to your own personalized DNA (Wolctnf) 
blueprint for the perfecting of any dam- Continuation of %EN4:ENOINEERAW, 
aged cell within a given living organ- TWE TOTAL MANIlDUtATION ". From: 
ism .] CHRISTUSSTAA T INTERNATIONAL, 

P.O.Box 5643, W-8700 Wuerzburg, GER- 
INTRUSION INTO THE GENES MANY. 

The demon again and again finds his QUOTING: 
accomplices on this Earth. And so he has 
already manipulated many so that they GENE ENGINEERING 
carry out further manipulations. The food 
is genetically manipulated and much more. Gene engineering has already taken 
Noxious radiation, which reaches the Earth control over many areas of our lives, with- 
through the atmosphere that is becoming out the individual being aware of it. The 
thinner and thinner, has an increasingly following reports from the media give proof 
damaging influence on the human genetic of this in a very impressive way. 
make-up, i.e., on the genes. [C: Except in "Researchers created human-sheep. 
the presence of Gaiandriana-restruc- W a s  this the will of God?" 
tured cellular mass--therein the cells This was the first-page headline of an 
respond positively to the ultra frequency article about gene manipulation on sheep, 
light rays which are damaging to the which appeared in the German newspaper 
o t h d e  anenhanced body. B'ld, on February 18, 1992. The Bild 

The adversary wen goes so far as to added, "Is it the will of God that we inlegere 
make people believe that due to their in such a way with creation?' What hap- 
intemrentions in the genes they can heal pened? The gene researchers of the Scot- 
illnesses. But to act on an illness in such tish firm, Pharmaceutical Proteins, im- 
a way means to push the illness back planted certain human genes into the body 
lint0 the soul. of a sheep in order to produce from sheep's 
' The adversary of God trier all means milk the protein alpha- 1-antitrypsine, 
to prevent man's return to God and which is used as a medication against a 
thereby does not even shy away from certain lung disease. This will create the 
genetic manipulation.] possibility of using animals, so to speak, as 

We know from the history of science bio-reactors for the production of drugs. 
that everything which has been tried out One speaks in this case of "gene farming". 
on animals, sooner or later will also find its Due to progress in gene research, the 
application on man. function of individual genes becomes in- 

Finally, one is urged to think about creasingly clear. Gene technology's func- 
WHO in xeality profits from the discw- tion is now to implant a foreign gene into a 
eries of gene research. I s  all of this "hostm-organism in order to make this 
really for the benefit of mankind, as organism produce acertain protein which 
science claims? it normally would not produce. This is how 

If, due to gene manipulation, a human it happens: 
body can live 130 to 150 years, the ques- First of all, the researchers identi@.a 
tion arises: who will then live in such a gene and examine its effectiveness. Then 
body? We know through the prophetic this section can be cut out with so-called 
word that each soul incarnates for a cer- restriction enzymes and implanted into a 
tain span of life. When the clock has run plasmid, a ring-like bio-molecule. The 
out for this soul-who will then think, plasmid will then be incorporated into a 
speak and act through the body which host-organism which starts the produc- 
continues to exist? If it is no longer its own tion of the medicine. Host-organisms are, 
soul, which energies keep such a body for example bacteria, yeast cells, hamster 
alive? We know that the demon tries with or mouse cells. Theqenetech praduction of 
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medicines always follows this principle. that milk becomes a 'medicine". CARPS 
For example, one assumes that ten implanted with the growth hormone of 

transgene cows, that is, gene-manipulated trouts will have a 2 1% weight gain. 
cows, are enough to cover the entire world American and Swiss firms tinker with a 
demand for insulin. In this way, cows COCOA-BEAN which produces at the same 
become 'pharmaceutical factories". I s  time the low-calorie sweetener thaumatine. 
there anyone who really cares for these Starting cultures which multiply explo- 
animals? It is a known fact that they are sively will shorten the ripening time of 
sick, that they are so damaged that they YOGURT, CURD and CHEESE. Geneti- 
can no longer walk in a normal way. When cally altered fungus cultures, for example, 
one observes these animals, one feels that cause Roquefort blue cheese to ripen within 
their whole life is just suffering, because three days, whereas its natural process of 
they are forced into biological productions ripening takes half a year. 
that have nothing to do with their nature. A s  we all know, mould forms quickly on 

Here, man intrudes into the creation cheese. For this reason, a so-called "killer- 
of God. He abuses the animals for the cheese" is being produced now, this means 
"welf'axe of mankindn. H e  lets animals that gene-manipulated micro-organisms 
suffer and does not grasp what he does which produce an antibiotic are added to 
to himself with these actions. For the the cheese. A s  a result, cheese will no 
following law is valid, "You will reap longer mould. Thus, cheese becomes a 
what you have sown.n What we do to the producer of antibiotics, which one con- 
animals we will reap one day. sumes unsuspectingly. 

The newspaper Wirtschaftswoche re- Due to gene technology, the beer purity 
ports in its edition No. 7 of February 7, regulations as well become a farce. Today, 
1992 on the extensive activities of the big there are already gene-manipulated yeasts 
international pharmaceutical companies which produce less alcohol content in beer. 
in the field of gene technology. Medicines The result is the up-to-date 'light beer". 
produced by gene engineering are, for ex- In the meantime, even the rennin of 
ample, interferons to fight tumor, the hor- calves, which is needed for the production 
mcine erythropoietine (epo) for the forma- of cheese, comes from the gene reactor. 
tion of blood, the preparation Tissue Plas- Already in 1982, a genetech rennin was 
minogen Activator for the treatment of an patented and came on the market. 
acute heart attack and for the prevention of 'Maxiren" is the name for the chyrnosine, 
thrombosis. According to which is produced with gene-manipulated 
wrtschaftswoche, scientists presentlywork yeast and is now admitted on the market in 
in biotechnical enterprises and research Switzerland, Sweden, Spain and Great 
institutes all over the globe on the develop- Britain. In the US, 35% of HARD CHEESE 
ment of a further 250 medicines. The is already made with genetech prepara- 
engagement ofthe big pharmaceutical com- tion. You won't find any note for this gene 
panies in the field of gene technology has manipulation on the packaging for gene- 
becomeamulti-billion-dollar business, with technically altered foods do not have to 
the result that European market leaders be labeled. Why should they? After all, the 
such as Sandoz, Hoffman La-Roche and 'welfare of the consumer" is concerned, 
Ciba-Geigy spend about one third of their that is your welfare, dear reader. 
research and development budget on bio- All of this is no exception. In these 
sciences. In the US, this trend is even weeks one can read more and more reports 
stronger. Big pharmaceutical companies in the media on gene manipulation in 
recently have converted to exclusively bio- nearly all categories of food. 
technology enterprises. Last Year, a California company sub- 

Our food, too, is already affected to a mitted an application to the relevant US  
great extent by gene technology. A lot of authority for permission to sell aTOMATO. 
food is manipulated by gene engineering. This tomato contains the gene of a fish 
Which 'delightsw already come out of the which blocks a ripening enzyme. In En- 
gene lab? In its special edition "Biofach gland, genetech BAKING YEAST produced 
92!" the newspaper 'Urnwelt Direld" re- in the gene laboratory has already been 
ported some facts about this. admitted on the market. This yeast lets the 

Through manipulation with the geneti- dough rise more quickly. 
cally produced bovine growth hormone Even wine arouses the interest of gene 
BST, COWS, for example, shall produce engineers. A s  with beer, here too, "opti- 
more MILK-the target is up to 20,000 mized yeasts" are developed for the fer- 
liters ayear. In view of the overproduction menting of WINE or CHAMPAGNE. One 
of milk, this is completely unnecessary. estimates that within a few years nearly all 
These so-called uturbo"-cows are already industrial enzymes will be produced via 
programmed in such a way that they pro- gene technology. 
duce antibiotics. Consequently, the one 
who drinks their milk takes in the ANTIBI- ALREADY MANIPULATED? 
OTIC at the same time and thereby is also 
exposed togene mmipulation. This means Are not all ,those who carry , out, , approve 

of and profit from such experiments al- 
ready manipulated themselves? Although 
they call themselves Christians, they treat 
animals like machines-assuming, of 
course, that they have no souls. 

GENES OUT OF CONTROL 

Potatoes, tobacco, sugar beets, corn, 
wheat: worldwide gene experiments are 
made on approximately 30 domestic plants. 
A countless number of these manipulated 
plants grows in the open, on experimental 
fields. Who can still prevent manipulated 
genetic material from being spread? 

Japan works on the gene-manipulative 
preparation of RICE; in the US, CORN is 
gene manipulated. Corn and rice are staple 
foods in these countries. 

In Holland, outdoor experiments are 
made with genetech POTATOES. In the 
meantime, worldwide, 300 outdoor experi- 
ments with PLANTS have been carried out- 
with unforeseeable results for the sur- 
rounding nature. For it is known that gene 
fragments can be easily transmitted. What 
is not known is the extent of the uncon- 
trolled co-manipulation of all of nature. 

What happens when nature and the 
fruits it brings forth are manipulated with 
gene technology? Will the people who eat 
this food not be automatically manipu- 
lated, too? Science contests this. But no 
one has thus far supplied evidence that 
this is not a real danger. At best, this could 
be examined and proved in an experimen- 
tal study over decades. But we know 
nothing about this kind of test, in which 
scientists intend to research the effects of 
genetically altered food on man. 

Cynics could argue that the test has 
already begun by bringing the products on 
the market without any restrictions. Sci- 
ence calls this a 'blind study". The con- 
sumers are the experimental subjects- 
without knowing it. 

A special domain of the gene engineers 
is MEAT PRODUCTION. The great demand 
for meat, especially in the West, can be met 
only through the 'production" of animals 
which double their weight in half the time. 
To this category of animals belong geneti- 
cally "boosted" GIANT PIGS, living moun- 
tains of flesh. Since the consumption of 
meat has already proved to be hazardous 
to health, what then is to be expected if 
gene engineering is now interfering in the 
giant food sector as well? No one knows 
how gene fragments from the manipulated 
meat of animals affect the human intes- 
tines. Maybe the intestinal flora will be 
changed; maybe the human intestines 
themselves will be genetically changed. 

Due to gene manipulations, SHEEP in 
Australia produce a wool which breaks off 
by itself and is collected with nets, while 
before shearing was necessary. Further- 
more, these animals are capable of produc- 
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ing substances in their wool which repel 
insects and, in addition to that, keep off 
negative influences from their wool. The 
result of this is a wool which can be pro- 
cessed with less effort. 

Disregarding any ethical and moral val- 
ues, animals are changed in such a way 
that they yield the greatest economic profit 
for man. His principle is to obtain the 
greatest possible profit with the least ex- 
pense. 

Are not all those who carry out, ap- 
prove of, or profit from such experi- 
ments akeady manipulated themsehres? 

Meanwhile, consumer organizations 
increasingly warn of *optimized foodstuffsn. 
The magazine, Urnwelt Direkt writes in its 
special edition that the refusal of such 
foodstuffs would be well-founded, because 
the risks to health and ecology, provoked 
by such manipulated foodstuffs, cannot be 
foreseen at present. Gene manipulations 
in organisms can produce unknown new 
substances. For example, in the US, se- 
vere side-effects were caused by the sleep- 
ing pill L-tryptophan because a strain of 
bacteria optimized by gene engineering 
was used for the production of this 
"drug". Five thousand people became 
chronically ill and 27 died from the effects. 
(Biofach 92) Genes implanted in domestic 
plants can, upon their release, be trans- 
mitted to wild plants. A s  a result of this, 
new plants could possibly become resis- 
tant to their natural enemies and thus 
spread in an uncontrolled way. 

Gene-technically altered enzymes could 
trigger new, unknown allergies in people 
without a physician being able to deter- 
mine the cause. In the meantime, the 
exchange of genes between micro-organ- 
isms is scientifically proved. 

All living things underwent and un- 
dergo genetic alterations in the course of 
evolution. They are necessary for the ad- 
justment to the environment and survival 
of the species. Gene engineering now 
wants to considerably shorten the often 
long time intervals between natural muta- 
tions by directly changing the hereditary 
material. 

'The decisive advantage of gene engi- 
neering," said Professor Gassen, "is the 
gain of time. Genetic methods are awfilly 
fast. " 

The attitude which becomes evident 
in this statement reveals the goal of the 
gene engineers. They want to create 
living beings according to human speci- 
fications, according to conditions which 
man dictates. They no longer accept the 
natural, divine order. They consciously 
want to change life. And in this conteuct, 
man is not excluded. 

In the US, concrete interventions in the 
genetic make-up of man are already being 
carried out. Eleven human gene therapy 
experiments have been applied for and 

seven moreare in preparation. (Derwge l ,  lected again or disposed of. On the con- 
919 1) More and more illnesses are treated trary: They are able to multiply and they 
with gene therapy. have no natural enemies. 

In a large university clinic near Wash- It is too late to change what has come 
ington D.C., human cells are being geneti- upon you- you not see that by and 
cally manipulated to fight against cancer, large the masses of humanity can no longer 
for instance. Also in cases of various grasp their thoughts and no longer KNOW 
hereditary diseases-for example the so- who or what they are? The masses are 
called ADA-syndrome-genetic experi- already totally manipulated in every way- 
ments were carried out in the US in Sep- physically and spiritually. 
tember 1990. Presently, one speaks of Meanwhile, we have to assume that we 
treating the hereditary illnesses cystic fi- are exposed to gene-manipulated microor- 
brosis and the Lesh-Nyharn-Syndrome with ganisms or DNA-fragments in all areas of 
gene engineering. Thus, we have reached life. What can we do in order to escape 
the point in human medicine, too, where manipulation? Here, too, Christ gives us 
the barriers against gene technology are an answer in His revelation: 
being gradually removed. 'Behold and recognize in your hearts. 

A research team from the universities of Many of you still have enough to eat and to 
Freiburg and Mainz has studied the devel- drink But do you h o w  what certain foods 
opment of the brain in flies. Genes were contain? Do you h w  what certain bever- 
found which control the development of ages contain? it could be that foods and 
brain structures and influence certain ce- bevemges already contain the manipla- 
rebral functions. tion Happy the one who mises himselfover 

What is possible with flies does not these satanic, that is, demonic, vibrations 
necessarily have to be successful in man. thmugh thefulfillment of the Inner Life. For 
But experience has shown: Everything even the words 'I will set out to walk the 
which is feasible shall be done. This could path, Iwill striue for. .. ', will gradually fall in 
mean that genetech interventions in the hu- the dust. Now the motto is 'fulfil'! For the 
man brain will soon be possible. [C: It is not one who does not do so, is together with the 
only possible but is widely utjlized!] serpent, that is, the dmgon. How can man 

Shall a new man spring up? Do we accept the divine blessings? This is only 
approach the breeding of a new species? [C: possible i f  he opens himself for the inner 
You have ALREADY CREATED IT!] blessings t h u g h  a pure way of life. And 

The Christ-of-God Spirit explained to us the pure life in turn begins with your feel- 
in His revelation: ings, sensations, thoughts, words and ac- 
' So recognize and becwne a m  of the tions." 

Bht between the light and the darkness. Tire For more information about the block- 
darknessdues notgiveup as long asitstill has ing of the emotions, with which the dark- 
m m p k s .  Andthemmplioesareallthose ness tries to eliminate the fine impulses of 
who live with the world.. The advemary, who the spirit of God for man, also read the 
wears many a garment, now lries to ma+- article, "Genetic Manipulation Blocks Our 
late the people. This happens in m~fu~oId Emotional Life". (To follow.) 
ways. He intru&es into the genes of man. 
Sub- are in the air, in the tuater, sub- WHY IS GENE ENGINEERING SO 
stanoes are in the food and in beverages." DANGEROUS? 

Christ also tells uswhat the consequences 
of gene manipulation are: What are the real risks? One can 

'When the dark-ness holds sway orner man recognize from the condition of our 
thrvugh the subs tan^^ which rnanipullte the planet, which many already believe can 
genes, then, in the end, man will no longer no longer be saved, that the human 
know who he is for he can hardly gmsp his species has failed. We need a new kind 
thoughts any longer. His sensations will also of man. And thus, now is the hour of 
be elimiruzted and thus man no longerfinds gene engineering as wished by the mu- 
umess to his emotions." [C: This same end minate: The building blocks of We, the 
can also be accomplished by the emtemal genes, shall be arranged in such a way 
application of pulsed beam wave frequw- that a new man emerges who at last 
&*I functions in the "right way". We asked 

Do we want to be manipulated? Do we a medical expert about the "blessing~" 
want to get to the point where we can no of gene engineering. 
longer recognize our feelings, sensations, Question: 'Finally, with gene engineer- 
wherewe can no longergrasp our thoughts so ing all possibilities are open for usn-this 
that we no longer know what we do and who impression is created in the public opinion 
we are? by the media. What is then so dangerous 

about a gene-manipulated, long lasting, 
MICROBES WILL BE OUT juicy tomato? 

OF CONTROL Answer: One has to differentiate be- 
tween several levels of danger. It is rela- 

Microbes, out of control, can't be col- tively harmless when a gene is inserted 
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which, for example, makes the tomato 
resistant to pests or keeps the tomato fresh 
longer. Such genes probably only trigger 
allergies in the human body. More danger- 
ous is if human genes are implanted, for 
instance, the gene for the human growth 
hormone, which is already routinely done 
with pigs. 

Question: Why is it so dangerous to 
implant a human growth hormone? Why 
shouldn't the pigs grow faster? 

Answer: Because man can develop 
acromegaly, which means that his fingers, 
his nose, his chin grow. He could then look 
like Pharaoh Echnaton (Akhnaton) who 
had this disease. (Wokink And now I 
know!] 

Question: Does this mean that a gene 
can get into the human body via the tomato 
or the meat and can promote growth in 
different parts of the body leading to defor- 
mity? 

Answer: Yes. And the third level of 
danger is when genes are deliberately im- 
planted into the genom of the tomato which 
don't become active in the tomato, but are 
aimed at the human brain, for example, 
certain brain-genes. 

Question: I s  it already possible to intro- 
duce accompanying genes which only be- 
come active in a human being? 

Answer: This is no problem for gene 
engineering. The only problem would be to 
keep this gene inactive in a tomato and that 
could be done with another accompanying 
gene. 

Question: If the brain-gene has no pur- 
pose in the tomato at all, why is it then 
inserted? 

Answer: SO that one absorbs this gene. 
The gene is then received by the corre- 
sponding receptors in the brain and goes 
into the DNA of the person. The destina- 
tion of such brain-genes is first of all the 
original parts of the brain, especially the 
limbic system. [C: "Limbic Systemn: A 
group of brain structures, including the 
hippocampus, amygdala, dentate gyrus, 
cingulate gyms, gyrus fornicatus, and 
archicortex, and their interconnections 
and connections with the hypothala- 
mus, septal area, and a medical area of 
the mesencephalic tegmentum. The 
system is activated by motivated behav- 
ior and arousal, and it influences the 
endocrine and autonomic motor sys- 
tems.] 

Question: This is outrageous, that genes 
implanted in tomatoes don't make toma- 
toes grow, but manipulate man. Did I 
understand that right? 

Answer: YES, this is outrageous. One 
has to assume that this happens in a 
controlled and very intentional way, just to 
produce a new generation of mankind, 
which fits in with the plans the demons 
have for this earth. 

Question: It seems, then, that the sci- 

entists pretend to create nice vegetables me, because I am of the subjective opinion 
and, in reality, they are insiders who carry that I am doing everything right, I am still 
out a certain plan. responsible for my wrong attitude and the 

Answer: Not the average scientist, but wrong actions which I carry out, because I 
the highest level. Of course, the reasons have attracted the manipulated genes like 
for a planned brain manipulation can be a magnet, according to the principle "like 
explained in a logical way to a gene engi- attracts like", dhd I am responSible for 
neer. They are told that: Certain charac- what happens in me. My life on Earth has 
teristics of man have caused the deso- thus become a vegetating one on the one 
late state of mankind which is known to hand and, on the other, a constant bur- 
every one. And that everything destmc- dening myself anew. 
tive coming out of the world of feelings NOTATION: "Anyone seeking a homr 
has to be blocked, if things are going to picture of today truly needs no fantasy. 
get better for mankind. That an emo- T a k  a book on veterinary medicine and 
tional, impulsive kind of man is no while reading it simply substitute the word 
longer acceptable for the earth. And 'mun'for the word 'animal'. What happens 
that only people with neutral feelings, every day is no longer utopia, it is everyday 
or better yet, with no feelings at all, are business. * Professor Henning Beier, Univ. 
acceptable. ofAachen, member of the Central Commis- 

Question: Does this mean that the for- sion on Ethics of the Bundesarzlekarnmer. 
eign brain-genes aim at producing a hu- (Federal Medid Assoc. of Germany.) 
man being who no longer has any 'dis- Question: With the implanted genes 
turbing" feelings? (which are foreign programmes) I can only 

Answer: Right. burden myself more. Why isn't it possible 
Question: How does one produce such to clear things up? 

genes which leave a person without Answer: The burden of the soul is also 
feelings? recorded in the physical genetic make-up. 

Answer: At first, you only have to There is a resonance between a gene of the 
identw them. And this has already body and information in the soul. Clearing 
been accomplished with 3000 human up always starts in the soul. In this 
brain-genes. If the alkaline structure has process, the soul radiates in such a way 
been decoded, it is only a routine matter for that a certain burden becomes active in the 
the DNA machines to produce these genes. genes. Then the clearing up can happen. 
And they can do this by the billions. A foreign gene which has been implanted 

Question: And the brain-genes in the in the body is a jamming station. It is not 
limbic system shall now make sure that identical with a cause in the physical ge- 
feelings and impulsive reactions are netic makeup and thus, neither does it 
blocked? correspond to a burden of the soul. The 

Answer: That is one possibility. But if soul cannot reach the jamming programme 
one wants to produce a soldier-type, one because it vibrates differently. The result 
could eliminate empathy and sympathy is a jumble of vibrations in the body. 
and instead activate aggressive reac- A picture can make ihis condition clear. 
tions like rage and the desire to attack. My own path of error is recorded in the soul 

Question: What is so negative about and in the genes. Starting from the soul, I 
human feelings for the Illuminate? can clear it up, step by step. However, the 

Answer: Because feelings are the pre- path of error which is foreign to-me (the 
requisite for understanding and empathy foreign programme which was implanted 
and thus for the practising of loving one's into the DNA) is also not in the soul. And 
neighbor. Self-recognition, as well, is so, the soul cannot activatethe steps to 
only possible through sensing ourselves; clear up. The consequence is that the 
this means, when the communication soul cannot work on and clear up the 
between the soul and the rational mind foreign programme until it has burdened 
is possible only through the world of itaseilf through the new programme, be- 
feelings. When the world of feelings is cause this burden goes into the soul at 
blocked, I am without feeling, heartless. the same time. - - 
I can no longel: feel remorse and thus no Question: Does this me-= that there is 
longer clear things up. I also cannot feel actually an unavoidable force to burden 
the longing for the divine, because the oneself, because it-* only then that the 
idea p ~ w d s  in me that I can under- soul can recognize and e r a s  the foreign 
stand and manage weqthingwith my programn)es? - - 
rational thhdhg and my intell&. Answer: From the point of view of the 

Question: But doesn't this mean that demonic, this is exactly the purpose. The 
life on Earth has become useless for me soul cannot clear up things unless it first 
because I can no longer repent and clear burdens itself through the foreign 
things up? On the contrary, don't I burden programme. Only after this new burden- 
myself more and more? ing does the soul have the opportunity to 

Answer: Yes, this is inevitably so. Even clear up this burden. 
if I am not aware of what is happening in Question: What happens now, when a 
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soul goes into the soul realms with such AND soul. There is only ONE Truth-but an infinite 
burdens? Can it atone for them there? It is noted already that there is a potato number of ways to reach it. One thing is 

Answer: Yes, this is possible, but one and a tomato strain which has been made surely Truth: you will mmm get Truth 
can imagine that at first-the soul will rebel resistant to insects in the gene laboratory. fmm youraor#mment, yout Media or a 
against this. A s ~ u l  will have a hard time It produces a poison in its cells, which has tawyerl So be it. 
accepting that it is responsible for a wrong a lethal effect on the individual pest. In the Wokini, please, this week is fded to 
attitude which it tookon unknowingly, but long term this _can produce incalculable overflow with lawyers and harangue, law- 
with which it has nevertheless burdened - a  damage to the health of man. I would guess suits and lies-so, shall we move directly 
itself, and that it. has to expiate and suffer that our peopleme going to eventually find into our subject so that we can have readi- 
through this burden. The rebellion of the 'feastingon untampered chlorella, red len- ness for contribution to the new paper? I 
soul may thus prevent for a long time the tils and Spelta bread most inviting-to be find that we are now approaching the most 
dissolving of the guilt. This can lead to washed down with a nice blend ofjuice and important material for the fundamental 
rebellions in the spheres of purification Mo-gu. "Wishing" will no longer make any experience of life itself as expressed in the 
against those who, in the opinion of the of these things "just go away". This is a physical manifestation. The very life struc- 
souls, are responsible for this. - massive plan UNDERWAY by the Elite One ture is now altered, obliterated, changed 

Question: Now, there is-no injustice. World Order. It is done and in use for the and manipulated. You MUST KNOW IF 
Whatever happens to me, be it as soul or as purpose of control of the masses and de- YOU ARE TO SURVIVE WITH "SOUL" IN- 
human being, was caused by me. How struction by death to the unwanted popu- TACT--THE PLAN ISTO OBLITERATE SOUL 
could I have avoided becoming a victim of lation. FROM LMNG STRUCTURES. 
the gene manipulation? Or, putting it I, too, would have it be different-BUT I Also, Wokini, it is time to begin to re- 
differently, how can I protect myself against HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THE EXPE- structure the PLEIADES CONNECTION 
beinginfluencedwithoutmynoticing,which RIENCE OF MAN UPON A PHYSICAL banned JOURNALS. I am not going to 
would then have the mentioned conse- PLANET. THE ADVERSARY OF GOD IN- delve into the 'God" subject as is pre- 
quences? TENDSTO HAVEALLTHINGS PHYSICAL sented in four of them-but we will start 

Answer: Actually, I can only protect AND THAT INCLUDES MANKIND! with one of the ones most desired banned 
myself by seriously striving to actualize at this time of experience-AIDS, THE LAST 
the divine commandments, as they are THE LIE OF 'HARMLESSNESS" GREAT PLAGUE. The HlV virus is nothing 
written in the Sermon on the Mount, more than a manipulated structure and 
every day. This means, that I am walk- A last thought before giving my scribe you can do nothing about it or any of the 
ing the Inner Path. This brings my soul rest: I t  is claimed again and again that other 'last plague" organisms until you 
into avibration which is higher than the the release of transgene, that is, gene- know THE TRUTH. There are some excep- 
vibration which is higher than the for- manipulated micro-organisms is com- tional volumes in print which bear reading 
eign genes. The result, at best, is that pletely harmless. A scientist from the but I have not time nor inclination to offer 
the foreign genes do not find a hold in University of Pennsylvania (German them here. We shall effort to integrate the 
me. If the implantation of foreign genes newspaper Welt, February 15, 1992), "old", updated, along with this informa- 
has already taken place, then the repair- however, forurd that already one hour tion being offered herein. We shall effort to 
enqxnes can recognize them right away after the release of gene-madpulated get this back into print as quickly as we 
and can eliminate them from the body. sewage sludge the gene fragments of fmd interruptions in the legal scheduling. 
The third possibility is that the suppres- manipulated bacteria were transmitted I am weary of the 'Evil Empire" in the form 
sor genes recognize the foreign genes to non-manipulated ones. So we can say of proclaimed "friends" who stab the back- 
and that they will inactivate them. The that within a very short time bacteria sides--but we shall play it out as neces- 
mentioned possibilities exist only ifthe nearby are gene contaminated, or gene sary. IF TRUTH FALLS, READERS, WHO 
soul has the necessary strength for this. manipulated! SHALL PICK UP THE PIECES? OR, WILL 

Question: Thus, a protection against Have a nice dinner! THEY LAY TO DUST AND RUST WHILE 
gene manipulation is possible only when I Salu, SATAN ENSLAVES YOU-WITHOUT SOUL 
increase the strength of my soul through Ceres to clear, please. OR MIND? THE CHOICES ARE ONLY 
daily actualization? Only in this way can YOURS. 
the penetration of dangerous gene parts 3/23/93 #1 CERES 'ATONN I believe, in this newspaper edition, the 
into one's own DNA be avoided or repaired? staff is presenting an idea of 'sponsor- 

Answer: Yes, that is correct. TRUTH ship" of JOURNALS. You will have to 
check it out for I haven't paid attention. I 

END OF QUOTING, THIS SEGMENT. "The tmth shall make you fme." Ah, believe, however, that what is suggested is 
indeed the headline on the paper has caused that one or a group sponsor the publication 

+ ones to rush to Bibles and quotation dictio- of given JOURNAL printings or reprintings. 
naries to find if it is Wll" or 'shall" or, or Someone has mentioned prices but you 

I can see that at  this point I have some - -. Does it matter a whit? Either way-IT will have to check it out, please, for I don't 
very concerned readers. This is SERIOUS SBU&M2Z& dWKE POU MAD! attend those things very closely. 
stuff and makes that awful movie, W A -  There are manyways toaexpress" truth: I MENTION IT HERE BECAUSE: THE 
SION OF THE KILLER TOMA?'DES a bit Truth is a flower in whose neighborhood REWRITING AND THEN PUTTING TO 
more attention worthy, doesn't it? others must wither." So what is "truth"? PUBLICATION OF THE ABOVE-REFER- 

Well, chelas, I don't know how to soften It is that long clean clear simple undeviable ENCED JOURNAL IS BEING SPONSORED 
the truth of these presentat ion~1 just unchallengeable straight and shining line, BY DR. PIERRE CIBUTIER-A BELOVED 
suggest you keep sipping and supping on one side of which black is black and on FRIEND AND 'SPARRING PARTNER". HE 
your Gaiandriana (no matter how many the other, white is white. But in your day HAS MADE GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS 
tell you it is 'just water"). You will raise of expression-it has become a long and IN SHARING AND SUPPORTING THIS 
your own DNA vibrations to the level of confused angle placed in definition upon WORK FROM ONSET. THERE ARE NO 
being able to overcome these invaders-or 'opinion"-which is usually uninformed WAY ST0 ACTUALLY ADEQUATELY THANK 
you shall not make it in wholeness of body and lacking most aspects of Truth itself. THESE FRIENDS-BUT WE SHALL TRY. 
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WE CAN REFERENCE SUCH PARTICIPA- 
TION IN ANY WAY A SUPPORTER WISHES- 
EITHER WITH NAME, INITIALS OR ANONY- 
MOUSLY. I HONOR YOUR PRIVACY AT 
ALL TIMES. "I" CHOOSE THIS PARTICU- 
LAR VOLUME IN HIS HONOR BECAUSE 
HIS WHOLE EXISTENCE IS IN THE HEAL- 
ING ARTS AND FEW REMAIN WHO SERVE 
I N  TRUTH IN THOSE PROFESSIONS, 
CALLED HEALING. YOU ARE CON- 
TROLLED BY THE VERY MANIPULATORS 
OF THAT WHICH WE HEREIN SPEAK. 

CONTINUED QUOTING: Christusstaat 
Intemtional, P.O. Box 5643, W-8700 
Wuerzburg, Germany. 

THE DEMONIC GOAL: 
GENETIC MANIPULATION BLOCKS 

'OUR EMOTIONAL LIFE" 

Direct interventions in the genetic make- 
up are already common practice in veteri- 
nary medicine and stock-breeding. How- 
ever, they are legally forbidden on man. 
And yet the technical know-how could 
already now be used on man. Hasn't it 
always been so, that what is technically 
possible will soon be put into practice? 
Does this possibly take place in secret 
already? 

In arecent television film there were two 
kinds of human beings: naturally-fathered 
ones and others whose genetic make-up 
was manipulated beforehand in test-tubes. 
The naturally-fathered ones were people of 
inferior quality; the others who were fa- 
thered in test-tubes were the great ones, 
the leaders and the scientists. 

The possibility of a direct interven- 
tion in the humanbody cells has akeady 
BECOME REALITY TODAY. This direct 
manipulation is thus a supplement to 
the indirect one which takes place via 
substances in medicines, in the food 
and in the ah. The intervention in our 
physical genetic make-up gives the de- 
monic forces, the opponents of God, the 
possibility to block our spiritual heri- 
tage. How can we understand this re- 
lations hip? 

In all gene fragments which 
are smuggled into the human gene tic make- 
up can change the progrmmes which are 
stored in the human brain. One knows, for 
example, that our emotional life is con- 
trolled by so-called neuropeptides. [C: 
KNOW that in the Gaiandriana these 
"peptides" are brought into perfection 
of the original "naturalm cellular struc- 
ture of your individual DNA blueprint. It 
M be from the protection of your own 
cellular "mind" (brain) structure that 
you will be able to d t  unaltered. There- 
fore, neuropeptides (peptides by any 
label) are very, very important.] {See the 

next-to-lastpages for Gaiandriana ordering pushed back into the soul and wiU break 
information.) Peptides are elements of pro- out at a later time. Thus, man has 
teins. Our genes have the task to produce inflicted a new and additional burden oh 
elements of protein-also the kind found in his soul. 
neuropeptides. If the DNA-composition of The interference with the human ge- 
certain genes is changed, the production of netic make-up is another attempt of the 
peptides will also change accordingly. demon to gain control over the people and 

If, due to such a manipulation, the thereby over this Earth. After all the de- 
above-mentioned neuropeptides which in- monic seductions he has staged thus far in 
fluence our brain are changed, then the the history ofmankind-includingthe split- 
following can happen: The substances ting of the atom-he now tackles gene 
which control our emotional life are no manipulation. 
longer produced correct1 y-and this will It will be his LAST ACT. It will not 
lead to a blockage of our emotional life. bring him the desired rule over GOD, but 
This could, for example, mean that one the decline of the old world. 
loses the inhibition to hurt another 
person, or that someone is blocked in STOP QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT. 
his readiness to help a suffering person 
or someone in need, or that one carries * * 
out the orders of an authority against 
one's own morals, because the con- RETURN TO 0 & A's 
science is eliminated. 

Indeed, the feelings and sensations A s  ones began to read on the prior 
are the bridge to the divine within us. If material I am now flooded with inquiries 
we no longer discern our feelings, that which bear inserting here regarding past 
is, if we no longer can feel ourselves, writings on the dissemination of Gene Frag- 
then it is no longer possible to recognize ments. The matter is no longer calculable 
our &es. This means that we no longer but we shall offer studied M responses to 
get to the causes which are st3ll in our some questions: 
soul. An additional consequence is that, 
since the sensations and the conscience CONTINUE QUOTING: 
are blocked, man continues to violate 
the divine laws without having the feel- Question: What might be the effect on 
ing that he sins (errs). Through this, he me, if I eat cheese which contains gene- 
burdens his soul more and more. technically produced rennin enzymes for 

This is exactly what the demon wants, breakfast? 
because in this way he receives energy. If Answer: Of course, the gene engineers 
the pathofself-recognition andclearingup say that it has no effect whatsoever on 
of causes is blocked, we no longer have human life. This, however, is unlikely for 
access to our divine heritage, to our true we know, for example from tests on in- 
being. Clearing up causes, therefore, needs sects, that genes are transferable. We 
recognizing one's guilt, repenting, forgiv- speak here of a horizontal gene transfer. 
ing, asking for forgiveness, making good This means that foreign DNA components 
and no longer doing the same or similar can be implanted into other cells. This, 
mistake again. however, has unforeseeable consequences 

Repentance, however, implies: To feel for life. 
without our own hearts the pain which we [C: If the body system is enhanced 
have caused to our neighbor. This repen- through its own strong immune system 
tance can only be reached via the emo- and cellular structare is continually re- 
tional level. However, if our feelings and producing and cleansing each cellular 
sensations are blocked, we no longer structure within the body-NOTHING 
recognize our sins and, even more, we will happen unless tot* overwhelmed 
no longer repent of them. A person in or deliberately oveswheknd technolo&- 
such a state is spiritually dead, because cally by injection into the very cells 
he is manipulated. themselves. There manipulated genetic 

And still another aspect has to be taken structures are not strong in themselves 
into consideration: M a n  and his soul form and can ody  flourish wherein t h e e  is 
a unity and thus have a well-defined life ateady mutatios andweakness present. 
programme which they bring along into It is- known that with the increased 
this world. The burdens of the soul fiom ultra-high frequency light r a p  which 
previous lives, therefore, are of great are becoming wer mare p r d e a t  (be- 
signfficance. In fact, the genetic infor- ing now produced fiom some of yo- 
mation which diners fiom man to man space satellite beam qktems as well as 
forms the link between s o d  and body. the entrance of Earth into the Wages of 
Changing the genes also changes the life what you refer to as the photon belt), 
programme of man and is thus an inter- that the mutations wil l  incream expo- 
ference with the soul debt of man. It nentially according to desired results in 
cannot be dissolved this way, but is the masses.] 
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Question: Does science know about this? CREATION OF DlVABLUEPRINT8 THEM- THE 'GENE-DIPLOMACY OF 
Answer In individual cases perhaps SELVES. THE ADVERSARY MUST WORK THE CCWURCHES 

not. But the horizontal gene transfer, that FROM THAT WHICH IS ALREADY CRE- 
is, the implantment of foreign DNA into the ATED! Therefore, GOD CREATES-MAN We pose the question: I s  gene manipu- 
body's hereditary substance is scientifi- AND SATAN CAN ONLY *MANIPULATEw lation in the will of God?. If not, what do the 
cally PROVEN. THAT WHICH IS ALREADY CREATED!] guarantors of the ecclesiastical institu- 

Question: Can the dissemination ofgene tions then say about this? Why does not, 
fragments be controlled at all? SET A GOOD EXAMPLE! at this point, a storm of indignation break 

[C: The next is basically TRUE, read- out? For the one who wants to live in a 
ers, so harken up to possibilities and The author proposes the following: Christian way cannot sit back and silently 
probabifities as you play with the Adver- What would happen if our brave scien- watch how man once again intrudes hei- 
saq and this New World *Disworder.] tists, our politicians who are positively nously into God's creation and how our 

Answer: IT IS NO LONGER CONTROL- convinced of gene engineering and our soul shall be bound to the satanic for eons. 
LABLE "NOW", because the dissemina- 'responsible" churchmen were the first From the churches we find statements 
tion of genetech products has already ones to volunteer for such gene-manipula- such as the following: In 1986, the Protes- 
reached an extent which can no longer be tive experiments so that within the next tant Lutheran Church of Germany formu- 
clearly seen. Today, gene technology al- five or ten years we can observe on them lated ten theses on gene technology. In a 
ready presents a considerable economic the benefits of gene manipulation? For summary by the bishop in charge, Dr. 
factor in the Western world. One can no example, our politicians who have just Karl-Heinz Stoll, we can read among other 
longer talk about supervision or even con- passed the new regulation, "NOVEL things, 'It is neither possible nor sensible, 
trol in this field. FOOD", could share at all receptions and or even an ethical necessity, to dispense 

Question: How can gene fragments gain banquets that they prefer to eat gene- with all technical-scientific possibilities and 
entry into the human being: Are there manipulated foods. Since they claim that to go back to nature', nor is it responsible 
other possibilities than via the food? gene engineering has no side-effects what- to blindly &urn progress." 

Answer: By now, there are gene frag- soever, they could set a good example. In the Protestant Sunday paper of De- 
ments in the water, in the sewage and in They certainly have to be afraid of nothing. cember 16, 1990 on the subject, *Are the 
the air. There are many other possibilities What do you think, dear reader? genes our fate?" Erhard Ratz, the commis- 
of taking them in, not only via the food. sioner for natural science and technology 
Once they are inside the body, they then go A GLOOMY FUTURE of the Protestant Lutheran Church in Ba- 
where they fit. varia, writes the following: 

[C: The point of Gaiandriana is that it If ethics and morals of a truly Christ- 'We can no longer do away with or 
takes on the DNA (original blueprint) of type of life are no longer taken into account forbid gene engineering, as several people 
any normally structured cell which has in science and technology; if the only ques- suggest. It all depends on us and society 
been invaded or in any way altered tion remains what is technically feasible, how we will deal with the possibilities 
through manipulation. The Gaiandriana but no longer what is Christian-then we which it offers to us. The scientists have a 
simply moveswithin each cell and in the have to be afraid that mankind will face a great responsibility, but ours is not minor. 
case, for instance, of a rkru, destroys gloomy future. A futpr. which will no In order to assume responsibility, we have 
the dnc atom which holds the *capw on longer be subject to the d h h 6  order but to inform ourselves beyond all exaggerated 
aviras-destroyingthevka. by ikucol- to an order made by people. And this optimism or pessimism." 
lapsew and THEN, uses the debris as food means: a satanic order. Whoever is What is meant by the expression 'exag- 
for fuel. There is nothing very scientific prepared to submit to this slavery, can gerated pessimisd? Does it perhaps mean 
about it--it is a totally natural thing. do so. The one who does not wmL to, that a bit of gene engineering for 'hu- 
Thebody immunesystembuildsitdfto should become attentive and protest mane" purposes is permitted from the 
proper lemels of function and simply against each kind of manipulation of the Christian point of view? 
takes care of foreign DNA elements. It human genetic make-up. FOR IF MAN The position of the Catholic Church 
simply reproduces the perfection of the PLACES HIMSELF ABOVE GOD, THEN shows a similar quality. Pope P~US 
originalblueprint structure and destroys HE HIMSELF HAS BECOME THE DE- already gave a basically positive comment 
the alien intruder. It's a perfect plan of MON! on genetics in general in his speech to 
GOD to protect His creationrr-arhatwer geneticists on September 7, 1953: 
they be. {Again, see next-to-lastpages for PUSHED BACK INTO THE SOUL The basic tendency of genetics and 
ordering informcation on Gaiandrianu.) eugenics for influencing the hereditary 

Would this not simply enhance an if we allow our genetic make-up to be process, in order to further the good and to 
intruding genetic implant? NO-be- tampered with, then we may outwardly eliminate the bad, is blameless from the 
cause there is an original blueprint as become healthy. If, however, every ill- ethnic point of view.' With regard to 
individual as is  every fingerprint. In a ness is determined in our soul, how can a modern gene technology, Pope John Paul I1 
*clonew for instance, the cellular stxuc- gene-manipulated person then regain his said in his speech of October 23, 1982, in 
hue may wed be qualified-but, in a health? This means that through the front ofthe PapalAcademyof Sciencesthat 
clone, you have already severed the manipulation of thephysicalgenetic make- one can hope #that the new techniques for 
*soul energy" ties to the being in point- up, the illness is again pushed back into the modification of the genotype in special 
or, at the very least modified the con- the soul. The causes we have created are cases of genetic and chromosomal illnesses 
nection to give the same sum total. still there; they even increase, bemuse present a cause for hope to the majority of 

This point. out what I have said we continue to think and to do the same or people affected by such i l lness .  One also 
regarding soul and physical. One is NOT similar things. has to consider that specific illnesses, such 
the other. ONLY GOD OF CREATION Would you buy groceries tf thcy as sickle-cell anemia, can be healed through 
CAN BREATHE THAT WONDROUS w e n  labelled 4gene-technic~lly im- gene transplants ... The research of mod- 
BREATH OF REAL *LIFEw SOUL EX- provedm? U not, then you KNOW tha ern biology gives cause for hope that the 
PRWION INTO A PHYSICAL BEING. mason whr such iabe 2s a m  mhsinrrl transplantation and transmutation of genes 
GOD IS CREATOR WORKING FROM [C: NOW FOR A TOUCHY SUBJECT:] are able to improve the state of health of 
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those who are affected by chromosomal varieties as well as animal species and will have any effect. Their adversaries in 
illnesses; in this way the smallest and animal breeds. politics, science and industry are all too 
weakest human beings can be treated still Were their consciences still active at powerful. And they determine the line of 
in the womb or immediately after birth." that time, or was it simply not imaginable gene politics. 
(quoted from Reiter, Johannes: Ethicul Im- what gene engineering would render pos- In this sense, the European Commu- 
plications of Genetic Research n.d.) . sible one day? For some years now, it has nity (EC) Commission for example, intends 

"Transplantation and transmutation become apparent that gene research and to propose to the EC-Council of ministers 
of genes" thus is authorized by the its application will become a multi-billion a "decree about new (i.e., gene-manipu- 
Catholic Church! And so the church dollar business. What has happened after lated) foodstuffs and new food ingredi- 
breaks its own teaching: For where is it that? The legal conception that plants and ents". Why should it be a EC decree and 
written in the Bible that we are allowed animals are not patentable has undergone not a EC directive? The answer is simple: 
to interfere with the creation in order to an amazing change from the former ex- An EC directive has to be incorporated 
become "soundn through this crime? press banning to the current licensing. by each of the twelve member state's par- 
Rather, it is written, "And God saw TheEuropeancourts havechanged their liaments into a national executive law. 
everything which He created, and be- conception after the US Supreme Court This would swirl up more dust. An EC 
hold, it was very good." (Genesis 1 :31). was first in deciding that everything under decree, however, is a law which becomes 
By affirming the transmutation of the the sun is patentable. For gene technology directly valid in the member states as soon 
components of life, the church corrects this means: Genes, too, are patentable, as the European Parliament does not reject 
God and places itself over Him. and thus so are transmuted plants, ani- it with absolute majority and the EC Coun- 

It is known that in the field of gene mals and human cells. In Munich, for cil of Ministers approves it. 
engineering, animals have to suffer as pro- example, the American company Dupont [C: Is there still anyone NOT under- 
duction centers for manipulated medicines. was granted a German patent for a so- standing which way the gene-infested 
What would Jesus of Nazareth have an- called "transgene" mouse. wind blows?????] 
swered to the question whether it is ac- According to a US report, the American 
cording to the law of God to let a cow suffer brain-researcher J. Craig Venter of the 'WELL. I'LL NOT GET TRAPPED!" 
as a bio-reactor for all its life? National Institutes of Health in Bethesda 

Wouldn't He possibly have said: 'What has identified over 2,300 human genes, for [C: No? Does this mean that you wil l  
you have done to the least of My brothers, which patent applications have already only eat "natural" food. and wear "natu- 
you have done to Me?" For the animals, been submitted. The same is true for the ral" fiber clothing? Watch it: %ven the 
too, are our neighbors, are our brothers. gene which regulates the composition of wearers of allegedly healthy natural 

In case the churches have misjudged human milk. With the manipulation of materials are not free from the risk! The 
the development, wouldn't a clearaNO", at this gene the mother should become a Freiburg Hydrotax Laboratory deter- 
least now, be required in view of the eery producer of medicine and the child should mined in every fourth test made on s3lk 
scenario of an expandinggene technology? already take his "medicine" with the and every tenth test made on cotton 
Why is it still lacking? One cannot help mother's milk. serious reactions and thus .indications 
thinking that gene technology is already There is no longer a big step from geneti- of a possibly existing potential for 
in the hands of big business. IT IS cally transmuted mice, cows and pigs to changes of the genetic make-up." 
KNOWNTHAT ESPECIALLY THE CATHO- genetically transmuted human beings. The " NatutJb 9/90 ] 
LIC INSTITUTION HAS INVESTED ITS legal barriers begin to sway or have already 
UNKNOWN FORTUNE IN THIS BIG BUSI- fallen. One may eagerly anticipate the time THE BORING FACTS! 
NESS. when a patent application will be submit- 

Does it once again seem that birds of a ted for the first gene-manipulated human [C: And so, what are you stuck with? 
feather flock together? beings. [C: Why? "They" own the patent Well, it shall be one or the other, good 

office!] friends. You will come within the shel- 
WHEN COMES THE 'PATENTED" If years ago someone had uttered fears ter of the Laws of God and Creation by 

MAN? of this kind, they would simply have been your actions and your soul intent--or 
dismissed as science-fiction stories. But you will fall to the hatchet-men of Satan. 

[C: Let me remind you, if you have the possibilities might become reality. It is I do not make the rules, readers, I just 
studied our lessons, it is already "so". It an eery development with gigantic conse- pass on the information. I think this 
is not even an imperfected possibility- quence. It is initiated by those who-on nekt portion might be considered the 
there are thousands upon thousands of their part manipulated by darkness-pull most important thing you will read this 
"patented" people among you-worse, the strings in the background of world week--but again, it is your decision 
you have no way except through "ac- events. It is their aim to prevent man alone.] 
tions" to identify them.] and his sou1 from returning to God and 

The patent is a document which grants to create the insensitive and control- CHRIST-NESS WITHIN US, 
a monopoly for the use and commercial lable human being which serves its de- THE ONLY SUPPORT IS THE 
production of an invention. In order to be monic interests. ACTUALIZATION OF THE 
patentable, an invention has to be new; it Even the supporters of gene engineer- TEN COMMANDMENTS" 
must not be self-evident for acknowledged ingwho only want to see "progress" should 
experts in this field; it must be useful in its give more thought to it in view of the (From: The Inner Path) 
commercial application. In this point there unforeseeable consequence for human life, 
is mutual agreement. unless they only have an eye for the billions In view of the unforeseeable dangers 

But scientists, industrial companies, of dollars which gene technology begins to which gene manipulation will bring to 
politicians, legal experts, environmental- yield. mankind, the only thing we of Christ con- 
ists and philanthropists disagree over the Consumer groups and environmental- sciousness can do is to purify our soul from 
question of what is patentable. In the 70s ist organizations have begun to establish its burdens; this way our body can be 
the line was still clear: The European patent some sort of "militia" against the gene protected, too. The only path to this end 
agreement ruled out the patenting of plant lobby. It's doubtful whether their protest is the actualization of the Ten Command- 

* . - ,.- - * -  . . - . . . . -. . .. _ _  
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ments and the Sermon on the Mount. By 
putting into practice the teaching of these 
ways, we follow God. Thus, our soul is 
being purified, and the Light of God irradi- 
ates the physical body, strengthening it. 
Therefore, the only support, the only salva- 
tion, in this time is the Christed pathway- 
through the actualization of the lessons 
given as within the Ten Commandments 
and such other teachings as follow the 
Sermon on the Mount. These teachings are 
given forth by every God-valid religion, 
race or creed on the globe as far back and 
shall be as far forward as perceived 'time" 
exists. 

Christ has revealed, mew in the present 
time, thefnnerPathtomankind. TfieXnner 
Bath *ows us hww fiD put the divine laws 
into in our evemay We, so that we 
become d f h e  again. This is the lived 
Sennon an the Mount. 

On the hnerPath, thejourneyer learn to 
mtmgnize himself-his human ego-and to 
let go of it, step by step: his human feelings, 
sensations, thoughts, words as well  as his 
passions and longings. The one who sen- 

you know at all times in your heart. But events or conflicts engender in us that we 
don't you know also that sod needs call thempmblems. And since lifeposes an 
-in the fullness of His eternity, endless series of problems, life is always 
YOU? How would rnan exist if God did not dificult and isfi l l  of pain as well as joy. 
need him, and how would you exist? You "Yet it is in this wholeprocess of meeting 
need God in order to be, and God needs and solvingproblems that life has its mean- 
you-for t ha t  which is the meaning of ing. Pmblems are the cutting edge that 
your life. So be it. distinguishes between success and failure. 

A s  the problems seem insurmountable Problems cdl forth our CoLLmge and our 
in the instance of God's people and within wisdom; indeed, they m a t e  our courage 
each fragment reflecting unto God His own and our wisdom It is only because of 
image---let us share a thought put forth by problems that wegmw mentally andspinhi- 
a writer of your day, regarding problems. ally. When we dwe k, emumge the 

p w t h  of the hrrM q M f ,  we challenge 
' What makes life difpcult is that the and encourage the humaq capacity to solve 

process of confronting and soluingpmblems 
is a p a i n . 0 ~ .  ProMems, depench'ngypaa 
~t nrrlune, euoke inusfkustmtionaalprdef 
o r s r u t n e s s a t t o n e ~ ~ ~ a r ~ i t o t ~ b t  
angw or fear or cw anguish @ ah- 
spair. These am ummf-le fedings, stmct.' It 
often very uncomfortable, often as painjkl learn not to dread b$tt adually to weloome 
as any kind of physicul pain, sometimes problems and acacally to weleome the pain 
equaling the very worst kind of physical of problems." 
pain. Indeed, it is because of the pain that - M.  Scott Peck, M.D. 

ously walks the inner Path and works on 
himself day by day with the help of Christ 
will gmdually cast off his human heritage, 
the upper communications and Important Updates On 
subco&nications of his human ego. 

Christ shows everyone the path to inner 
freedom 

#I said: Gfollow Me!' This is W ~ U  each 
Local Operations 

soul has to-recognize this Inner P U ? ~  and 
also to walk it. Happy the soul which- 
already in the earthly garment-in the life 3/26/93 #l CERES 'ATONN energy form. IT IS THE ENERGY FORM, 
limited by time and space-walks this path NOT A LABEL, WHICH IS AT POINT. GOD 
ofpun3mtion and completes it for the most In this morning bewilderment, I must DOES NOT MAKE ERRORS IN HIS PLACE- 
part! There is only one path to God, our spend just a minute with Wokin (note this MENT OR PERSONNEL JOINMENT-MAN 
eternal Father, the path within. As the is NOT 'walk in"). 'Walk-in" is a NEW IS THAT WHICH TAMPERS WITH EVERY- 
Chn'st of Nazareth said: 'The Kingdom of AGE term that means NOTHING! IFTHERE THING PHYSICAL OR IN PHYSICAL EX- 
God is within you." BE CLAIMED "WALK-IN" STATUSBE PRESSION. 

In thefinal analysis, this path offers the VERY, VERY CAUTIOUS-FOR GOD CRE- George is even offering 'good deals" to 
only alternative in this time, which is a ATES-THE ADVERSARY USES THAT distributors on the PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
mighty time of radical change. WHICH ALREADY EXISTS FOR HIS OWN OWNER MANUAL and demands to hold 

The demon once again stands up with PURPOSES. If you have one who passes two of the JOURNALS isolated to his con- 
might in orderto save his territory, the Earth, through a "death experience" or instant trol. He even now says he will reprint the 
But from the revelations of the Old Cov- "change" of attitude---it does not mean a "MANUAL" and EDIT IT. What could that 
enant, from the Secret Revelation of John, different soul has entered-it means that mean? It means the same thing that has 
and from today's revelations of the spirit of direction toward God has often been gained happened to all ofyour Biblical LAW books. 
God we know that the end time will not bring in insight and Truth through such experi- [See "Nora's Research Corner" elsewhere 
the rule of the demon over God, but a new e n c e a n d  it's the SAME OLD SOUL IN in this weekJsCONTACT foragood example 
Heaven and a new Earth DIFFERENT EXPRESSION. DO NOT CON- of this purposeful tampering actr0'Yity, in the 

FUSE THE TWO! In this instance it is %ble, on the amissing" subject of reincum- 
END OF QUOTING. neither-the change is for the protection of tion.] Someone in human physical form 

the work having come through Dharrna to doesn't like the contents, authors, or, or, 
* * +  this point in journey. or. Oh, it will still house Druthea's writ- 

You must understand that George Green ings, I am quite sure-for as George has 
Thank you, Maurine, for your sharing is expressing on radio and through ones, also told the whole wide world in his tirades 

and again, we thank you for the beautiful even abroad, that HE IS THE RECEIVER lately-that Druthea is Desiree. So be it, 
painting of our brother sent some years FOR "HATONN" SINCE LAST SUMMER George, if this is love for your spouse in the 
past. I am greatly honored as you ones find (1992) AND MUCH OF THAT WHICH HAS danger fields, then I question your intent 
truth and substance within the piles of COME THROUGH DHARMA (AND NOW, and-or loyal integrity. Indeed it is *and 
'nothing" save garbage material. Blessed ESPECIALLY) ARE LIES AND NOT truth comes from any who accept the con- 
are your leaders in Truth for ye shall show THROUGH HATONN. Imust give you away duit responsibility of that truth. But I ask, 
your brothers home. to recognize the falseness of that statement George, what are you trying to do? Will 

W t  you need God more than anything, and allow you to realize the flexibility of THIS make your word more OR LESS valid 
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in the eyes of readers?? Does this make tion and reminding of activities, intent and Mr. Green proceeded to bring some 
Desiree more acceptable, OR LESS? application of that which is under discus- ones within who either said they "vrrould 
BLESSED BETHOSE WHO STUMBLE AND sion. Therefore, I have no alternative other incorporate" or arranged with HIM to not 
ALLOW HELP IN RECOVERY-WOE UNTO than to clear the decks and tell the people do so. E.J. had no way to tell what Mr. 
THOSE WHO CONTINUE TO EXPAND THE still wishing to participatewhat are the Green was telling people and when asked 
PEBBLE INTO A MOUNTAIN CANYON directions taken, systemof operation of the personally to set aside the rules in some 
FROM WHICH THEY CANNOT MOVE. Institute itself, etc. instances he did -ON THE REQUEST 

It is impossible to understand why you In the beginning of the opening of the AND WORD OF MR. GREEN. It is THOSE 
cling to the JOURNALS when you denounce Institute for the reader's participation, it PARTIES now efforting to destroy the Insti- 
them at every turn-OR, ISTHERE INTENT was made explicitly clear that we were not tute-along with those who obviously lis- 
TO DESTROYTHEM-NOT UTILIZE THEM then, never would be and would be consid- tened to George Green and never under- 
PROPERLY? ered in NO WAY A METALS DEALER, stood the system--OR, HAVE BECOME A 

BUYER, STORAGE FACILITY OR ANY- TOOL AND NOW CLAIM TO MISUNDER- 
FOR YOU READERS THING ELSE SIMILAR. STAND. 

George Green was an early-on founder George Green was an original member 
I realize that George continues to con- of the Institute's funding plan-before even of THE INSTITUTE BOARD OF DIREC- 

tact ones and I also realize, as do the people moving his residence to Tehachapi. A s  TORS. It was discussed openly as to 
at this location, that he is efforting to get America West began publication of JOUR- whether or not Mrs. Green would also 
full information-well, he can read the old NALS it was necessary to have some oper- serve. Mr. Green decided that since Mrs. 
LIBERATOR or new CONTACT and get all ating capital as George had been helping Green did not want to be in Tehachapi and 
the information because we simply print it. fund the publications. At first he bore the was a stickler for participation and detail 
However, we are going to taper off on that expenses for he said he had plenty of and all was "long distance" at the time, 
for we have already gone to near 70 pages resourcesand apublisher "does fund pub- that only Mr. Green would be a member of 
of print in the LIBERATOR alone and now lication of books". Distribution would be the Board. This  was n w e r  changed until 
we must integrate new information space handled through America West Distribu- a brief few weeks ago when  the Institute 
for our brothers in truth-bringing effort. tors (Desirek's "sort of" company). George Board requested his resignation. He was 

Dharma Wokini confronts material let it be known from onset that HE RAN also titled Vice-President and officer and 
which must be done which will amount to BOTH!-MADE THE ULTIMATE DECI- did in fact even have access to the Corpo- 
two or three HUNDRED pages, THIS SIONS FOR BOTH-and demonstrated as rate Bank Account on signature. 
MINUTE, of critical information. She has much. At the time it was further decided that 
two JOURNALS which I have asked be Now, came the Institute "plan". A s  all proceeds from the writings would be 
ready for press by mid-week next. We have economic times deteriorated and it began handled in a flexible manner. It was origi- 
constant attorney matters to solve. We are to become obvious that hundreds of banks nally planned that Dhannawould receive a 
in full-blown effort to get Gold assets back and the ecomomy were in trouble, people minimum "up front" amount for each 
to the original owners (not for selves-not asked constantly for a means by which JOURNAL. That didn't work because she 
even for the Institute, to the owners!) We they could "help us" and yet not lose all never received anything to speak ofand the 
are trying to get the JOURNALS into secu- their retirement and security funds. It books were coming forth at a speed unrea- 
rity at the least: George told at least t w o  would be that they had some problems sonable for Greens to carry such a load. 
people, yesterday, that he beliwed he with their own sums and some had even So, it was decided that all proceeds would 
would just DESTROY THE WHOLE IN- lost massive amounts in the S&Ls and be placed back in the publishing system 
VENTORY OF JOURNALS, THAT THEY stock market. until such time as something else could be 
WERE LIBELOUS IN MANY INSTANCES It became evident that ones could not worked out. Almost 70 JOURNALS later it 
AND, YES, HE BELIEVED HE MIGHT invest in projects which were still in prepa- is obvious NOTHING ELSE was worked 
JUST DISPENSE WITH THEM ALL. ration for start-up phase and, also, many out, even though agreement was made for 

If this be the attitude, why does he not desperately wanted to help in some large 50% of all profits after a JOURNAL would 
simply release them which would also al- (or tiny) way to get THE WORD out as we break even. Therefore, assuming misun- 
low cancellation of his monetary debt for, if put it to press. derstanding, in the reprinted volumes- 
books are not selling at any rate (as he has There was great discussion about how would there not have been some expres- 
continually stated to the author), then why to do this and George proclaimed to know sion of remuneration to the writer? Then, 
would he desire to keep this insane battle all there was to know about everything! He as the Greens moved to Nevada-it was 
raging?? Could it be that he has joined argued that he knew this would not repre- agreed that Greens would help with ex- 
with the US&P in some sort ofjoint venture sent a problem with SEC (Securities Ex- penses on the newspaper and JOURNAL 
to destroy the whole of the work of the God change Commission) because no-onewould personnel. This never happened-so, then 
team? What motives push one into deeper be purchasing securities. THIS IS A FACT. there was a promise of 10% of the gross 
and deeper mire? Is he so intent on de- But still, E.J., being overworked at the sales of the JOURNALSthis never hap- 
straying the Ekkers, for their services, time, still decided he would not leave this in pened-not a dime. Even some $24,000 in 
that he distracts at any possible instance? the hands of one George Green. Therefore, LE3EMTC)R subscription fees was NEVER 
So be it-for he cannot DISTRACT OLD he took the responsibility of searching out TURNED OVER FOR CONTINUING 
'ATONN! I believe the attorneys are listen- established, well-recognized dealers, bro- PUBLICATION OF THE NEWSPAPER. 
ing pretty well, NOW-although it did take kers, banks and vault facilities. He further Mr. Green stated that Ekkers could get 
a few of his antics to cause them to realize said that there would be NO PARTIES in money from the Institute and he needed 
the situation instead of listening to the lies. participation who would not incorporate so everything for his operation. Fine? Every 
Do what you like, George, because it seems that there was no implication of unsophis- cent used by Ekkers not only has had to be 
each move you make only helps our cause. ticated investors, etc. There would actu- borrowed at up to 18% interest-bearing 

ally be no securities involvement-but none- notes-but the Institute was the LAST place 
THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE theless, for the protection of any and all they would go for funds for personal use. 

participants there would be required in- For goodness sakes, the Ekkers became 
Under such attack it requires explana- corporation or already existing trusts. totally destitute with house in constant 
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litigation (with now some $200,000 gained party participating-corporate or indi- forth by any of his "now legally defined 
in new loans at over 12%) on top of con- vidual. conspiratorial partners". 
tinuing to work with no income from pub- The agreement EXPLAINED AND It was originally Mr. Green's plan- 
lisher or distribution of dozens of volumes AGREED UPON was that money, barring but obviously meant by him for other 
of work and a weekly newspaper. That disaster and need for removal in emer- personal us-nd he was a corporate 
outside "note" for legal services has now gency, would be left in the Institute (banks, part of the Institute. He was accepted as 
risen to well over $300,000 and now the collateral, etc.) until the price of gold was an Uauthority" on SEC rules and regula- 
property has been confiscated so Ekkers near double the investment price at origi- tions and shall be responsible for those 
ARE LOCKED INTO A LAWSUIT TO RE- nal transaction. It would have to DOUBLE to whom he misrepresented this Insti- 
COVER THOSE DAMAGES FOR THE in value to cover brokerage fees, principle tute participation. Ones who have joined 
LENDER-EVEN THOUGH IT APPEARS IT and interest. Now, after the doubling of the with Mr. Green in this attempt to bring 
MAY WELL COST THEIR VERY LIVES TO investment price at time of transaction, down the Institute will be held fully 
CONTINUE THIS LITIGATION AGAINST any profit above that doubled price would responsible as CONSPIRATORS in this 
THE CRIMINAL ELEMENT THAT GOES be handled in either of two ways: 1. A illegal assault on a Corporate entity in 
TO REAGAN, BUSH AND THE GOVERN- participant could take interest or regular excellent standing. 
MENT GANG OF THIEVES. withdrawals of funds and the profit would 

This does not mean by any measure be split with the Institute by 500/0-0r, 2. WHAT NOW? 
that it has been EASY for Greens. We The funds would remain and all 100% of IS THE INSTITUTE CLOSED FOR 
sincerely appreciate everything Greens did. the profit would be given to the participant. BUSINESS??? 
The problem comes from the Greens con- NEVER was the Institute to be a metals 
necting with the ADVERSARIAL forces-- dealer, a storage house for anyone's gold NO. It is under protection of a'run" by 
whether or not they will admit it or even assets, an investment program ofany kind, the conspirators-NOTHING more. Par- 
understand it. It does, however, take avery a securities or stock option plan-NOTH- ticipants will be totally protected against 
BLIND person not to SEE THIS FOR WHAT ING OF THE SORT. It was for persons who such criminal actions. Including, I might 
IT IS!! wanted to make contribution and we do add, the ones who demand withdrawal- 

So, back to the INSTITUTE. I believe, not accept CONTRIBUTIONS as such into their funds are more safely guarded than 
further, that every reader who has had the Institute. Even ones who asked to priortothistake-overattemptbyMr.Green. 
anything to do with the Institute (unless make contributions have received (if E.J. Their assets sit safelyand securelywaiting 
deliberately misled DIRECTLY FROM knew about them) NOTES in exchange the same course of action and increase as 
GEORGE GREEN) WAS INFORMED EX- whether or not the people participating any. They will find, however, in some 
ACTLY A S  TO HOW THE INSTITUTE "IN- wanted them. If contribution was ulti- instances, the costs of such conspiracy to 
VESTMENT-LOANw PROGRAM WOULD mately desired, then it could be handled destroy others' assets will be very high- 
FUNCTION. from that point-not at onset. considering the costs of attorney's fees. 

A 'participantw could place funds into There were ones who DID WANT TO So what of gold, investments, participa- 
the Institute through personal, or busi- CONTRIBUTEUONLY"andtherewereother tions, etc.? NOTHING has changed from 
ness corporation. Only personswho wanted ways structured to allow for that. the original plan-the stock market is ready 
to PARTICIPATE IN THE WORK GOING ON It seemsstrange to me that Mr. Green to self-destruct and RIGHT NOW IS THE 

, THROUGH PROJECT ASSISTANCE, PUB- now claims he had nothing to do with it MOST INCREDIBLY VALUABLE TIME TO 
LISHING, DISTRIBUTION, ETC., WOULD and yet he holds (secretly) untold UTILIZE GOLD AS STRUCTURED ABOVE 
BE ACCEPTED. The ONLY point in play amountsofgoldwhich headviccedpeople FOR FUNDS. BANKS ARE STILL IN 
was to be allowed to participate and still to purchase and sendto him for manage- TROUBLE BY THE SCORE; THE RTC IS 
protect assets 'borrowed". The funds ment. He  has borrowed against that ASKING FOR MORE BILLIONS TO DIG 
would come in, gold would be purchased (secret gold stash), carried it interstate OUT; NEW CURRENCY IS PRINTED AND 
with the funds, loans (via a line of credit) (illegal) and now conspired to "PULL READY TO CLAIM "RECALLn OF THE OLD 
against the gold (now collateral) and the DOWN AND BLOW UP THE WHOLE OP- AND, ACTUALLY, PART OF THE PLAN OF 
proceeds of the loans to the Institute could ERATION OF THE INSTITUTE, THE DISRUPTION ATTHISTIME WASTO CAUSE 
be utilized as cash flow for input to projects. EKKERS, AND ALL THAT HAS BEEN YOUREADERSTO BETURNEDAWAY FROM 
Project proposals had to be written, people BUILT." OPPORTUNITYTO PROTECTSOMEOFYOUR 
had to live who were hired for this purpose, This does not damage ones like the ASSETSINTHISMANNER-AND, USEYOUR 
projects had to be instituted which could Ekkers-they don't have anything any- FUNDS AT THE SAME TIME TO HELP IN- 
not await major funding, etc. This was way-they even use foodstamps. This ac- FORM YOUR FELLOW-CITIZENRY. IF IN- 
FULLY EXPLAINED. tion DESTROYS THE INSTITUTE A S  A FORMATION DOES NOT REACH THE PUB- 

So how did the "protection" come about? WHOLE--AND THAT MEANS ALL OF YOU LIC-THERE IS NO PRAYER OF RECOVERY 
Well, as you know if you read anything PARTICIPANTS. HE WOULD HAVE HIS OFYOUR NATION A S  YOU KNEW IT ONCE 
from any economic source (good or bad), PEOPLE PULL OUTTHEIR PARTICIPATION TO B&IT IS OVER, DEAD AND SIMPLY 
Gold is predicted to move upward rapidly IN FULL AT THE ORIGINAL PRICE, OR IN NOW BEING BURIED. 
as the economyworsens. AND, the economy GOLD COIN, WITH INTEREST, AND GUESS Do we need help? Indeed we d-we have 
is about ready to blow-out. The market WHAT-PLACE THE "STUFF WITH HIM had to close the LIBERATOR, the RTC got the 
MEANS NOTHING--IT IS A COMPILATION FOR HIS PRO JECTS IN WHICH THEY property and Mr. Green still has possession 
OF MANIPULATED HIGH-ROLLER COULD THEN PARTICIPATE AS SHARE- of the JOURNALS as he threatens to DE- 
KHAZARIAN ONE-WORLDER OPERA- HOLDERS. STROY them, and the court has possession of 
TIONS. Will this happen? No, because the D.O.'s GOLD while the bastards try to lay 

The agreement was and remains: Put in Institute is sound corporately and a "run" claim to the gift and will not even allow the 
whatever funds you wish, gold is pur- will not be legally tolerated. Mr. Green will gold to be returned to the original owner for 
chased, money is borrowed by the Institute stand responsible for any variance of in- his own use or decisions. 
against that gold collateral for "NOW" structions by those he brought into the Now Mr. Green calls bunchesofyou every 
utilization. In return a "demand" note funding process, and will also stand fully day-being "sick of the pile of lies of the 
AND A SIDE AGREEMENT is issued to the responsible for all repercussions brought Ekkers, the LIBERATOR, and thus and so". 
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So? When asked "what lies" specifically? He YER" INPUT-BUT YES, WE ARE FOUND duty. This is insanity-this incites to war. 
has no answer! WHOLE AND FUNCTIONAL. IT IS THE TIME For "Prepared" means bring your weapons 

I do not wish to fight with anyone, much TO CONTINUE TO COVER YOUR BACK- and anyone who will use them against the 
less Green. WE have work to do-piles and SIDES, READERS-ITIS BEYOND SERIOUS Feds. You do not yet know your enemy and 
piles of it and my people are tired and frankly TIME IN YOUR ECONOMY AND ENTRAP- his workers-even if we are telling you con- 
so assaulted and fatigued as to just about MENT ACTIONS OF THE PLANNERS 2000. stantly who they are. I have warned you 
celebrate at a "shutdown". I suggested a about Dare Schaut, Gritz has warned you 
week or so off while a new entity picks up the CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER about Dare Schaut--COSMOS has stated 
paper-and they proclaimed "No, they would nothing but rebuttal to that which Dare 
get the work done, the shift made and apaper We are going to have to cut alongway back Schaut has given forth publicly-so might it 
out any way necessary." God bless these in support of that entity. The more visible be possible that Dare Schaut is up to no 
precious children for they give all without operations center will be in Nevada as origi- good?! I have even warned you to the point of 
restraint or barter. Dr. Young, for instance, nally structured. The office in Sacramento, full assault from ones supporting the CDR, 
who lives on unemployment from a brilliant Californiawill continue to be areceiving point that even if intentions be good-the set-up is 
career in the scientific front-edge world, has for mail and contact in some instances, but dastardly and will only MARK YOU! 
been bedridden lately from illness and pulse the central offices and operations must be out 
assault-and still gets the work done. I can of Nevada We refuse to take any more guff NEW CONTACT NEWSPAPER EVOLVING 
say this same essential thing about EACH h m  the W o r n i a  business community and- 
and every individual-includingYOU READ- or the thieves in our midst. WELL, WHAT ABOUTOUROWN GROUP? 
ERS. There is no point in printing a paper- There are some ongoing cases which can- WE HAVE NO GROUP! We offer hearing in a 
IF NO ONE READS IT. You accept it and not be abandoned and there is such a need newspaper for all valid and timely presenta- 
petition for continuation and that is all that is for this entity that we must keep it going on tion. We advocate (yea, indeed, demand) no 
needed for the ones here to work around the its own a few more months-then there is weapons, no civil disobedience, no lawbreak- 
clock, ifnecessary, to be bringingyou critical expected income enough to allow it to carry ing (of the land as well as God) and effort to 
information and instructions. I don't know itself, Read~whenthegoinggetsbugh- help you with enough information for confir- 
about you ones-BUT I WITNESS MIRACLES the ones with good intent and input--get rnation to back up what we offer-when 
EVERY MOMENT OF EVERY DAY, AS THAT tougher and keep right on keeping on. We secux to ones presentineto the best of our 
WHICH IS "IMPOSSIBLEn IS DONE! fmd our Center into the midst of one of the ability. We have to protect ones through 

biggest unfolding actions in the United States initials or anonymity if necessary and we 
SO WHY DO I 'WASTEn TIME this day. It is going to be a full disclosure of effort to ALWAYS utilize their own percep- 

ON THIS DRIVEL? the RTC, BANK FIASCO (BCCI, BNL, ETC.) tions and experiences so that YOU can come 
politicians and involved conspirators as to into discernment of the TRUTH of things. 

Because it is the best example I can give shock even you readers who have already felt We, further, do not even give Editors a 
you as to the depths your society and brother "beyond shock". time to do their jobs in their own perception 
has dropped into enslavement. We also have WE MUST CONTINUE PUBLISHING of perfection. We simply put it out to you as 
ones petitioning to utilize the Institute as they THESETHINGS!! FURTHER, WE MUSTCON- quickly and as "isn as possible. We choose, 
have in the past-AND YES, IT IS OPEN FOR TINUE PUBLISHING SOME THINGS THAT even when there are myriads of dollars to run 
SHARING--UNDER EVEN TIGHTER SECU- YOU, AS READERS, MAY FIND BORING OR hundreds of pages, to stick to only a tiny, tiny 
RlTY ANDTHE MAGNIFYING-GLASS OFTHE PERCEIVE AS "JUST INDMDUAL" SITUA- few contributors to the paper itseIf-because 
CORPORATE BOARDANDADVISORS. YOU TIONS WHICH YOU FEEL YOU COULD "DO it is a guide to HOW MUCH MATERIAL YOU 
SEE,THIS HAS ONLY STRENGTHENEDTHE WITHOUT KNOWING. NO, YOU CANT- CAN HANDLE. WE FIND ONES NOT BEING 
ENTITY-BECAUSE I DEMANDED THAT BECAUSE AS THESE THINGS HAPPEN TO ABLETO FINDTIMETO GETTHROUGH THE 
STRICT UTILIZATION OF ALL LAWS BE AD- THE "LEAST INDMDUALn, SO TOO ARE ISSUES AS IS. IT IS IMPERATNETHATYOU 
HERED TO IN ALLINSTANCES. IF ONES DO THEY HAPPENING TO YOU! MOREOVER, GET ALL THE INFORMATION-NOT JUST A 
NOT SEE FIT TO FOLLOW THOSE GUIDE- PUBLIC DISCLOSURE AND RECOGAFTION FAVORITE ARTICLE ORTWO40 WE WILL 
LINES--SOBEIT-THEY SHALLREAPTHAT OF THESE PARTIES BRING SOME LEVEL CONTINUE AS IS UNTIL WE FACE OTHER 
REWARD FOR THAT WHICH IS SOWED BY OF SAFETY TO ONES MARKZCD FOR DE- NEEDED CHANGES. Please give us allow- 
THEMSELVES. STRUCTION-IF ENOUGH O F  YOU ance to make this immediate changeover 

No one at this location set out to do ccILNOWJI, ITGE7'SHARDERAND HGQRDER before we have to restructure layouts and 
anything TO Greens or America West-we T O C O ~ M U R D E R C I D E A ~ T T H E l C l Z  input. We are given much freedom of the 
even offered publishing funds in assistance- We have one we are efforting to get out of the press outlay to get through this integration 
only to find these things bursting like bombs clutches of the "Big Boysn planning a "liquid period in order to allow continuity of publish- 
on head-FROM SECRET HIDDEN CON- lobotomy" on him in Colorado as we write ing uninterrupted--any changes can come 
SPIRACIES. IT IS NOT ALL OUT AND OPEN here. No matter, chelas, what you THINK you with working evolvement. We are being 
YET-BUTIAM PAS WEARY OFTHE WASTE know-it is NOT YET ENOUGH! blessed with understanding and total sup- 
OF TIME ON THE MATTER-WE SHALL port and we are prayerfully grateful. 
MORE AND MORETURN ITINTOTHE HANDS DON'T FALL FOR DARE SCHAUT 
OFTHE EXISTING LAW INJUSTICE ARl'ISTS &!cD CONTACT NEEDS MORE 
FOR IT IS TOO TIME-CONSUMING WHILE WACO, TEXAS~NFRONTATION SUBSCRIBERS 
THE REST OF YOUR NATION IS IN EQUAL- 
TO-WORSE CRIMINAL UNCOVERING. A s  a for instance, many of you will have To be allowed continuation until we can 

Allow us to leave this now, I believe I have gotten a Fax emergency summons from one receive expected funding--WE DO NEED 
answered your barrage of questions about Dare Schaut through what will appear to be MORE SUBSCRIBERS-just to keep print- 
again participating in the Institute-and the the sanctions of the Council on Domestic ing. Then, after awhile, as funding (forwhich 
answer, if elusive above, is "YES INDEED, Relations. NO--it is NOT! He has done this a proposal has been approved but yet un- 
WE ARE HERE AND ACTIVE". THE AGREE- and you shall have backup information, but available) we shall subsidize so that prices 
M ENTS MAY WELL BE DIFFERENTLY the point is-he has called to ARMS you ones can drop and allow more independent sub- 
"STATED" ACCORDING TO NEW "LAW- who will go to Waco PREPARED for militia scribers. Meanwhile, we can only struggle 
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along and hope you continue to share, share, which hits your systems--YOU WILL GET always to give you that which can assist in 
and share-ifyou can do nothing else. IfUjust SICK. The point is that if you have built up your 'suIvivaln-we can do no more for the 
reading" is all you can do-it is as blessed as your natural cellular structure and immune rest is up to you. When ovenvhelmed, athing 
the largest gift for it is what you can do and is system-the body will adjust to the foreign is brought down-there is no magic. If a tidal 
precious unto God for the service. KNOW lT. intruders and you will be able to "throw off wave washes over you-you will drown. If 

the invader as the body cells created for such assault of massive measures of microorgan- 
THE SMALLEST MESSAGE OF a task DO THEIR TASK. isms hit you, you will be sick or perish-or, 

SUPPORT IS PRICELESS This is like thinking that ifyou are shot at, often you WILLbe able to respond sufficiently 
hit with a lead bullet-that somehow you are to have no symptoms or only brief encounter 

I have a remarkable message kom a friend protected because you took something. If the with sickness-but, ifyou think you are going 
who writes to lend credence to our writings in body can survive the trauma of a lead bullet- to walk in perfection just because you are 
a most personal way-he finds that he has but the bullet remains lodged in the system- working at protection of your system-you 
PERSONAL family connections to the very you may well perish from lead poisonine perceive incorrectly-UNLESS YOU WITH- 
places of which we have written about in perfection of cellular structure or not. DRAW FROM EVERY IMPACTING PARTICLE 
ancient Khazarian times. This is priceless for Some people are so compromised already ABOUTYOU ORTAKEN WITHIN. You all still 
it unfolds history in such a way as to allow as to not be able to counter the assaults. want the magic wand approach of hocus 
proof and understanding. In this instance Others won'tstop intaking things such as pocus-and that, dear ones, is that which 
the place no longer exists but the HISTORY caffeine, alcohol, drugs of various types, etc., does not exist in any dimension!! 
writings present the line of happenings. long enough to even perfect the body at any Please understand that if you have been 

More pertinent to my instant discussion, rate--so help and healing slowly is all that intaking Gaiandriana and you or your family 
however, is a note shared regarding an 1 1 can be expected. YOUHAVE TO DO SOME- become ill-KNOW that it could have been far 
YEAR-OLD son of one J.G. in Nevada. (I THING, TOO, YOU KNOW! BUT THIS SUB- worse for what is put against you ones now- 
honor parents who will allow their children STANCE IS A NATURAL THING WHICH REC- is intended to give you fatal infections--be the 
insight and truth enough to experience infor- REATES CELLULARSTRUCTUREOFABODY incubation period short or too long to trace 
mation causing discernment, etc.) I have BY DNA RE-CREATION OF ORIGINAL cause until too late. Now, in addition, you 
shared many, many letters lately as the STRUCTURE--NOT AN ANTIBIOTIC FOR must conbnt  every kind of gene, DNA rna- 
opinions and assaults, excuses and input KILLING OFF BIO-ORGANISMS. The im- nipulation imagined and unirnagined. 
have flowed. I published a letter from one, mune system must be upgraded andTHEN IT 
B.P. and one L.F. Quoting the young man does the housecleaning. How well it does the HUMAN GENOME PROJECT 
after reading the paper with these differing- structuringand housecleaning is up toyou- 
in-perspective letters: "Bill soundslike some- we can offer the product-we cannot precipi- In this edition of the paper will be lengthy 
one who loves God in his heart. Leon is tate miracles-YOUare the miracle if there is discussions regarding the biggest gamble in 
someone who loves the IDEAL of loving our to be one. Often, if you are sick and feel biology. Know that within every cell in your 
Father." I asked for clarifcation, says the offended by that insult-THINK HOW SICK body is a gigantic DNA molecule about 5 ft. 
father, and son said: "Dad, loving the IDEAL YOU "COULD HAVE BEEN"! IT OFTEN longand50 trillionthsofan inchwide. Spelled 
is just another way of avoiding usingthe free BRINGS THE THING INTO PERSPECTIVE out in the structure of each strand is the 
will we all have to CHOOSE THE LIGHT." PRE?TY QUICKLY-FOR PEOPLE ARE NOW recipe for yourself. Without it, you would be 
This father also encloses a 'piecew on FREE DYING OFF PRETTY FAST AND UNDER nothing more than a soup of commonplace 
WILL which I shall effort to find space to share PRETTY AWFUL CIRCUMSTANCES THESE chemicals. 
with you-for it hits the subject squarely on DAYS. Not to even count prior work and expen- 
the target. It is, however, a bit over 7 pages in ditures in producing things like the HN 
length, so perhaps we shall need to save it for GOD IS THE SHIELD! series of viruses, etc., and prior replication 
next time. Its title is " U n d e d n g  the and DNA altemtion-manipulation phases, 
Mystery of h e  MU" and certainly is ex- In ANY instance where you feel you are you are in for more. Right now your U.S. 
tremely important to understanding. Thank put upon or this is not working-!Sl'OP US- Government, along with several others, is 
you for taking time to write such insighthl ING lT. We force no one to do anything- getting ready to spend over $3 BILLION on the 
information to help all with understanding much less use something against hiswishes. Human Genome Project, an effort to find out 
the meaning of Free Will-for it id indeed hard If you expect to substitute us out for the every word of what this voluminous molecule 
for mortal man to gasp. trained medicine men-then you expect the says. It is the biggest biology project ever 

I needto make one last observation before wrong things. InpurworldTODAY-you are BROUGHT PUBLIC. I can only effort to 
closing this segment. 1 % .  under such assault that you are going to be inform you, chelas, and offer some help-I 

sick from time to t i m w e n  unto death for cannot perfect it FOR you. 
GAIANDRIANA AND INSTANT that IS the assault upon you. We only offer Please, hrther, time tnUNDERSTAND 

RESULTS you that which shall help you MAKE IT the instructions when you undertake any- 
THROUGH! No more and no less. Gaiandria~ thing. All of you, make sure you reread and 

First, DO NOT JUMP OFF INTO WRONG is NOT A SHIELD FOR YO-GOD IS study and KNOW what you are doing. This is 
CONCLUSIONS. Some ofyou ones are treat- THE SHIED! YOU ARE THE BEARER. most flexible but you would be ASTOUNDED 
ing and staking" Gaiandriana as if it were GOD, FURTHER, DID NOT PROMISE YOU A at the letters we get and what people are 
some type of antibiotic-wi-th expectations of JOY-RIDEON ROSEPETALS-HE HASTOLD actually DOING. First, read and reread, and 
nwerfeeling so much as 'queasy" the rest of YOU THERE WILL BE MISERY, PLAGUES then check it out. We have people using this 
your unnaturally long and youthful AND TRIBULATIONS PUT UPON YOU. stuff, a drop or two AS THEY TRANSPLANT 
~ ~ t i u i ~ ~ s p a n o f m o r t a l ~ s t e n c e .  GOOD PLEASE DO NOT LONGER MISUNDER- PLANTS, in pet food, etc., with incredible 
GRIEF, NO! SURWALAND ETERNAL LIFE STAND ACCORDING TO YOUR "WISHES" results in responding health and sturdy 
ARE TWO VERY DIFFERENT THINGS. THAT lT WOULD BE OTHERWISE. WSH- growth-but do not believe you are dealing 

Gaiandriana IS NOT an antibiotic. When ING" WILL NOT DO ATHING-EXCEPT KEEP with medicine, drugs, antibiotics or even 
yoQ, even after perfection of cellular struc- YOU MOTIONLESS. herbs--Y OU ARE NOT. 
ture, are exposed to bombarding foreign sub- There is agreat difference in "goal setting" Thank you for your attention. 
stance-be it poison or biological impact- and fantasy-land daydreaming. We will effort Salu 
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Recent Volcanoes & Earthquakes: 
Prelude To BIG Trouble Ahead! 

3/25/93 SOLTEC renewed volcanic and seismic life. The magma been. This explosion was felt over 5,000 miles 
chambers below the surface are rising as the away. On the island of Java, thousands of 

I am Commander Ceres Anthonious heat and gases from beneath exert pressure people died in a tidal wave that resulted from 
Soltec, henceforth known as Toniose", in causing the magma to build into another this tremendousvolcanic eruption. That type 
charge of the Geophysical aspects of this dome, priming the mountain for yet another of potential still exists in this place today, 
Earth-Shanplanetarytransition project, come explosive display. Please recall our previous Chelas. Will an eruption of that magnitude 
as the Hosts and present in the Radiance of writings regarding this area of your globe as occur? That is a difficult one to call, as many 
the Holy God of Light. Yours has been a busy we, at that time, told you ones that it was a variables are in effect. I amjust infodgyou 
week, geologically speaking, as you have mere matter of a short period of time before that the potential does exist-the statement 
experiencedbothvolcanoemptionsandearth- this volcano would continue with its erup- is not meant to be prophetic in nature. 
quakes, and now the promise of yet more tions. Recall,alsofrompreviouslessons,that 
strong storms approach your western areas. these islands are of volcanic origin, and with PORTLAND. OREGON 

It has also been a very busy week at the the renewed activity in the Pacific Ring of Fire, EARTHOUAKE 
offices of the newspaper and we are well more and more intense seismic and volcanic 
pleased to be invited at the beginningofa new activity is to be expected. Let us now cross the vast Pacific Ocean to 
and great stage of the mission. You cel- The Philippine Plate is caught between the East and examine the site of an earth- 
ebrated the beginning of your Spring Season three other great tectonic plates-they are: quake which occurred just today near Port- 
with a real good "spring cleaning" and the the Pacific Plate to the East, the Indian- land, Oregon. ~t measured 5.7 on your scales, 
house is clean, fresh and aired out as you are Australian Plate to the South, and the Eur- was felt for approximately 45 seconds, was 
readying yourselves for the Warm Summer asian Plate to the West. A s  these other plates reported as a rolling sensation, and felt as far 
Sunshine. move toward the Philippine Plate from all away as 120 miles. To you who reside in 

We shall not mourn thatwhich has passed directions, they are slowly subducting be- California, this should sound very familiar to 
away, for a great metamorphosis has now neath the little Philippine Plate, causing it to you as it was the type of shockwave that 
taken place, as you can well see from this new push upward, or uplift. The subducting has rocked your place several times in the 
newspaper publication. We salute all those masses, then, also place pressure on the past year. Recall your past lessons regardkg 
who are 'hanging in there" - for the re- already full magma chambers, causing the this type of rolling motion earthquakeit 
wards, though not of the worldly kind, hold magma and the gases to push upward and was very deep within the Earth, so that the 
great promise. It has been along and difficult out the vents-in thiscase, Mount Mayon. A s  5.7 would actually equate out to nearer a 6.0 
road that you ones have traveled and you the subductingprocesscontinues, the magma shock. 
have certainly received more than what you continues to rise, creating more lava domes m a t  you should find most interesting 
feel is your fair share of the slings and ~ITOWS within the crater. about this earthquake of today, if you have 
and, though your burdens have been great, The strong odor of sulfur in the area been following my lessons at all, is that it 
there have also been many good times and indicates that gases are still rising and in occurred in a place where much the same 
g r e a t l e ~ ~ ~ n s .  Both shall serveyou well in the most cases it is the precursor to more erup- type of conditions &st as in the Philippine 
coming days. ~ o n s .  K ~ P  also in mind that these gases are incident. You once again have a plate (the 

extremely volatile and explosive in nature so ,Juan ~e ~ u c a  Plate) which is subducting 
MOUNT MAYON, PHILIPPINE the eruptions of these vol~anoes are explosive beneath a n h e r  plate (the North American 

ISLANDS and spe~taculm. It was reported by your own Plate) and this mass, pushing below, is exert- 
scientists that the ash cloud extended ap- ing pressures on magmachambers beneath 

But, now on to the subject of this mes- prCIximakly thirteen miles .upward-that is the Cascade Mountains in the Look at 
sage. The volcano eruptions of which I speak 68,640 feet-uite an explosion, would you the s t i e s .  
are those of Mount Mayon in the Philippines, not agree? All that I can tell you is that it aain't Prior to the eruptions of Mount Pinatubo 
as it erupted on Sunday last, March 2 1, not over till it's we i .  And be&ve me, it ain't and Mount Mayon, there was a series of 
just once, but sleutn times h one -with over by a shot! This part ofyour world, moderate to strong -quakes. The causes 
the last of the seven having been the stron- as I have taught previously, has entered a of these occurrences were when one or more 
gest. The smell of sulfur is strong in the air, new geologiccycle and you are now beginning of the opposing plates moved -st the 
indicating that more magma is rising and to see part of the awesome power that lies Philippine and pushed h d  mass be- 
forming yet another volcanic dome, which within the Earth. neath it. The little Juan De Fuca Plate is 
will lead to more eruptions. This is almost a This volcano is but a tiny glimpse of what moving @st the ~ o r t h  American Plate as 
foregone conclusion as this part ofyour globe was experienced when the Island of Krakatoa the pacific Plate pushes against it, &using it 
is a hotbed of geologic activity and promises was destroyed by three thought-to-be-inac- to dive beneath the North American Plate. 
only to bring more as time goes on. The tive volcanoes in the Pacific Ocean in 1883.  his exact scenario has been covered in 
eruptions are still ongoing, so LOOK OUn Only about one-third of the island was left recent previous writings and we have sh&n 
This is but the heraldingofyet greater seismic after the eruptions. This, too, was an Indone- you ones that the potential for seismic and 
and volcanic events to follow in this and other sian Island and rose approximately 800 meters volcanic activity in this place pot on@ mists, 
areas of that Pacific Rim. [about2500feet] out above the water before but there is a very good chance for such 

That little tectonic plate, on which this the eruption. After, there was a 300 meter events to accelerate with greater amounts of 
chain of islands lie, is literally teeming with depression where the island had formerly energy releases. This potential for more 
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activity grows with each passing day, as your and greater occurrences of this kind. and has not in the past, associated with 
world isnow experiencingthe time of changes However, it is our intention to bring you to that one. If he is claiming that Soltec is 
foretold by many, both past and present. a place in which you are able to discern that traveling with him, it is certainly someone 

What is concerningyour scientists is that which is going to occur by knowing that other than myself. Though I am in contact 
this area has been so quiet for so long, that which has taken place and by giving you the with others than this particular scribe 
they fear another event such as that which hard facts of science and history from which from time to time, that group does not 
occurred with Mount St. Helens severalyears to draw your own conclusions, as well as include Mr. Green. His state of dilution is 
past. One scientist even admitted that what nudging you ones to draw from your own a sad thing indeed. 
they are concerned with is that this is a inner knowings about such things. The 
subduction zone. NII in the blmrks, a d  information and knowledge exists there, HIGH TIME FOR PRIORITIES! 
you h a m  exact@ w M  me laam been within, andeach has the ability todraw upon 
iqformfrylyau of prior to this emmt Your that information and knowledge. Let us draw this writing to a close. We 
scientists may have been caught off-guard, Suppose that you were completely cut off have allowed for several interruptions this 
but you kho had been following the now- from all other sources of information and all evening and now the hour grows late. In 
deceased PHOENIXLIBERATOR should not that was available was that which you drew closing, I want to admonish each and every 
have been caught unawares, for there have from God and from within. Are you at the one of you who reads this to examine your 
been numerous warnings and instructions stage of your development where that is all relationship with the Creator, as the time is 
given regarding this possibility. that youwouldneed toguide you? Ifnot, then such that there are not words sufficient to 

I would advise you that it is high time that you stress the necessity for this. 
CALIFORNIA AREA ACTMTY got yourself right with and closer to God, Chelas, this is not a game that we are 

especially in these perilous timeswhich are at playing with you, and the Elite are cer- 
In addition to these two events, you have your door. There is no delicate way to say that tainly playing for very high stakes. This is 

had and are continuing to experience small to you are going to need that type ofrelationship deadly serious and you need to get your- 
moderateearthquake activityallup anddown with Creator and the Hosts in the VERYnear selves in right relationship and rethink 
the Pacific Coast along not only the San future. The time for preparations is nearly priorities for, in the final counting, there is 
Andreas Fault, but on adjacent and parallel past, for you are rapidly approaching the but one thing that matters, and that is your 
faults, as well. And now you are once again time of application of that which you should relationship with God and your journey 
inundated with strong storms bringing more by now be prepared for. THE NEXT TIME back to that Source. 
heavy rains to the area, causing yet further JUST COULD BE MORE THAN A PRAC- Take the time to meditate upon these 
soaking of the already over-saturated ground. TICE RUN. ARE YOU READY? things as you go about your duties and 
That entire area is so unstable that all the lives in the coming week. Take conscious 
water is merely adding to that instability as SOLTEC DENOUNCES ORNERY note of your thoughts and actions and 
the ground below the surface is as a muddy GEORGE GREEN judge them for self so that others need not 
sea upon which you are literally floating at judge them for you. Allow the Radiance of 
this time. Any seismic activity, regardless of I want to take this opportunity to re- Holy God to illumine your path and your 
how smallorlarge, hascgmatpotenfklfor spond to claims made by one Mr. George life and hold not bitterness in your hearts. 
destruction of massive proportions. Green, and then I shall leave the subject You stand at the dawn of a great new day. 
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS AN INSIG alone. Let it be known that Ceres Greet the warmth of it with a pure heart. 
NIFICANT EARTHQUAKE AT THIS TIME, Anthonious Soltec (Toniose) does not now, Toniose to clear. Salu. 
SO STAY ALERT! The slightest tremor could 
be enough to start the chain reaction because 
the entire area is in a frenzied state, geologi- 
cally speaking# Nora's Research Corner 

There have also been very small earth 
tremors inland in Eastern California, Nevada 
and Arizona, though not strong enough for TRACES OF THE DOCTRINE OF who have not yet read my articles on the 
most to even notice that they are occurring. REINCARNATION IN THE BIBLE names "Esu" and 'Isa" I refer you to THE 
Many of you have not actually physically felt PHOENLXLBERATOR, issues 1 1 /3/92 and 
the tremors, yet you have sensed them on a (Part I in a Series on the Doctrine of 11/24/92. The name "Esu" is the English 
more subtle level by such things as rapidly Reincarnation and on Sananda in India) translation of the Aramaic name 'Eshoo", 
changing frequencies in the pitches heard it means "Lion". Esu spoke Aramaic. 
within yourears. You should be able, from all This series is intended to pull together "Isa" is the translation ofuEshoo" used by 
this, to see just how widespread the activity more information from Earth resources the Islamic or Arabic-speaking people. 
has become and should be able to draw some regarding Sananda's time in India after his Esu traveled to India as a young man 
of your own conclusions regarding same. crucifixion as well as take a look at the and studied there before returning to Pal- 
Remember how the energy waves travel Doctrine of Reincarnation which is so much estine and teaching. After his crucifixion, 
through the Earth and the effects they cany a part of the Indian culture. It is not from which he recovered, he returned to 
with them. intended to cover again the groundwork India, married, raised a family, taught 

already put forth by Sanandain books now people God's Laws, and died at an old age. 
YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD in print. For the background story of the A review of the trade routes at the time 

one now known as Sananda and then of King Solomon (1,000 years before Esu) 
Are these naturd events? Does it matter known as Esu-Immanuel-Isa I refer you to should make it easier for everyone to real- 

when the earth beneath your feet suddenly PHOENIX JOURNAL #2 called, AND THEY ize that travel to and from many foreign 
becomes so unstable that you cannot stand CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, I AM countries was not in the least unusual at 
on your own two feet? Of course it is not all SANANDA. This book gives the account of the time of Esu. That he went to India, and 
of natural origin! The games of the Elite are Esu's life the way it was, according to Esu- was thereforelikelythoroughlysurrounded 
ongoing and, in fact, are accelerating, which Sananda himself. by the Doctrine of Reincarnation, can be 
is another reason you can anticipate more A s  an aside at this point, for those ofyou shown. 
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On this subject ofreincarnation, amost since not all men follow or even try to of Esu's, the statement would not have 
interesting fact should be noted right follow or accept God's Laws (the prereq- posed a problem in understanding to the 
away: There is no direct reference to the uisite for entry)? The only way is through people present-although, naturally, the 
Doctrine of Reincarnation in the able .  reincarnation, where the soul has op- present Bible version of the statement 
This is because it was removed by per- portunity to learn. That Adam "pro- makes it more obscure than necessary. 
sons not yet identified, for reasons not gressed" is hinted at  in the statements Consider this point of view: If those 
identified either - but easily guessed, that "the first Adam was a living-soul", people knew that each of them would 
when the true teachings are known and and the "last Adam was a quickening experience the 'end time", and that all 
when more of the history of the world spirit." That Esu (the Christed Teacher) that had been said about that time would 
and the church becomes generally progressed or 'graduated" is indicated be fulfilled before it occurred-then the 
known. in his 'NEW NAME". Esu left Palestine statement is not a t  all perplexing. It is 

Also on this subject of reincarnation, after a severe rejection. Esu is returning only perplexing when it has to stand on 
many teachers, including Ceres and as ' KING OF KINGS". I cannot, of its own in an atmosphere of those who do 
Sananda, as well as others, especially course, state the message that was in- not understand or believe in reincarna- 
within the last thirty years, have taught tended, and-or whether the original mes- tion. 
that this Earth is a school. Think of a sage was tampered with. Nevertheless, 
father with many children, all equally for those who are ' Bible believers", the 3. John 9:1.2.3 
beloved but each unique and at  a differ- above will provide some possible clues. A question was asked of Esu about 
ent level of development. The Earth If one allows the possibility that the whether a man was blind because of his 
provides each with opportunities to gain Bible has been tampered with, and goes parents' or his own sin. Since it is also 
the lessons, knowledge and experience through it looking for circumstances that said that the man was blind from his 
necessary in order to "graduate" and are not explicit (because the Doctrine of birth, he would have had to have lived a 
become responsible members of the uni- Reincarnation was banned and written previous life to have incurred this debt 
verse. out of the Bible) but can only be ex- or challenge or "karma" from previous 

To prepare the reader for this idea of plained by the doctrine, they will garner sin. (I used the word "karma" because 
a "progression" through this Earth some food for thought. people are familiar with it. Ceres does 
school via reincarnation and many lives, I searched the New Testament and not like the word-God does not "pun- 
I present some Biblical statements which found the following references. Ceres ish" us-the idea of "karma" carries the 
may help. I do not know how these has said that some of the true teachings idea of "punishment". It should be 
statements came to be included in the "were left in because the editors and replaced with the idea of eventually hav- 
Bible. I am only considering the validity translators didn't recognize them for what ing to learn our lessons via this "Earth 
of reincarnation and the fact that our they were." classroom" experience .) 
lives here, without a doubt, are provid- Even though the Biblical account tells 
ing each of us  with opportunities to grow. 1. Luke 20:34.35 86 36 us  that Esu said the man did not sin, but 
Whether the particular references in the These verses say that those who are was blind 'that the glory of God could bc 
Bible which I will be quoting are them- accounted worthy to obtain the resur- revealed", still - the concepts of rein- 
selves valid or the best way of presenting rection "do not die anymore", which carnation and 'karma" were present in 
the matter I do not claim. It is only away, leads to the question-how many times the minds of the questioner or that par- 
but one you may be more familiar with or have they lived and died in the past?- ticular question would not have been 
able to accept with some comfort. and, how many times in the future until asked. 

In my opinion the following Biblical they are counted worthy? Many would argue that 'the glory of 
references suggest (albeit briefly) the idea God" was revealed when the man was 
of man's progression on Earth: (King 2. Luke 21:30,32,36 healed by Esu. Think about that though 
James Version of The Bible) This is the parable of. the fig tree -would God make a man blind just to 

which tells us the signs of the end times show off Esu's ability? No - the blind- 
1. Luke 16:16 and includes that controversial state- ness was a circumstance which focused 
"The Law and the prophets were until ment, "this generation shall not pass or led the man to the 'Kingdom of God" 

John (John the Baptist): since that time away till all be fulfilled." within himself - he was healed because 
the Kingdom of God is preached and the lesson (whatever it was - patience, 
evervman ~ re s se th  into it. "(Immanuel- The group Esu was talking with lived compassion, etc.) had been learned. 
Jesus-Esu speaking.) almost 2,000 years ago. Among Bible Note that Esu did not dispute this 

Students the question has arisen many concept of reincarnation obviously 
2. 1. COR. 15:45 times--does the statement apply to the present in the minds of the people. He 
"And so it is written, the first Adam people Esu was talking with, or to people merely stated the man's circumstances 

was made a living soul; the last Adam who would be present at  the end time? in answer to a question (as far as we can 
was made a auickening s~ir i t . "  Of course, there could be problems with know from the Biblical account.) 

the translation, perhaps *generationm 
3. Rev. 19:16 was not the original word. Some difficul- 4. Malachi 4:5; Matthew 16:13-16; 
"And he hath on his vesture and on ties with the statement are obvious. Why 17:lO-13 

his thigh a new name written, KING OF would Esu make the statement to this Malachi, one of the last Books'of the 
KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS." particular group of people if it did not Old Testament foretells Elijah's return. 

apply to them? The further problem is, of In Matthew, the first Book of the New 
There is a progression of the "teach- course, "those people" lived and died, Testament, Esu, in response to th'e 

ers" from prophets to the 'son of God" and the "end time" has not yet hap- people's question, tells them Elijah (AKA 
(Esu). Esu taught that the "Kingdom of pened (at least the "end time" expected Elias) has already returned as John the 
God" i s  within each person, and  by &'ble students in the 20th century). Baptist. Neither Esu, the scribes, nor 
" evervman ~ r e s s e t h  into it." Since If reincarnation had been an accepted the people question the idea of the re- 
evervman is included, how could that be, fact by the people, as well as a teaching turn. The question was only about the 
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identity of the "returned" Elias!! nate again and again until all his lessons carnation in the West has served to focus 
The common counter-argument to the are learned! our attention on "now", which is unde- 

idea that the above is a clear case of By "overcoming", I believe, is meant niably important. Nevertheless, it also 
reincarnation described in the Bible is the overcoming of our errors and igno- helped confuse our understanding of 
generally that the people were only ex- rance, and all else that holds us back, so Scriptures and certainly limits perspec- 
pecting someone "like" Elijah to return- that we become enlightened do-ers of tives on Scriptural matters. The prin- 
not anactual return via reincarnation. If God's Laws. This is accomplished by ciple of reincarnation provides the nec- 
you seriously look at  that possibility it is personal application of the teachings of essary means to balance the extremes of 
obvious that people would not be looking God's Laws-which, through the lessons permissiveness (God gave man free-will 
for Elijah and his new identity if anv imparted on this "Earth school of hard to choose) and authoritativeness (God's 
p r o ~ h e t  might be the one!! All they knocks", we eventually come to realize immutable Laws). To wisely reconcile 
would have to do is look for 8 prophet, are in full harmony with our true selves, these seeming opposites requires much 
not Elijah! the "Kingdom of God" within. experience at living, although the final 

In any event, let u s  just call it a I now add one more singularly impor- outcome is not in doubt. God knows us  
working hypothesis that Esu knew the tant Bible reference - but this is not one better than we know ourselves. He made 
principles of reincarnation and that even generally thought of when the subject of us. Eventually, all of us  shall follow 
the average citizen in Palestine (through reincarnation is discussed: It is the TEN God's Laws, and love doing s-for we 
the goods traders and their "cultural COMMANDMENTS (see Mat. 19:18,19). shall find they serve us so well and allow 
pollination") must also have known Our permissive and decadent culture exquisitely for our further growth. 
about reincarnation. Then compare this has pretty much dismissed the Ten Com- What seemed like an 'impossible, au- 
circumstance of the people in Palestine mandments as being impossible-to-fol- thoritarian God", turns out to be a God 
asking about Elijah's return with, for low "Thou Shalt NotsA given out by an who is just telling us  the way it is! The 
example, the people in Tibet trying to equally impossible-to-believe authoritar- shall is not only a word of authority, it 
identify the reincarnation of the Dalai ian God. The Scriptures tell us  that the has the meaning also of inevitability, an 
Lama. It certainly appears to be the Law of God is perfect. How can the two inevitability that takes a while to work 
same situation. views be reconciled? out! 

It is believed in Tibet that the Dalai It is true that Ceres has taught that 
Lamas are all reincarnations of the pre- the Laws have been tampered with in the At this point it is important to men- 
vious Dalai Lama. After the Dalai Lama Biblical accounts. Briefly, the negative tion a most interesting subject having a 
dies a search is made among young chil- way they are stated is a problem, and the bearing on any modern discussion of 
dren to find and identify the returned rules regarding the sabbath and tithing reincarnation. The last thirty to forty 
Dalai Lama. The entity suspected of were added by power- and money-minded years have witnessed the development of 
being the one must answer certain ques- very human priests. In addition, much the study of near-death experiences. 
tions and tests pertaining to the previ- "inconvenient" truth was omitted. Many, many people have related their 
ous Lama's life before being accepted as Moreover, we cannot know why a par- stories of passing out of the body during 
the Dalai Lama. I see no difference in ticular translator chose the particular a severe trauma or illness to a newer, 
this example and an expected return of words of any translation, but the sensi- freer and warmly loving state. In fact, 
the prophet Elijah. People have just tive and sometimes complex exercise of they were usually reluctant to return to 
been unwilling to see it - or really look translation, itself, should be kept very the body after such an experience! 
carefully a t  it - for what really is implied much in mind as an important consider- Primarily, these experiencers lost their 
about reincarnation. ation. Along this 'technical" line of fear of death in the process. This article 

questioning, it occurred to me that the is not intended to elaborate on this sub- 
Reincarnation was a well-known doc- verb, shall, is a future tense verb, in the ject, as there are a number of books on 

trine, a t  least of Eastern beliefs, in Pales- first person. In the second and third the market which detail the accounts 
tine at  the time of Esu. To use some person it carries the idea of authority andall the theoriesofexplanation. What 
common sense, it is actually quite sur- and inevitability. (Refer to the American is important to our present discussion is 
prising not to find the doctrine in the College Dictionary.) to understand that, as both Ceres and 
Bible! It is a teaching people would have If God's Laws are thus considered in Sananda state, there is no death! When 
talked about and asked questions about, the sense of the future-focused action of the body can no longer sustain physical 
even if it was not already an accepted the verb "shall", I believe it lends an life, it is dropped! The real life-energy- 
fact. People would have known about interesting "spin" to implications about being goes on. Death is simply a transi- 
these teachings from India, and they the doctrine of reincarnation, though in tion from one state of existence to an- 
would have wanted answers from Esu no way takes away from the authority of other. The entity goes, euphemistically, 
regarding the matter. Instead, we are the teaching (the Law) itself. For, as  to "the other side" until such time as he 
left with the curious (and suggestively each person gains in wisdom and under- reincarnates onto this Earth schoolroom 
incriminating?) fact that we can find no standing of how to conduct their lives again or graduates to other realms. 
direct reference to reincarnation in the within God's Laws (through the 'hard Thus, the planted teachings and be- 
Bible. Don't you find that just the least knocks" process of learning that goes on liefs that would make us fear death (for 
bit strange? from the living of many lives), they also example, only one life to live and hellfire 

find themselves automatically also gain- afterwards) are, without a doubt, clear 
5. Rev.3:12 ing in their ability to live those Laws, and means of psychologically controlling us 
"Him that overcometh will I make a in their appreciation and love for those through intimidation! This hardly sounds 

pillar in the temple of my God, and he Laws. Thus the choice of the verb "shall" like something that would come from the 
shall go no more out." just may have been made carefully - God who gave us free will and the "space" 

with some amount of intelligent and con- in which to learn to use it wisely. 
What is said above appears to me to scientious appreciation for the dynam- Rather, these planted terrifying con- 

mean that until an entity "overcomes" ics of reincarnation. sequences amplify our own very human 
he will continue to "go out", or reincar- Suppression of the doctrine of rein- fears to the point where we would & 
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anvthinq to soften the consequences of Of course, one responsible for the TOR-OWNER MANUAL. [See backpage* 
our lives and, of course, prevent our own present life, and there is no getting ordering infwmatior~] 
deaths. And, while we are definitely around the need to learn to follow God's 
responsible for our bodies and our lives, Laws. Thus there is no sense in not Bibliography: K@ James Versionof ?h? 
our overwhelming fear of death has led making the best use of the precious gift Bible, 0 d o d  Press at Clmndon; ANDTHEY 
us to accept many unacceptable things. of that present life. Nevertheless, life CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL. I AM 
This 'psychological control" factor is and lives do continue beyond the present SANANDA, by Sananda, scribed by d h m  
one of the reasons the elite controllers one we are experiencing and it is that Pub., America West, Carson City, NV (1989); 
removed the doctrine of reincarnation larger perspective which provides the H i s b ~ n a b p s ~ M a r t i n ~ d d ~ . ,  
from the Bible, and have denounced the foundation and the courage to make Inc.; PHOENIXOPERATOR-OWNERMAMJAL, 
belief in Eastern religions ever since. good use  of every moment of by Sanandaet aL;Pub., AmericaWest, Carson 
There may be other reasons as well, such experience.. .wherever that may be. City, NV (1989); The Arne* Cbfkg? lktb 
as artificially creating differences to keep nary,Pub., RandomHouse(1962); 773EPHOE 
people from understanding and respect- For a complete review of God's Laws AW WERATOR, issues 11/3/92 and 111 
ing each other. Indeed, it is the Adver- for Human please refer to the PHOENIX 24/92, articles titled, 'The Name Esu" and 
sary who authors chaos1 JOURNAL #27 called PHOENIX OPERA- 'Isa and the Blue Turban". 

Scallion NOT On TV9s-S'IGHTINGS 
311 What Do YOU Think That Means.. . 

(Editor's note: A little background is 
needed here to fully appreciate what just 
happened in  terms of the Elite Controllers' 
power to manipulate our TV programming 
and their decision to suppress some incred- 
ibly important information. 

Gordon-Michael Scallion is a truly gifted 
visionary and geophysical predictor whose 
monthly EARTH CHANGES REPORT is 
read by many people around the world. On 
Page Two of his Issue 18 for March, 1993 - 
which was written in later February - he 
said, under the heading MEDIA WATCH- 
SIGHTINGS PROGRAM: "This month Iwill 
be featured on Fox Television's program, 
SIGHTINGS. When Fox's producer called 
and asked me to do the show and share my 
message of Earth changes, I agreed i f  they 
could air the show as early as  possible, 
preferably in March, so I could use this 
opportunity to warn the citizens of Califor- 
nia. They weregracious and not only agreed 
to do it in early March, they also asked if 
they could present my Future Map of the 
United States on this show. I could not 
think of a better way to reach so many 
California people, as  well as informing the 
nation of these changes. Once again the 
power of spirit is at work. SIGHTINGS will 
air this episode on Friday, March 5 or 12." 

Well, SIGHTINGS never aired the epi- 
sode on those promised early-in-the-month 
dates, nor was it aired on Friday March 1 9. 
However - ray of hope - TV GUIDE had it 
listed for airing, jinallu, on Friday, March 
26. TV GUIDE said, "A report on Gordon- 
Michael Scallion, whopredids major changes 
for U.S. cities by the year 2000, including 
the disappearance of New York, Miami and 
Chicago. " We even include the TV GUIDE 
page herein for you real doubting Thomases. 

I noted the listing for this impending Light of Holy God of Creation. We write 
programprominently forTHE PHOENIX LIB- again this evening in response to that 
ERATOR readers, on pages 26 and 28 of which DID NOT occur, rather than that 
THE LIBERATOR'Sfinal issue of March 23, which did occur, as we find it most inter- 
where no one interested could miss the esting that this took place on this date. 
information, surrounding Commander W a s  it just one of those strange coinci- 
Soltec's geophysical article. dences, or yet another case of the Elite 

So.. . we sit and wait for night and controlling you ones through your video 
this incredibly importantprogm But, come viewing habits? 
Friday night, as airtime reached each time That of which I speak is the non-airing 
zone across the country, what was run on of the Gordon-Michael Scallion installment 
SIGHTINGS, instead of Gordon-Michael Scal- on your television program SIGMINGS this 
lion, was a rrepeart of an episode fromjust a evening. Your program guide magazines 
few weeks ago! The Elite Controllers had published that this show would be aired on 
obviously given some "kill that shown or- this date. Instead, a re-run of a program on 
ders, especially after incredibly confirming UFOs from just a couple of weeks ago was 
recent seismic and volcanic events hadjust on. Now, normally, this would go corn- 
transpired earlier in the week. See Soltec's pletely overlooked, but in this case, we can 
article onpage 1 7 for more on these happen- only assume that it was pulled from the 
ings. airing because of the show's content, and 

So, knowing our readers would want to geologic occurrences of the past week. 
know whatever THE TRUTHisthat the Elite Just yesterday, Thursday, March 25, 
Controllers are so desperately trying to block 1993, an earthquake was experienced in 
CONTACT asked "Professorn Soltec to com- the state of Oregon. This earthquake has 
ment on this matter and he has enthusiasti- even your scientists concerned and con- 
cally taken to the podium for a most compre- fused and, at this time, you can rest as- 
hensive discussion, below, covering all of sured that they are scurrying around try- 
the importantpoints of this suppression. ing to come up with what you will swallow 

At the end of Soltec's writing is infonna- as plausible explanations of this event. 
tion for you readers interested in acquiring Yesterday, California was shaking as well 
Gordon-Michael Scallion's fine publication and this week the volcano in the Philip- 
and sobering map, as well as information on pines erupted. These geologic events 
where to complain to Fox Broadcasting for prompted the network to pull the sched- 
their empty promises. Go for it! And tell uled program and replace it with some- 
them CONTACT sent you. Who knows, thing less "suspicious" in nature. 
maybe the program will finally get aired i f  Why would I say suspicious? Well, you 
enough of a stink is made!) see, it is suspicious in nature because Mr. 

Scallion's material deals strictly with the 
3/26/93 SOLTEC present and future Earth Changes and 

some of his visions, as he calls them, are 
Good evening, Toniose present in the that the Pacific Northwest is awakening, 
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seismically and volcanically. It unncld 
haue been -1 d i e l t  for the Elite 
Contmllers to discount these visions 
with what has occumd this past week 
and it  uwy well could hawe had the 
effect of wuking up a p a t  part of the 
sleeping masses in CaliJomia, Wash- 
ington and Oregon. This, as you am 
well a w m ?  bJust not on their agenda. 

Had this show aired in the scheduled 
time slot, there is a very good possibility 
that you ones would have experienced a 
great exodus from these Western States, as 
people shifted into a state of semi-panic. 
These people have been hearing  for^ years 
about the "big onen from all different 
sources; however, had Mr. Scallion's show 
been aired, and had people viewed the 

map that he has produced, based upon 
his visions, and had they been made 
aware of his time frame for these occur- 
rences, then I would estimate that you 
would have seen the population in Cali- 
fornia decrease at an alarming rate over 
the coming few weeks, especially after 
the sudden earthquake in Oregon and the 
shaking of California yesterday, combined 
with the volcano eruptions across the ocean. 
There is, after all, a limit as to how much 
people will ignore before they finally hear 
and believe THE TRUTH and even the Elite 
are smart enough to figure out that one. 

For those of you who are not aware of 
Gordon-Michael Scallion's material, I shall 
give a short overview of what I am speaking 
about. I would also encourage you to get 

Fridav 9PM Program grid is on page 180 
10PM March 26,1993 , 

(D MOVIE (CCt-Omma 2:00 t 2260, 
34220/50862 
"Danielle Steel's 'Changes' " casts Cheryl 
Ladd as a TV newswoman and single parent 
In New York, whose llfe is transformed by a re- 
nowned surgeon and widower (Michael Noun) 
she falls for In Los Angeles. A 1991 TV-mone 

Supporting Cast 
Mark . . . . .Christopher Gartin 
Valerle . . . . .Christie Clark 
Jess~ca . . Renee O'Connor 
Pam . . . . . . . . . . . .Ami Foster 
Mane . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cynthia Bain 

v Q NEWS 1.90 
a, !a 8,GmNGs (CC) 62539124997 
A report on Gordon Michael Scallion, who 
predlcts major changes for U.S. cities by the 
year 2000, including the disappearance of 
New York. Mlam~ and Chicago. 
a DAVID FROST (CCWntenlew 1:0028ml 
In separate lntewlews (taped in February). 
Frost speaks with three South African leaders: 
President F W de Klerk, Nelson Mandela 
(African National Congress) and Chief Man- 
gosuthu Buthelezl (Inkatha Freedom Party) 
Topics Include whether South Africa "is on the 
verge of civil war'; Mandela's lack of b~tter- 
ness over h ~ s  27 years of imprtsonment. 
@ PELICUWomedia 2:00 1301 2 
"La risa en vacaciones 11." Pedro. Pablo y 
Paco Inventan nuevos mbtodos para atormen- 
tar a 10s turistas 

1ANA8ELt-Varledo~ 1:003559 1 [m TIME MACHINE 2.00666046 
A study of U.S anti-Communism durlng the 
1950s McCarthy era. Included: violations of 
civll rights; blacklisttng of ordinary Americans 

MOVIE-Dmma (Ha) 2:00 t** 222688 
'Carrte " (1952) William Wyler's productton of 
Theodore Dreiser's novel "Sister Carrle" wcth 

- Jennlfer Jones and Laurence Olivier as the 111- 
fated lovers in turn-of-the-century Chicago !m NEwS-Chrkne/Greenkw 

A-us 4705336 
Featured: Bill Hicks. Jeff Slilson 
rim WORLD OF VALOR 1301 33 
Great Britain's Scptland Yard 
lSB UP CLOK4l$cu$slon 59s~ I 
iFfD MOWE--Comedy-Drama 2.90 + + 
585794 
"F~rst Mortaay In October ' (1981) Wall61 Ma1 
thau and Jill Clayburgh match w~ts In th~s story 
of the flrst woman on the U S .  Supreme Court 
,m MARY NLER MOORE (CC) 1?87-~: (m MOVIE--Crime Drama 1 35 .* wog,f: + 

"Dead On: Relentless 11." Ray Sharkey 
MILLER & COMPANY 1.00 4 8 9Q 

Scheduled Arlo Gurhrle !m GOLF 2.00 406686 
Second-round play In The Players C h a r ~ ~ p l u ~ ~  
ship. taped today at Ponte Vedra. Fla 

--- - -- - ~. 

t84rv  GUIDE 

9:05 MOVIE--Cofnedy 1:35 ++ 17339084 
'If the Shoe Fits." Rob Lowe. Jennifer Grey. 

MOVIE--Cartoon 2.90 ++ 5946607 
'Heavy Metal." (1981 ) Episodic animated fable 
featuring the music of Black Sabbath, the Blue 

ster Cult. Cheap Trick. Devo. Donald Fagen 
O:YI 8 NEWS (CC) 

Q O El WHERE I UVE (CCWomedy 
60249'1 7539887539 
The new "man" on the ne~ghborhood basket- 
ball team is a woman (AlmaYvonne), whom 
Doug tries to make over to be more altractive 
to Reggie (Flex). Tina: Juliette Jelfers. 
Q TWILIGHT ZONE 15171 
A man (Larry Gates) whose bomb shelter has 
just enough room for his family is entertaining 
guests when an alert sounds. 
[Time approximate after hockey . j  

TRUE STORIES (CC) 74423134423 
A dramatizahon about a woman who went un- 
dercover with the FBI to break up a drug ring in 
her daughter's home. 
CD MATTIES WALlZ-CImma 72065 
Michael Learned plays a woman whose qulet 
family life in rural Kentucky is disrupted by 
the arrival of her first husband (John Cullum) a WHEEL OF FORTUNE (CC)--Gome 98607 
(%p) CROSSFIRE-Klnsley/Buchanan 306249 
im KIDS IN THE HAU--Comedy 245331 7 

THOSE WHO DARE--Profile 766607 
A law-enforcement unit that backs up prlson 
personnel to control dangerous situations 

SPORTxEN'FER 124607 
BIG BROTHER JAKE (CC) 935775 

Jake takes to spylng on Janie. 
MOVIE--DIo~~ 1:20 + 1070355 

"Black Belt." Dierdre Imershein. 
IB;Ig) DICK VAN DYKE--Comedy @lJ 7" i 2 4 ?  
@jfCI MOVIE4mma 2 9 0  t t 218591 
'Great Escape II: The Untold Story." Part 2 
See Tues. 5 P.M. for details. 

435 MOW~Mk012 :20* *  33809713 
'Pennies from Heaven." (1981) Busby Berke- 
ley-style extravaganza with Steve Martin as a 
Depression-era ne'er-do-weli who fantasizes 
about the sheet music he sells Bernadette 
Peters. Christopher Walken. Jesslca Harper 

lOPM a REAL STORIES OF THE HIGHWAY PA- 
TROL 34794 
a 20/20 (CC) l:00 4862141 5 10 89336 

Q Q ~ C D ~ N E W S  1:oo 
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT (CC) 42336 

Scheduled: Beau Brldges 
a JEOPARDY! (CC-ame 68978 a AMERICAN MASTERS 1:CW38688 
"George Lucas. Heroes, Myths and Magtc 
proflles one of ihe forces behlnd the 'Star 
Wars" and lnd~ana Jones trilogies. 
@ IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT (Cct-Crlrne 
Drama 1:0081i4046 
Two armed robbers n-9umn thnlr ?-ttons 

-- . .. 
5.ln::l Barbara C 3 a k ~ ~ : I ~ ~ ' , )  [:311.~>'1 

hold of his material, especially the map, if 
at  all feasible. His predictions of the Earth 
Changes match and parallel many of those 
that we have been bringing to you ones for 
some five and one-half years now. [Again, 
the Scallion ordering information is at the 
end of this writing.] 

In the March issue of THE EARTH 
CHANGES REPORT (Scallion's monthly 
publication), he speaks of Earth Changes 
in Washington State. In 199 1 and 1992 he 
warned of volcanic activity in the Cascade 
Mountain Range region of Washington. 
Now, he is seeing visions of eruptions oc- 
curring in March, April or May from an 
already existing volcanic cone, or cones- 
Mt. Baker and/or Mt. Rainier. He sees this 
as a result of the predicted North American 
plate upheavals causing magma to rise to 
the surface at  the weakest points. (For 
further verification and ~onfirrnat io~ on 
this, please go back to the final several 
issues of THE PHOENK LIBERATOR. as 
well as yesterday's writing on this subject 
[onpage 17of this currentpublication] and 
re-read the columns that deal with the 
tectonic and geologic condition ofthis area.) 
He sees volcanic ash in the atmosphere 
and he sees several thought-to-be dormant 
volcanoes awakening and erupting INTHIS 
YEAR and at least one new one being 
created. He also sees earthquakes through- 
out the West Coast states and also earth- 
quakes in Colorado, Nevada and Arizona 
during 1993 in the 6.0 to 7.0 range of 
magnitude. 

He has seen the strange and erratic 
weather patterns which have been plagu- 
ing your globe these past few months and 
sees high winds, mud slides and extensive 
flooding, also, in the western part of your 
country that are yet to come about. Judg- 
ing from storm build-ups off coast and 
those which have taken place in the past 
two days, there is agreat potential for these 
predictions coming to pass as well. 

Do you now see why the Elite could 
not albw this information to be atmd at 
this time? This type of material, in 
your world, is considemd thmatening 
to them, and t h w  will _go to a m  means 
to divert -vour attention to other, less 
voZati2e subjects. UFOs? at this time, 
ban# become a common-place subject, 
so fetb of gpu would ham? even paid 
attention to this program You am 
meant to mmain asleep at the wheel, 
Chelas, and the un-airredprpgnun would 
huve altemd that plan. 

So, not only was Mr. Scallion dealt a 
blow, but You-The-People were also dealt 
what just could turn out to be a deadly 
blow, if the Elite have their way about 
things. And believe me, they certainly have 
every intention of having it their way! 

Do not forget, also, that the canceled 
space shuttle mission of this week has only 
been postponed [Remember, Soltec has 
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often reminded us to pay attention to the that program is ever aired, and if so, when. CONTACT sent you! 
earthquake activity that "just happens to My, but it is becoming fun, do you not Now, if you feel angry enough to send 
occur" whenever the shuttle is in orbit4 and agree? notes or phone calls to Fax Brwulcarsling 
could very well be in orbit during the Toniose to clear. Salu. about their "bmkenpmmises* over Scallion's 
critical time that Mr. Scallion has pre- episode of SIGHTINGS, please do! The 
dicted for the next month and one-half. (Editor's note: For those of you readers address and telephone information is: 
For those not familiar with his information who may be interested in Gordon-Michael m m m i n g  k- 
on this, he has seen three tremendous Scallion's fine publication called THE Attention: Ray Orreen 
earthquakes striking the Western Coast of EARTH CHANGES REPORT or his beauti- KTTV -- Fox TV Center 
the United States, with the first of these filly done and  sobering Futum Mrrp of the 5746 Sunset B W  
8.0+ quakes to occur prior to May 9, United States, please contact Matrix Insti- Los Angeles, CA 90028 
1993. According to his information, this Zute, RR1, Box 391, Westmoreland, NH 213462-71 11 
first quake could very well be the one that 03467; telephone 603-399-491 6, fax 603- The actual Production Company that pm- 
causes California to break apart and the 399-4340; a one-year subscription to THE duces SIGHTINGS can be contacted at: 
greater western portion to sink into the EARTH CHANGES REPORT is $50. Tell him 21 3-954-5950.) 
sea. 

However, ill this event doer not take 
place prior to  this date, DO NOT GO 
BACK TO SLEEP! It  is part of the cat- 
aad-mouse games that are being played 
with you ones. The trick has happened 
before: allow the "magic daten to go 
past, which has the effect of discredit- 
ing the prediction and, once the slum- 
bering masses have drifted back off to la- 
la land, the Elite strike when it is least 
expected. 

(Latest Editor's Note: The following message was on my home answering machine when 
I awoke today, Monday afternoon, March 29,1993: "Good Afternoon. My name is Harold 
and I'm calling from Matrix Institute. Ijust wanted to let you know, Dr. Young, that we 
DID receive your fax and Gordon-Michael wanted me to give you a call. Basically just to 
let you know that we're not sure WHY they didn't show the program last Friday, but they 
did call us on Thursday to let us know that it would not be aired, and did give an alternate 
date of April 9. Ijust wanted to call and leave that message with you. Thank you very much. 
Goodbye. " So, we'll see if SIGHTINGS airs the show on that Friday evening of April 
9...and wonder what geologic "events" might be PLANNED before that time!) 

- 
The non-airing of this progmm was 

also done in hopes of discrediting this 
soume of information, US welL How- Nevada Corporations 
ever, we kilfjustsee w h o f i ~ l l ~  has the A 

last Zaugh when all the upheam& are 
ouer and done with andfinul counting CORPORATIONS AND those assets held in the corporation's 
is made. REAL ESTATE name. This can be some pretty valuable 

I am not in the habit of advertising for "insulation* in today's greedy, litiga- 
any so-called psychics upon your place- There are many, many advantages tion-crazy world. 
ment, but Mr. Scallion is a gifted man and, today for holding real estate in a Corpo- Privacy is another area where a cor- 
whether he realizes it or not, is offering a ration. Corporations allow owners of poration can provide you with the cover 
great service unto mankind in these times real estate the attractive features of pri- for owning real estate yet remaining hid- 
of your history. His work is some of the vacyand assetpmtectionwhich can make den. In Nevada your ownership of a cor- 
most accurate information coming from all the difference when that unexpected poration can become very hard to deter- 
your place and, as we have stated many, lawsuit comes up from nowhere or when mine if you use all of the protection that 
many times in the past, it matters not from the IRS decides to make you their next Nevada allows with their Corporation 
what source you garner THE TRUTH, for victim for whatever reason.(usually they statutes. 
TRUTH is TRUTH is TRUTH and shall don't need one). What you will find with Let's use this story as an example: 
stand upon its own merits. There are some most large landholders, is that they will Three partners were the owners of an 
upon your globe who are sensitive to The never hold property in their own name. If apartment complexand the partners were 
Knowledge" and are in touch with the they do, they have not been in the game in constant disagreement. One of the 
Higher Sources. However, you do have just for very long. partners, with enough financial ability, 
as many charlatans so DISCERNMENT is Liability risk should be on the mind of made an offer to the other two partners 
the order of the day when you begin to deal everyone today. It has become common to buy them out. The other two partners 
with such things. today for a court to say that a motorist, were being given a very good price for 

You are entering a time when the door- involved in an accident, who has no fault their share, but would not sell because 
ways to the Higher Source are opening, in that accident, can be partially respon- they did not want to sell their share to 
and from tirne to time some of you are sible. If an injury occurs on your prop- this third partner; let's just call the prob- 
getting a glimpse through those portals. erty the injured party will usually sue lem here 'ego differences". 
These experiences shall increase the nearer the owner of the property. If the owner of Now, this third partner, being crafty, 
to the transition you get for it is part of the that property has other assets in the created a corporation and hired a man to 
process. It is tirne to be open, but be same name, all of those assets could represent it. This unknown corporation 
DISCERNING. There are more lies about potentially be lost in the suit. then came in and made an offer to all of 
you than TRUTH and it is up to each of you Lawsuits need to be a concern of these partners. The partner-owner of 

. to discern which is which. This, too, is part everyone today. Real estate held in a the corporation put on a good show and 
of your learning proces-a very valuable corporation can spread out your risk to said that he didn't want to sell out bQt 
and important part. And, aswith all things, the point where judgements against you would if the other partners decided that 
the more you exercise the discerning abili- as  an individual cannot be easily at- it was a good deal. This then allowed this 
ties, the stronger they shall grow. tached to a corporation, and if a suit partner to buy the complex for about the 

Let us  draw this session to a close. We comes up against your corporation all same price, but without having the ego- 
shall all be watching and waiting to see if that the suing party can go after are locked other two partners know that 
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they had just sold to him! Well, if a corporation is the owner of the FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT 
This same strategy can work for you in real estate, and you sell your property by NEVADA CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE 

your day-to-day life. Isn't it true that selling your shares of stock in that cor- RESIDENT AGENT SERVICES AND PRI- 
people who appear to have a lot of wealth poration, the deed on the property is VATE MAIL SERVICES CALL CORPO- 
willattract all kind ofattention and trouble? never changed. This sale of personal RATE ADVISORS CORPORATION AT 
This is  an  unfortunate situation, but it is property, not real estate, would never be (702) 877-3 197 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 
nonetheless true. Keeping a low profile recorded and therefore ... no reappraisal. POST OFFICE BOX 27740, LAS VEGAS, 
can make your life much more peaceful. Now, if every Californian who has seen NV 89 126. ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 

Real estate held in a corporation keeps his real estate value grow and grow could FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND IN- 
the focus off of you and on this unknown offer a buyer a corporation for sale, that FORMATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE 
corporation. Normally, no one will know would be a very nice incentive to pay a VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS, 
who the owner of the corporation is. Just  higher price. This strategy, of course, has THE MASSIVE DECEPTION OFTHE FED- 
always remember the saying, "I just work many beneficial implications with the tax ERAL RESERVE AND ITS IRS EXTOR- 
here" or, in this case, "I just represent system that we won't get into here. TION RACKET, AND THE GENERAL 
That There Corporation, Inc." and play For these and many other reasons, TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECO- 
dumb. It's satisfying and taking this ap- holding real estate in a corporation can NOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX 
proach really works. You will disappear be very attractive. By properly structur- JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DI- 
and this new name will show up. ing what you own, you can save a tre- SASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

Many states now have statutes where mendous amount of grief and financial (#lo), YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 
real estate that is  sold is automatically exposure in the long run. Plan today for (# 16), AND THE NAKED PHOENIX (#17). 
reappraised (like California's Prop. 13). the unexpected tomorrow. [See back page for ordering information.] 

From The Supreme Commander 
Of Project Earth Transition 

3/27/93 SANANDA spoke of so many times in the past, when sity, you would not have had the fire 
I was here before, nearly two thousand needed to continue. Many have come 

Greetings, my child. I am Sananda, years ago. I promised then that I would and gone from your midst in these past 
the one and same that you were taught return, and I have kept that promise years and for many you still grieve their 
to call Jesus  Christ. Though this i s  not unto you. departing. Yet, you must know that even 
my name, and never was, labels matter these experiences have caused each of 
very little for we are all but different NEW PHASE, NEW DIRECTIONS you to grow and develop wisdom. It has  
patterns of energy and, however you call always been the way of man to learn best 
upon me, when the thought is of that The message that I want to bring to from that which he has experienced, be 
energy pattern by which you know me, I you this day is so very important to you it good or bad by standards. Many of you 
shall answer. I have been known by ones at  this time. You find yourselves have lost much in the way of material 
thousands of titles, and called upon by having entered a new stage of this mis- possessions, but even this was neces- 
millions, yet I hear each by the love that sion, now, and new phases bring about sary for in the loss came greater re- 
is  in the heart. I care little about that newdirections. Thegoalhasnotchanged, wards-not that  of greater material 
which i s  displayed on the outside for it is yet it is time that you move forward in things, but greater spiritual awareness 
but the illusion of the experience and the your own development. You have spent and an  even greater level of faith in 
true identity and nature of the individual the last several years reaching out from trusting God. For you are learning that 
lies within the spirit of each; I answer the that little location, bringing the remnant there is but one absolute and unchang- 
voice that calls from the intent of the together, getting the teachings and the ing thing in the Universe and that is 
heart. There i s  not one upon the planet word out to the masses, and you have Creator God-always the same, yester- 
whom I cannot hear and speak with for I done well and accomplished much amid day, today and forever. The cycle is 
have the agape love for each and every the troubles and attacks hurled a t  you eternal, and you are an integral part of 
one, be they man, woman or child; black, by the Adversary. We told you that you that cycle. 
white, yellow or red. would be victorious, and by all counting, Through these experiences of the past, 

the victory has  been won, though a t  you have learned that you are respon- 
THE SUPREME COMMANDER times you may have doubted that it would sible for that which you create and that 

be so. you have the power and ability to create 
I now sit in the position as Supreme There was but one thing that brought and manifest whatever you desire. Every 

Commander of this mission, Project Earth you through to this point, and that is thought and every word that issues forth 
Transition, and I serve in this position FAITH. Without that faith you could not from you creates that of which you speak 
because I have the responsibility of pre- have gone on as you did in the face of or think. Every desire of the heart shall 
serving the remnant from your place who adversity for you have struggled against be made manifest unto you so it is im- 
serve the true and Holy God of Light. I much. Yet, through these struggles, you portant that each thought be guarded 
come a t  this time with my Host to com- have grown stronger and much wiser. It and each word spoken be judged before 
plete this most important mission for was necessary that these things be expe- it is issued forth. For, you see, the 
you are  in the time upon Earth that I rienced by you for, without the adver- judgment comes from self as You create 
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and manifest your own reality about tion will be the learning process of cre- shall rest upon their heads. 
you, and only you have the power over ative thinkingandcreative living. Asyou But let us  go forward and continue 
your ow11 destiny. learn, you will begin to find that the and complete this mission so that each 

process of manifestation is more natural of you who serve God, Wakan Tanka, 
WHY YOU ARE HERE than you could have ever imagined. But, may return to your true roots and rejoin 

as with all things, there comes with this your family who await you. It is with 
Many of you have become very aware a greater degree of responsibility. Re- deepest honor and love that we hold each 

of why you are here during this time and member, to whom much is given, much and every one of you. Go in love and in 
that you did the choosing before entering is required. You are still experiencing in peace. 
into this present life experience. You the heavier dimension which is still un- Salu. 
knew that you were coming for this exact der the strong influence of the darkness 
purpose, ju st as I knew what my purpose and, for this reason, it can be very seduc- 
was prior to coming into the life here two tive to utilize this ability for all the wrong 
thousand years ago. But, just as you, it reasons-personal gain, lust, greed and 
took several years of that life before I the like. ~t is also very tempting to utilize Me dit atio n came to a conscious realization of the the abilities to gain control over others. 
knowledge. In the same way, many of So, in this manner, you must guard 
you have been searching for many years yourself and be ever vigilant, for usurp- 
and have now finally had conscious real- ing another's free will is known as witch- 
ization of your purpose. Others are still craft and this is against the law of God 

On Gold 
searching, and there are still a small and shall be judged as such. Many of 
number which shall awaken in their you have, in the past, had this ability 
hearts. before and have misused it. That is why 

Through your religions, you have been you are here at this time, participating in 3/28/93 # 1 CERES 'ATONN 
taught many falsehoods about my life this mission, and it is part of your per- 
and about my purpose and about my sonal learning process. Gold, like the sun, which melts wax, 
true identity. One of the purposes of this Did I not speak unto you, that all the but hardens clay, expands GREAT 
mission was to bring unto the world the things that I have done you shall do- SOULS-and destroys CONFUSED AND 
Truth about man's relationship to Cre- and even greater things shall you do SMALL ONES. Gold can be slave OR 
ator, and my relationship to the world. because I have gone unto my Father? My master. Where in this statement do YOU 
The Truth has been told and has been precious children, you shall do greater fit? So be it! 
offered to all, without any prejudice what- things than what I did in my journey 
soever. A few have heard-more have upon Earth for you are experiencing in OCHE WHO WOULD PULL DOWN A 
rejected the Truth. There is great sad- the greatest of all the ages and you have BROTHER FOR GOLD OR FOR THE 
ness over the number that have chosen so many wonderful opportunities before SEARCH OF IT-SHALL HIMSELF BE 
to ignore the Truth and continue their you. PULLED DOWN. FOR T O  BRING LOSS 
journey into the darkness. Yet, it is the UPON ANOTHER FOR T H E  G A I N  
path that they have chosen for selves THE WORLD FALLS APART THROUGH GREED OF SELF SWRLL 
and no one can change their choices MERIT THEE U L T I m T E  FAILURE OF 
save themselves. The world as you know it is about to THAT WHICH YOU SEEK AND THAT 

So, it is good to grieve for a period of crumble and fall apart. All your nations WHICH S E P A  R A  T E S  T H E E  FROM 
time but then you must take your atten- are in turmoil and nearly allyour leaders THINE KINGDOM-FOR IT IS THE IN- 
tion from the dead and attend to the are corrupt. Your money is all but worth- TENT WITHIN WHICH DEFINES THE 
living, for it is these that shall be the less, your air and your water are poi- ddAN. SEEK YE FIRST THE KlNGDOM 
remnant that shall be brought through soned. You have weapons capable of OFHMVENINGOODNESSAND THESE 
the tribulation and on into the promised destroying every bit of life on the planet. THINGS SHALL BE ADDED UNTO YOU. 
glory of the New Earth and into the Age Your world is experiencing upheavals of SEEK THE KIVODOMOF EVIL ENRICH- 
of the Light. every kind from earthquakes to strange MEIVT AT THE COST OF ANOTHER- 

A s  you grow ever nearer to that Light, weather anomalies, diseases of the most AND Y E  SHALL REAP THE WINDS 
you are beginning to see the process of hideous kinds, wars and famine. WHICH SWIRL A S  THE DEVLLS UPON 
manifestation speeding up. You will find THE BARREN DESERTS. DECISIONS 
that the law of return is fulfilling in a A REMNANT WILL COME THROUGH ARE MADE WITHINTWE HlDUtT WIIICH 
shorter period of time, and this is be- CANNOT BE COVERED BY THE LIPS. 
cause of your approach to that transi- And, you were told that all these things P U t L  DOWN YOUR BROTHER'S POS- 
tion. Once into the Light, the manifesta- would be the precursor to my return and SESSIONS AND INVESTMENTS IN 
tion shall be instantaneous. In other that out of all the masses a remnant THINE OWN GREED AND SO, TOO, IN 
words, every thought and every word would be saved. Many are awaiting my THE VERY PULLING DOWN, SHALL 
shall be fulfilled immediately, even be- return but shall miss it because they will YOURS BE LOST FOR-AS THE HOUSB 
fore the words or thoughts have been not believe that I could possibly return in FALLS-ALL WHO ARE WITHIN SWALL 
completed. And this process will take a space ship and will turn away, believ- BE TRAPPED. HE WHO CLAIMS TO 
place without any effort on your part for ing that I am their adversary because of SEEK GOD BUT ACTUALLY SEEKS 
it is completely natural for you as you the means of transportation that I offer. GOLD-SWALLFIND THECHOICE MOST 
are also a part of the Creation and there- This is part of the strong deception that UNPLEASANT FOR THE BED OF W L B  
fore possess the creative abilities. you were warned of. Many have been IS COLD AND HARD AND SURVmAL 

deceived by those who wanted control BECOMES A THING OF PAIN AND DIS- 
CREATIVE THINKING AND LIVING over others, and for this they shall have HONOR-NOT LUXURY AND COM- 

to answer to God for the lives of all those FORT." 
Now, a large part of your new direc- that turn away from me because of the lie - The Master Teacher 
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Latest 

Cort  and J e n n y  
have brought joy and 
"Cight" into our worlit 
in these lhst few hours. 
~ a s t  evening (instead 
of s u p p e r )  t h e y  
brought forth a fine 

Surprise!! Never un- 
derestimate the sur- 
prises s t i l l  allowed 
un to  God! - 

They .speak of the 
naming, fm more sure 
were they of a femi- 
n ine  label-afz, 6 u t  
t h e y  t h i n k  of 
%uke"-6e it known 
that i_f th is  6e the  
birthright it is glory 
f o r  ~ u k e  m e a n s  
CISHIT! ~ l e s s i ~ s  are 
upon the chilitren as 
they bring forth the 
servants of ~ o d  that 
the tasfis may 6e fuC- 

fiKedaccording to  the 
promise of God: God 
sends forth Himselfas 

He gifts His children Ib every thing there 
with thepromise and is aseason, anda time 
fucfillment of "file ". to every purpose un- 

man is 6ut  a reed, der the heaven. %less- 
the weakest thing in 
nature, 6ut  a thinking 
reed ~t does not need 
the universe to take up 
arms to  crush him; a 
vapour, a drop of wa- 
ter, s enough to k i l l  
him. But, though the 
universe should crush 
him, man woulit st i l l  
6e no6ler than his de- 
s troyer,  because he 
knows that fie is dy- 
ing, knows that the 
universe has got the 
better of him; the uni- 

- 

verse knows nothing of 
that. 

d l l t h e  dQnity then 
consists in thought. 
you must  lbok to that 
in order to rise aloft in 
wisdom; not to space 
or time which you can 
never fili Str ive  then 
to  thinki aright; that is 
the firrt principle of 
mora l  fife. 

ings rest secure and 
surrounding to those 
w h o  h o l d  the  
r r c j H T ~ ~  WISDOM 
within a d g i v e  unto 
others thatglorious a6 
lbwance of l iuth and 
WORD that confusion 
enters not CingeringCy 
u p o n  the pa thway .  
Amen. 

( ~ d i t m ' s  note: Cort 
is the author of our 
regular Nevada Car- 
pora t ions  column.  
A n y  congratulatory 
wishes can 6e directed 
in care of the address 
listedat the endof his 
article on  page 24. 
They are now indeed 
happy, if exhausted, 
parents of a healthy 
a d  i i ~ e l y  new son, 
already with a f u l l  
h e a d  of dark hair, 
whose f u l l  name is 
Luke IECion Christie.) 
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Biology's Horrifying Deceit: 
More On Genetic Engineering 

3/28/93 #I  CERES 'ATONN THE LIBRARY OF LIFE MIRACLE "DRUG" OR EVEN "SUPPORT" 
SYSTEM-IT IS THE RECIPE FOR RE- 

For you who will find much of the writ- The human recipe, or genome, is writ- BUILDING ACCORDING TO ORIGINAL 
ing in this issue of CONTACT a bit elusive ten in rungs that span the spiraling strands CONCEPTION FORMAT.] {See next-to-last 
and all but without your ability to take of our DNA's double helix. Each rung, or pages for information on Gaiandriana.) 
within-I feel we should offer this following base pair, may be one of four possible Resulting from what amount to typos in an 
evidence from something quite Earthly and types. These form the 4-letter alphabet of individual's genome, these diseases pro- 
accepted in your realms of daily observa- the genome. In all, the genome contains vide much of the justification for the Hu- 
tion, Popular Mechanics, May 199 1. approximately 3 billion base pairs--enough man Genome Projects. 

to fill a library of 15,000 200-page books. 
QUOTING: An exact duplicate of this entire library WHEN GENES GO AWRY 

is found in every cell of the body, except for 
BIOLOGY'S BIGGEST GAMBLE reproductive cells and mature red blood If we could refer to a correct, indexed 

By Abe Dane, Science/Technology Editor cells. Each cell's library is divided into 23 copy of the human genome, the process of 
pairs of chromosomes, and each chromo- finding these typos would be greatly sim- 

Coiled inside virtually every cell in your some holds one complete molecule of DNA. plified. The result would be easier predic- 
body is a gigantic DNA molecule about 5 ft. The DNA molecules are further divided into tion or diagnosis of disease, and eventually 
long and 50 trillionths of an inch wide. genes, of which there are somewhere be- treatments that get to the genetic root of 
Spelled out in the structure of each strand tween 50,000 and 100,000 in the entire the problem. 
is the recipe for yourself. Without it, you genome. Without such a reference, the difficulty 
would be nothing more than a soup of These genes are what concoct the ingre- of finding a defective sequence among the 
commonplace chemicals. dients of a human. Each contains a se- 3 billion base pairs of an afflicted person's 

The reason I bring this up now is that quence of up to 2 million base pairs that is genome is staggering. A s  it stands now, we 
our government, along with several 0th- the recipe for a protein. When the gene is know where only about 1500 of our genes 
ers, is getting ready to spend about $3 active, it directs the manufacture of one of are located. Thus, there is amind-boggling 
billion over the next 15 years on the these highly complex polymers within a amount of material to be sifted through in 
Human Genome Project, an effort to find cell. The nature of the proteins determines the search for any abnormality. 
out every word of what this voluminous the nature of the cell. And we are the sum Because of this, it has been possible to 
molecule says. It's the biggest biology of the cells from which we are built. find the typos to blame for only a handful 
project ever. But if you understand how Although individual people may seem of illnesses. In each case it has taken years 
and why it's being done, you're ahead of strikingly different to us, there is actually of labor, aided by inspired guesswork. The 
a fair number of scientists. [C: I would very little variation within the human ge- Human Genome Project seeks to change 
suggest that you are ahead of ALL the nome. The fact that 99.9% of one person's this once and for all by focusing tens of 
"scientists" who work truly in the genes are the same as those in any other thousands of man-hours on one massive 
scientific arena for and of understand- person is a testament to the overriding 3-phase effort. 
ing of life in moral definition. This similarity of all humans. Yet the differ- 
article is "explanation" of what genes ences can be profoundly important. Among BREAKING THE CODE 
and DNA "aren-not a qualification of the possible consequences of variation are 
some project or another. You must about 4000 genetically related diseases, Phase one will have as its goal the 
understand the seriousness of that ranging from arthritis to Alzheimers, color completion of what is known as a genetic 
which is now tampered to the absolute blindness to cancer. [C: GO BACK AND map. Such maps are based on the fact that 
ability to reproduce and reprogram READ THAT AGAIN! SINCE, THERE- sequences of base pairs located near each 
MAN HIMSELF. But-the program- FORE, THERE IS EVIDENCE RIGHT other tend to be inherited together. For 
ming and reproduction is NEGATIVE HERE OF TAMPERING OR ALTERATION example, people with hemophilia (a disor- 
for it is intended to enslave and de- FOLLOWING BIRTH PROGRAM. THIS IS der that prevents the blood from clotting 
stroy MAN according to the wishes of WHY GAIANDRIANA (BY THE WAY, THIS normally) very often are color-blind as well. 
the Evi l  Empire.] IS NOT A TAKEOFF ON ANOTHER SUB- Through a rigorous process of observation 

That's not because there aren't good STANCLTHIS "ISn THE NAME OF THAT and inference, such groupings of charac- 
reasons for it, but more because the CELLULAR ENTITY IN POINT) IS VALU- teristics can be turned into a sort of map 
reasons are veiled by the fast changing ABLE-NOT AS ANTIBIOTIC MISIN- indicating which genes are close to each 
complexities of modern molecular biol- TERPRETATION OR ANYTHING OTHER other and which are f a r  apart. 
ogy. So here are the basics you need for THAN A NORMALLY OCCURRING SUB- Built upon the framework of the genetic 
a serviceable understanding of the Hu- STANCE IN ALL THINGS-BUT AS map will be a more useful index called a 
man Genome Project. [C: No, it is "ba- SUPPLEMENT TO GIVE COMPONENT physical map. This second phase of the 
sically" what "they" WANT YOU TO UNDAMAGED RESTRUCTURING OF A genome project will pick out milestones 
KNOW AND THINK.] MUTANT OR DAMAGED CELL. NO along the human DNA, state the order in 
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which they are arranged and say how FOR WHAT YOU THINK IS UNDER BEING METHODICALLY DESTROYED IN 
many base pairs lie between them. Com- STUDY-IS ALREADY PERFECTED! As GHETTOS OF DISEASE BE SALVAGED, 
pleting the map within the five years allot- we have shown you in other articles-it OR, THE CHILD OF THE ELITE? IN THIS 
ted will demand considerable advances in is DONE, OVER, FINISHED-your choices OVERPOPULATED WORLD WHEREIN 
biotechnology. now are to effort to perfect your own THERE IS THE PLANNED ANNIHILATION 

Because a whole molecule of DNA is too individual and original blueprint. The OF OVER 6 BILLION PEOPLE--DO YOU 
big to handle, physical mapping begins by intent is to produce a totally programmed THINKTHE "AVERAGE" CHILD OF A GOD- 
chopping up the molecule with chemical (programmable) mechanism, destroy the RE S PECTING FAMILY WOULD BE 
scissors known as restriction enzymes [see over-population of seemingly living "SAVED"? 
Page 30 for all of the illustrations gathered people-and OWN LOCK, STOCK AND IF GENES CAN BE CHANGED FOR 
together]. These recognize certain se- BARREL,THECREATIONSORIGINALLY BENEFIT-THINK HOW EASY IT IS TO 
quences of base pairs, and snip the DNA OF GOD. REMEMBER: GOD CREATES- CONSIDER THE WIPING OUT OF MAS- 
where they occur. The result is a noodle NUSN AND EVIL USE THAT PERFECT SIVE NUMBERS OF PEOPLE! Not only is 
soup of different-length strands called CREATION TO MANIPULATE AND RE- this possible and EASY TO ACCOMPLISH, 
cosmids. [C: If this doesn't strike terror STRUCTURE THAT WHICH HAS AL- but is methodically being accomplished 
into your hearts-you didn't read it READY BEEN CREATED-THE PHYSI- already. I am going to offer you another 
well.] CAL DIMENSION CAN DO NO OTHER. observation through another article shared 

The cosmids are sorted by a process THEREFORE, THE PUPPET-MASTERS with us  from The Plain Truthwith a dateline 
called electrophoresis, in which an electric MUSTSEPARATE MAN PHYSICALFROM of September 1990. I will begin by pointing 
current forces them through a slab of gel. SOUL CONNECTION-AND THAT CAN out, in the early reading of this article, 
Shorter pieces move farther than longer ONLY BE DONE THROUGH DNAIGE- some thoughts and perspectives so that 
ones, leaving an arrangement of segments NETIC MANIPULATION-LITERALLY, you can REALLY READ this material. 
sorted by size. Once measured in this way, BREEDING'OUT" SOUL CONNECTION.] 
cosmids are put back in their original order The National Institutes of Health [C: QUOTING: 
by matching up the severed ends. At the TOTALLY evil in concept, production 
end of the process, it is clear where along and on-going facade of manipulations.] THE GENE HEALERS 
the original strand of DNA all the sequences which has the largest genome budget of Curing Inherited Diseases 
of the type cut by the restriction enzyme any agency, has pledged to spend 5% of it 
were located. The unknown stretches be- in the coming fiscal year on research into Medical technology k slowly prying 
tween these milestones can be shortened the ethical dimension of the genome. Cer- open life's genetic control panel and 
by using DNA probes, which seek out sites tainly, the issues are knotty. But propo- offering us new weapons in the fight 
along the genome that match their own nents of the project respond that abuses against disease. 
known sequence. can be avoided in the same way as with [C: Please note as you go along here 

currently available medical tests. [C: Now that regardless of how it may at first 
PHASE THREE doesn't that make you feel all better "seemn-with only one or two excep- 

about it311 tions-the people referred to  are 
With our DNA thus marked off, the If ethical safeguards can be established, KhazarianZionist New World Order work- 

actual sequencing of every one of the 3 the odds are good that the human genome ers.] 
billion base pairs in the genome can begin. will be not only one of the most powerful In the near future [C: Always means, 
Scheduled for completion in 2005, this medical tools ever developed, but also already done.], doctors may be able to 
phase is the third, final and most techno- among the most beneficial. [C: And whom- insert new genes into our bodies, replacing 
logically demanding of the Human Ge- ever, among you readers, believes it k defective ones. Medical science hopes to 
nome Project. Although current technology ethical, I have a fox-pen who plans the then cure our diseases [C: or create new 
is capable of base-pair-by-pair sequenc- safety and security of chickens kept and incurable ones], not just treat them. 
ing, it is f a r  too slow and expensive to isolated within that same fox-pen. And, Within a century we may [C: already 
contemplate for a stretch of material as furthermore-beneficial to WHOM?? have, do, are.] have the ability to prevent 
long as the human genome. Numerous MAY GOD HAVE MERCY!] a wide range of human genetic ailments [C: 
efforts are under way around the world to Or, create new ones which are manipu- 
refine the technology of mapping, sequenc- END OF QUOTING. lated.] We might even be able to rede- 
ing, storing, organizing and accessing the sign the genetic inheritances of our 
genome's message. * * * children before they are born. [C: I!!] 

Although the technical challenges are No one can say if all these things will be 
formidable, an even greater threat to the A s  we move along it would seem so very possible, of course. But scientists already 
genome project's success is the contro- wonderful to have capability of changing speak, in general terms, about how they 
versy over ethics. There is great concern disease into wellnesswhen achild is birthed might be done. [C: Don't ubite" on this- 
that while the genome would be a boon to and bears damaged genetic structure which it is already perfected and mass cloning 
medicine, it could also do great harm if gives physical mutation or impairment. underway with fully adult bodies on 
used improperly. [C: Read it again!] Some- Would God object to the allowance of beauty your streets with programmed enforc- 
times, it might serve only to notify people of instead of deformity-strength instead of ers of the manipulations of social, politi- 
impending illnesses that they can do noth- weakness? Of course not-but do you cal and medical ramifications upon you 
ing about. Worse, if that information falls believe your greedy controllers of the planet unaware species, still individual MAN.] 
into the wrong hands, it might lead to are Godlyenough to use thesemagnificent 
discrimination by employers or insurance and insightful gifts ONLY for goodness and FIRST GENE THERAPY 
companies. [C: OH GOD FORBID1 It has healing? Come now, the whole intent of the EXPERIMENT 
already fallen into WRONG HANDS-4t adversary is control, enslavement and 
began and will end the species in the power. Therefore, if the power-brokers can One example of hqw f a r  we have come is 
WRONG HANDS. Yes, indeed, IT IS TOO alter a gene which allows perfection-WHO now occurring. 
LATE TO CHARGE THE FACTS OF THIS, WILL BENEFIT? WILL THE CHILDREN Committees of experts of the U.S. Na-  
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tional Institutes of Health are considering through gene splicing, they must first iden- cated about 2,000 genes. [C: POOH!] 
a landmark proposal by Dr. W. French tify those genes that are defective. They 
Anderson [C: Name altered wer four have already found markers or genes re- THE GENOME INITIATIVE 
generations ago.] of the National Heart, sponsible for dozens of hereditary diseases. 
Lung and Blood Institute and Dr. R. Michael Researchersare also trying to identify genes To speed this research, the Office of 
Blaese and their colleagues. The proposal that may predispose individuals to cancer, Human Genome Research was established 
is to treat children who have a severe alcoholism, arthritis, schizophrenia-AND at the U.S. National Institutes of Health in 
genetic disease by inserting corrected genes EVEN CRIMINAt BEHAVIOR. October 1988. Their task has been called 
into their blood cells. One example of their spectacular the largest and most important undertak- 

Even before this, in May 1989, a t  the progress occurred in the summer of 1989. ing in the history of biology. 
U.S. National Cancer Institute, Dr. Steven A team of Canadian and American re- "The objective of the entire initiative," 
A. Rosenberg injected genetically engi- searchers found the long-sought genetic says Victor A. McKusick, of Johns Hopkins 
neered cells into humans. He spliced a flaw responsible for cystic fibrosis. [C: University Hospital, "is to create an ency- 
foreign gene, taken from a bacterium, into Does this not indicate, likewise, that clopedia of the human genome." Many 
terminally ill cancer patients' white blood they have found and manipulate the one scientists consider the U.S. genome initia- 
cells. [C: I think you get the drift so I that STOPS the allowance of cystic fi- tive a more monumental effort than both 
won't interrupt to comment-just turn b r o s h n d  ALL other disease and ge- the Manhattan Project, which created 
the statements to TRUTH and you will netic malformations?????] They had to the A-bomb, and the Apollo moon-land- 
perhaps see what is REALLY taking place probe for the gene among three billion base ing program. [C: Indeed!] 
here. AIDS viruses were developed EX- pairs ofgenetic bits. [C: Do you think they Many scientists view the mapping and 
ACTLY IN THIS MANNER-EXACTLY!!] found nothing else while probing those sequencing of the human genome as a 

The gene had no therapeutic powers, three billion other base pairs?] sacred scientific endeavor. Harvard biolo- 
however. It was intended to act only as an It was like "searching for a leaky faucet gist and Nobel Laureate Walter Gilbert 
inert marker. Researchers wanted to track in ahouse somewhere in the United States", says obtaining the human genome blue- 
the effectiveness of Dr. Rosenberg's [C: not said one writer. After seven long and print is the "ultimate answer to the com- 
altered] innovative cancer research and to tedious years of genetic sleuthing, research- mandment 'Know thyself'". [C: Com- 
test whether or not a foreign gene could ers found the faucet. Those who have mandment???!!?] He calls it the "Holy 
safely function in the human body. cystic fibrosis lack only three of 250,000 Grail of biology". 

Many scientists hail such experiments individual chemical base pairs that make 
as the beginning of a new era in biomedical up the gene. READING OUR GENES 
research. They say gene splicing and When scientists pinpoint specific genes 
THERAPY will become a solid part of the such as the one responsible for cystic The genome project will allow scientists 
future physician's arsenal of weapons fibrosis, they open up the way for genetic to identify more and more of the defective 
against disease. screening. Carriers of defective genes, genes responsible for the perhaps 4,000 

Gene splicing is the creative technique newborns and even fetuses can be tested known human genetic diseases. 
of the genetic revolution. It allows scien- for defective genes. Eventually, says Mark Guyer of the 
tists to rearrange, remove and add genetic NIH's Human Genome Office, people might 
material. GENETIC FORETELLING have access to a computer readout of their 

Scientists already manipulate genes for own genome. 
a wide variety of purposes [C: Can't resist The power of genetic screening has been 
waving thewarningflagright here!] They applied to a number of diseases. Tay- * * * 
have developed genetically engineered Sachs syndrome is one example. This fatal 
crops and animals, drugs and VACCINES disease strikes only Jewish people from [C: L e t  me pause here for a moment of 
and have identified the genetic causes Eastern Europe and their descendants. comment. Can you not see that THIS is 
of a number of hereditary diseases. [C: These people throughout the world can the method of placing the MARK OF 
And, as well, developed more and bigger now have their blood tested for evidence of THE BEAST, chelas? A tattoo is noth- 
ones.] the errant gene. ing-you will be marked genetically and 

Such carrier and prenatal screening therein lies the incredible plight of it 
POWER TO PLAY GOD tests have virtually eliminated Tay-Sachs all-NO ONE WILL HAVE CHOICES IN 

from the United States and Canada. THE MATTER-FOR THERE WILL BE 
The possibilities for better health that Similarly, in the Northeast Thames re- MARKING BY INVISIBLE (EXCEPT TO 

gene splicing and therapy offer are cre~t ing gion of London, the number of Indian and THE uREADERS") MEANS THROUGH 
a climate of hope. [C: ???I Cypriot children with thalassemia, an in- MYRIADS OF TECHNIQUES. 

In his best-seller, MEGATRENDS, au- herited blood disease, fell by 78 percent Another question which is flooding 
thor and futurist John Naisbitt expressed after prenatal tests became available in the through from masses of you readers: 
that excitement. He called gene splicing 1970s. "But won't the Gaiandrianas simply re- 
"the most awesome and powerful skill To spot defective genes for all inherited perfect the mutant cell structures? No, 
acquired by man since the splitting of the diseases, researchers believe we must map not unless the many generations of 
atom". and sequence our entire genetic makeup-- mutations are continued by foreign trans- 

Molecular biologist Richard Mulligan of ourgenome. Biochemist Robert Sinsheimer plants. By this I mean that "if" there k 
the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical of the University of California a t  Santa mutation or damage present-the being 
Research sums up the potential meaning Barbara defines the human genome as would not survive if ALL cells were in 
of gene splicing: "Given the power of mod- "the complete set of instructions for mak- mutation. Harken back to the origin of 
ern molecular biology, we can use gene ing a human being". the article prior to this one-there is a 
transfer to essentially make a cell do what- The goal is to map the position of each "Human Genome" blueprint. This in 
ever we want it to do." In short, "We can of the 50,000 to 100,000 genes contained turn means that EVERY body will have 
play God in that cell." in the body's 46 chromosomes. To date, some of the original Human Genome 

Before scientists can treat d isea~q qesearchzr~ - a  - . have -. mapped . ,or roughly lo- ,+print+iandriana . . will  only work with . .  . I -  . , ? .  ' > . , I  . 1 1 1  
1 
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THAT cellular structure-not the mu- retinoblastoma, a childhood eye cancer: that genetic engineering may be "the 
tation of alien cell. The perfect "Hu- "[It] is a terrible disease. It's not fair. most significant scientific and techno- 
man" cell, with a working immune Those kids don't deserve it." Dr. Cavenee logical discovery ever made". 
system sovereign and individual to  adds, "Whatever we do, whatever ad- Dr. Schneiderman visualizes an  in- 
EACH production-will overtake the vancements we make, are for them." credible place for genetic engineering in 
problem cells and actually utilize them To help such children, scientists are tomorrow's world. "Just  try to imagine 
for fuel for the perfect (or original) engaged in awar against defective genes. the earth a thousand years from now," 
recipe cells. Dr. Philip Leder, head of the department he asks. Steam power, electric power 

Won't the "enemyn then be able to of genetics at  the Harvard University generation, nuclear power, fusion power, 
pick out the "perfect" unaltered be- Medical School has put it bluntly. "We transistors, lasers, robots, micropro- 
ings? Yes, but it i s  through the very need to reach in and lay our handson the cessors will all have long become "his- 
perfecting process which cannot be gene," he says. torical novelties." However, biotechnol- 
prevented fruition that protection Doctors are still frustrated when fight- ogy will remain "at the very center of 
comes-for the ADVERSARY willALS0 ing and struggling to remedy diseases. much that we do* in this future society 
recognizetheHIGHERPOWEROFCRE- "Drugs and everything else we use of a mil lennium from now, Dr. 
ATOR AT WORK-THAT MEANS PRO- today.. .treat symptoms," explains Dr. Schneiderman says. 
TECTIONI-FOR WE TOO ARE GIVEN W. French Anderson. Today, we can only see the faint out- 
TO READ THE BLUEPRINTS FAR BET- "The only way to get a t  the basic lines of what may ultimately be possible. 
TERAND MOREQUICKLY THAN CANA disease, if the disease stems from a de- [C: And now, hold your breath for the 
BUNCH OF DEAD-HEAD SO-CALLED fective gene," he says, "is to correct the most astoundingly stupid statement 
SCIENTISTS. Furthermore, in the  genetic defect ." intended to fool you poor unsuspect- 
rehabilitation of the cellular struc- ing children.] A s  of now, for example, 
tures, a s  the Cosmic rays increase in MEDICINE'S GOLDEN AGE science has not yet devised a way to 
frequencies-so too will the rehabili- COMING? stop, cum and eradicate AIDS. [C: 
tated participants lift the being out of "THEY" CREATED IT-HOW MANY OF 
and into a higher functioning environ- The genetic revolution is one of the YOU ACTUALLY STILL BELIEVE THERE 
ment-which can no longer be easily most important creators of the hope that IS NO TREATMENT AND CURE?] 
manipulatedbyMAN-scientistoroth- disease may be conquered. That's be- But in our time there is, a t  least, 
erwise! Now back t o  the quoted ar- cause it allows u s  to get at  what futurist progress toward a solution-and hope. 
ticle.] thinker Marilyn Ferguson once called Today, the carrot of living a disease-free 

"the control panel of change". Genetic life dangles alluringly before our eyes as 
* * * engineering allows u s  to manipulate the the stick of disease drives u s  to manipu- 

very blueprint of life-our genetic late our genes. 
Our personal genetic blueprint might makeup. Parents of children with crippling or 

be coded like the information in the Dr. W. French Anderson calls this fatal genetic diseases look with h o p e f ~ l  
magnetic strip on the back of a credit ability to engineer our genes the basis of reverence a t  gene therapy as another 
card, said one medical newsmagazine. "medicine's third revolution". [C: potential option for themselves or their 

This would be "a personalized genetic Wouldn't you guess, further, it to be loved ones. It is an understandable hope 
map" with all of our "health 'land mines' the last?] During this revolution, scien- borne, perhaps, of desperation-areach- 
demarcated", augurs Dr. Nancy Wexler, tists hope diseases will be cured. "Not ing out for something, anything that will 
president of the Hereditary Disease Foun- just treated with blood transfusions, but help in the struggle against disease. 
dation. cured," Dr. Anderson emphasizes. Dr. Sheldon Horowitz, a pediatric im- 

The ultimate goal is  to have accurate Others are equally excited by the munologist a t  the University of Wiscon- 
diagnostic screens and effective thera- promises of genetic revolution. "We are sin Hospital, has  cared for children with 
pies for all diseases with a genetic factor. just beginning a golden age of genetics," genetic diseases. He says, "Parents look 
"Knowing where the gene itself is," ex- said University of California medical ge- a t  their kids dying, and anything reason- 
plains Dr. Victor McKusick, "you can neticist Robert Sparks. Molecular biolo- able they would be willing to try." 
walk into it and see what is wrong with gist Kenneth Kidd ofYale Universitycalls 
the piece of DNA that is causing the advances in genetics a medical re- MAN AS GENETIC GOD? 
disease." naissance. 

Scientists, lay people, observers and [C: FROM HERE ON IN YOU HAD 
HOPING FOR GENE THERAPY journalists often speak in hushed tones BETTER READ BETWEEN THE LINES 

about the potential of biotechnology. VERY, VERY CAREFULLY FOR IT IS 
Possibilities are staggering. An unex- Pathologist Marc Lappe, in his book NOT EVEN WELL HIDDEN FROM YOU.] 

pected breakthrough here and another Broken Code, said science is acquiring Man i s  determined he will learn how 
one there could propel genetic engineer- " almost Godlilto POWER". Dr. Lappe to recreate the genetic universe and bring 
ing to a new achievement plateau. foresees a kind of second genesis or it under his own control. It will, of 

The possibility that  diseases may be creation. Durtrtcl this time the scien- course, be under the considered intent 
truly prevented, cured and eliminated tific communifu will aather the Ocbib- of his ultimate quest for a disease-free 
will continue to drive the genetic revolu- lical vower to s h ~ e  and control life world. 
tion. Victims and their families will want on earth". [C: How much more clearly That is the most important principle 
new genetic therapies and doctors will spoken d o  you need it to be, readers?] for understanding the genetic revolu- 
try to provide them. tion. Man is determined to end his 

Webster  Cavenee, director  of A NEW WORLD TOMORROW? helplessness before the sword of disease 
Montreal's Ludwig Institute for Cancer through the use of his own mind and 
Research, reflects the concern doctors Howard A. Schneiderman, a senior reason. [C: This is almost too  much for 
have for children suffering from genetic vice president of research and develop- even m e  to wade through in  hip-high 
diseases. For example, he says of ment a t  Monsanto Chemicals, argues boots.] 
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We are now living in an advanced will wonder how we could possibly have 
phase of our human attempt to control believed that man alone was capable of 
the physical world. Alvin Toffler, who solving his own problems of disease, of the 
has had a profound effect on our think- mind, of the social order, or politics and 
ing about social change, wrote: "Our war. 
century represents the Great Median Why will they feel this way about us? 
Strip running down the center of human Because they will have Option Threethe 
history." healing work of the Creator God of the 

We are, indeed, participants in the universe. The real God, not the one fash- 
most crucial turning point of our civili- ioned by man's religions and cloned in our 
zation. image. [C: ANYBODY OUT THERE? SEE 

Today, man is the center of all things. HOW CLEVER THE MANIPULATION? IF 
Man himself is the new god. He will find YOU CAN'T SEE THIS THEN YOU ARE 
a way to solve the problems that beset USTONE DEADn-BETWEEN THE EARS 
his race. At  least, that is what he must AND THAT'S THE VERY WORST SPOT, 
convince himself of.  CHELAS.] 

In 1930, the father of psychoanalysis, Today, humanity is hiding from God, 
Sigmund Freud, observed that man had though humans are not generally aware of 
donned the mantle of the divine. [C: Oh this. For the moment, mankind is not 
barf!] ready to trust in him. 

Once, humanity endowed wood and The result is that we are left on our own 
stone with its fears, needs and hopes- to devise whatever patchwork solutions we 
calling them gods. But in Freud's day, can. The promises of success are hopeful; 
mankind was already bearing its own 
burden, however unsurelv. Freud then 

the risks of failure or mistaken application 
are sobering. 

Whatever the case, the time of an aston- 
ishing new awareness is looming for the 
human race. God intends to reveal himself 
and put Option Three into operation, sav- 
ing humans from themselves and their 
problems. 

A new civilization is destined to sweep 
over planet earth. But it will be the Creator 
God's way, not man's. In that coming new 
world, God will give us all the good things 
the genetic revolution promises-long life 
and health. 

- Paul Kroll, The Plain Truth 

END OF QUOTING. 

Let him who has eyes to see-see, and 
him who has ears to hear-hear, and God 
grant wisdom to see and hear TRUTH for 
the lie shall enslave and man shall perish 
from the face of the Earth! 

looked ahead to our age--the time of the 
bioengineers he never knew of. [C: This  
uspokesmann is not even proficient a t  A Message About Little 
grammar, much less a fragment of  u 

"truthn .I He said "unimaginably great 
advances" would "increase man's like- 
ness to God still more" in the future. Crow Of The Lakota 
How right he was! 

FIRST IDOLS, THEN MAN 3/28/93 #2 CERES 'ATONN- basic questions of what it means to live in 
a way that brings awareness of a greater 

Let's put this all in proper perspec- LITTLE CROW whole-- a whole outside the self-serving 
tive. Some 3,000 years ago people like 'me first' attitude of modern life. '1 and I 
u s  actually believed that some wood and In introduction to the following mate- ask that all who can do so, please par- 
stone, man-made god such as Baal could rial and gathering information, please ticipate-FOR THIS INFORMATIONAL 
bring the believers abundant harvests know that we are privileged to have offer- BACKGROUND IS NECESSARY FOR 
and long and healthy lives. ing of sharing from this brother, Little YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE 

That was humanity's Option One. It Crow of the Lakota. "Sioux" is a term EVOLVEMENT OF OUR OWN TRIBES 
took centuries of suffering for people to foisted off by the 'white" man and I do THE 'BIRD" TRIBES (FLYING BROTH- 
have their eyes opened. The gods didn't not accept it as valid for title. ERS) OF THE 'SILVER CLOUDS COME 
stop war, famine or disease. [C: HAS From onset of our writings even unto FROM DISTANT STARS WITH THE 
MAN?] The gods, after all, were stone the writing of our first JOURNAL called WINGED PEOPLE". I need not write 
dead. [C: And, it m a k e s  you wonder SIPAPU ODYSSEY we have spoken of more than is offered in the explanation 
about "Man" also, does it not?] that which will be brought forth by Little guide given, at this time, for we will later 

A few hundred years ago, the Western Crow White Eagle of the Red tribe. This share these visions and "knowingn and 
World, realizing this, hit upon @tion i%m. is called THE SACRED HILL WITHIN but it shall indeed be a wondrous revelation 
Humans began to believe they had the has not yet been put to public press for of species, source and truth of our heri- 
solution to theirproblemsinside theirbrain. many reasons, but is yet eagerly awaited. tage and species of Creation. 

"Science" became a kind of generic This being has not been without work Pagan? Oh dear chelas, before any 
term for the best brainethose working to load during these years of interim and so 'pagan" anything could develop-first 
solve our fundamental problems. They many have asked for sharing that we had to come the perfection of God's un- 
became our finest hope for eliminating gladly offer you a partial listing of some altered Truth in Creation. If one be- 
disease, for example. Our real faith was  in teachings and explanations of the Native comes 'pagan" it is because he comes to 
man-in hi. genius and a b w .  MAN American culture. These need to be walk upon a physical plane of impact by 
HAD BECOME THE NEW GOD. obtained directly from the source shown physical senses. "Knowing" and 'knowl- 

[Please see pages 33 to 35 for the listing edge" are two very different things-one 
THE NEGLECTED OPTION ofLiftle Crow'soutstanding informational is an abiding recognition of that WHICH 

offerings. We are very pleased to offer IS-the other is something gained but 
Hundreds of years from now humans this information for your enjoyment from not necessarily even in Truth. "Knowl- 

will see themselves differently. They will a great teacher of the Native American edge" from "Knowing" is the ultimate 
look at our age and shake their heads in history of this planet and the Higher test of MAN-in Wisdom and Understand- 
utter amazement in the same way we Spirit guiding all life. As Little Crow says, ing in TRUTH which IS God. 
might at the ancient Baal worshipers. They "This audio cassette series addresses the AHO! 
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Mitak' Oyas' In 
by Little Crow 

with Paul Apodaca 

Mitali' Oya.' in. in the language of the Lakota people, means "for all our 
relations." This phrase. used in prayer and in greeting. d i m &  attention away 
from the xlf, outward into the world at large. All things are related. and 
therefore. relatives. This relationship to all things creates a sense of belonging 
and underlies the four attributes of right living - Wisdom. Bravery. Fortitude. 
and Generosity. This audio cassette series addresses the basic questions of 
what it means to live in a way that brings awareness of a greater whole - a 
whole outside the self-serving "me first" attitude of modem life. 

1. THE RED ROAD 

This first tape of the series outlines the lil'e\v;t!' as put forth in the Oral 
Tradition of the Lakota people. The Red Road is the way of good living. the 
social rules and regulations for beinp a member of the community. In this 
discussion. Little Crow and Paul Apodacn discuss how this old way of living 
still has great validity in the modern world. 

2. THE SAME SONG 

Is there life after death? Is there death at all? These questions arc basic to 
human thought. From the moment human beings became aware of time. 
they knew that they would ultimately die. What then? In this tape. Little 
Crow shows that indigenous people have always believed that them is no 
death - that life continues on, that a!] things are essentially spirit. and 
therefore deathless. 

3. INDIAN RELIGION 

Arc all lndians shamans? Do lndian people all have mysterious powers? 
Can anyone lcam to do magical things by becoming an apprentice? This 
discussion will show the reality of lndian relipion - what it is and what it isn't. 

4. SPIRITUALITY 

What is Spirit? What is not? Is there a difference? This conversation asks 
questions which occur to many poplc.  It provides the listener with a good 
foundation in basic spirituality. 

5. STONE MEDICINE 

What kinds of stones are magical, and which an not? How did the lndian 
people come to revere the stones as special agents of the spirit world? Did 
they do this at d l ?  Find out for yourself. 
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6.  OUR CHILDREN 

I t  i s  otten implied that Indian people raised perfect children. and had perfect 
paren[-child relationships. What is the secret to this success? in a world in 
4 h ~ c h  success is measured in dollars. this conversation illustrates the meaning 
of true wealth - our children. 

7. MAKA INA REVISITED 

Makn Ina. Mother Earth. We may well wonder how we may come to n feeling 
ot "revisiting" the planet on which all of us have been born. Little Crow 
ihows us how it is that modern people have suddenly become aware that they 
l ~ v t  on tl planet. and that as planetary citizens. all are responsible for the 
mntntenance and can of the living being upon which all life depends. 

8. ASSIMILATION: CULTURAL GENOCIDE 

The arrival of the Europeans in the New World began a systematic attempt at 
the removal of the Indian people. Assimilation was the answer - absorb them 
into the white culture. and rid the wvrld of a useless race. Did the Europeans 
succeed? You may be surprised at the answer. 

9. TRIBALISM IS NOT UNITY 

In this segment. Little Crow brings horne his message of uni ty .  By addressing 
the deleterious effects of tribaiisrn as an artificial and divisive concept. he 
demonstrates the need for a spirit of unity amorig the diverse Indian Nations. 

lo.  BLINDNESS OF WISDOM 

W ha1 i s  the key to Wisdom? Does anyone ever achieve Wisdom? What 
happens when we believe ourselves to be wise. and lose sight of the most 
important human attribute? Is the answer here? 

1 1 .  ZERO TIME 

Why do we struggle over the past. holding on to those things which are totally 
painful? By learning to perceive an inner and an outer reality, we can move 
f'oward from any situation just by changing our perspective. Good and bad 
rxpcrience exist only in our attitudes toward them. 

12. HEYOKA - MIRRORED REALITIES 

Perhaps the most misunderstood concept of lndian cos~nology i s  that of the 
Heyoka. Seen as merely a Contrary or a clown. the sacredness and sacrifice of 
the Heyoka is nrely comprehended. This is  a rare opportunity to learn the 
true significance of what it is  to he called upon by the Spirit. to give one's life 
for the people by living in a sacred and very different way. 
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Latest Incredible Information 
And Update On C O S  M O S  
3/28/93 #2 CERES 'ATONN That OLD GOLD CERTIFICATE is the refinery was scheduled with a repository 

only thing left--out of a fortune-a fortune and a depository. The major portion of the 
We are petitioned for update and ongo- which had been worked for so long, and so profits were to be used as I explained 

ing information regarding 'Cosmos". Yes, damned hard. And, they have tried to steal earlier-TO RESTORE THE NATION. 
we have information--thatwhichwas prom- THE GOLD CERTIFICATE also-it not be- Well, I suppose things like this only 
ised by one of the signatories on the OLD ing in the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, happen in UTOPIA. U.S. Senator Alan 
GOLD CERTIFICATE which was the point HOWEVER-they are having a damned Cranston and the Keating Five boys de- 
around which the whole subject seemed to hard time finding it.. ,anywhere. cidedTHEY WANTED THE PROPERTY. They 
rotate. The following shall be HONORED I, V.K. Durham, am writing this letter to went so f a r  as to have the Arizona BLM 
as to content and any who would use this all the many hundreds of you who wrote of back-date a law which would not allow 
information from this document-are not your own problems, problems like my own mining on the property. I was forced to 
welcome to do so unless authorized by the personal and my Corporations had experi- release (confiscated) 9000 acres-because 
writer thereof. I do not wish to elaborate on enced during the past Administrations of these crooked politicians wanted the prop- 
the subject materid offered but will at- Reagan and the BUSH BOYS CLUB. The erty. The FEDS were contacted and re- 
tempt to reprint the letter with only occa- U.S. Attorneys over in Los Angeles and San sponded: "This is not an area of our juris- 
siond corrections of typ~graphical errors, Diego have been wonderingwhat the "BBC" diction." Then, a package containing the 
i.e., inverted letters, spelling, etc. Those is ... It is the "Bush Boys Clubn--complete assays was sent up to then-President 
will be offered only to facilitate ease of with PARADOXTHINKERS who think "NO George Bush. Bush was requested to turn 
reading. ONE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO HAVE the evidence contained in the package over 

THAT MUCH" ... so let's KILL THEM AND to the U.S. Senate Banking Investigating 
QUOTING: STEAL WHATEVER THEY HAVE ..." So, Committee. GEORGE BUSH WITHHELD 

BUSH BOYS CLUB: "BBC". EVIDENCE IN A CRIMINAL TRIAL ON THE 
ThCs IetterandthearttcrchedELEVEN My own losses to my personal and cor- SAVINGS AND LOAN FIASCO. 

(11) pages, cannot, nor shall they be porate holdings have been beyond a rea- The information was forwarded on to 
copied, s o u  on tape, video, or sold in sonable man's comprehension-they were Washington to "Bush" and only later dld I 
book o r o t h e r b * n f o ~  other than not just my losses, but they were also the know that it was George Bush's SON who 
thedesigmtedaddmof theSc*ner losses of: Children who could not afford to walked around the table in Phoenix (AZ) 
and p a w  whom this W r  is go to school (an estate had been formed to and said: "Don? the OLD FOOLS know, we 
-e& 2'm P H O E m  LIBERATOR. provide for their education). It was to can take ALL the property and not give 

provide for the homeless, the ill, the aged, them a damned thing!?" I suppose it 
March 19,1993 (Receivedby P-L-: March also, and to protect the farmers who were would be a difficult choice to make, the 

19, 1993) having their lands stolen from the long American People taking it in the shorts 
THE PHOENLX LIE3ERAmR family-held farms-it was to provide in- over some crooked shenanigans my kid 

dustry and jobs. There was to be an "800" was involved in, or handing everything 
IT IS AMERICA FIRST ... ALL number set up in order for ability of ones to over to the U.S. Senate Banking Investigat- 

THE WAY! call if a farm was being stolen, etc. The ing Committee-which would be the hon- 
party on the other end of that number orable thing to do-if one were not prone to 

Dear Editor: would have assisted the caller, paid off the commit TREASONOUS acts against the 
loan which was being "called" due, left the PEOPLE. 

"I", V.K. Durham, am one of the 'two farm in the family and would be repaid at  I am saying to all of you who read this 
signatories' on the OLD GOLD CERTIFI- only a very small fee. The grain would be paper: THESE TAXES DID NOT NEED TO 
CATE which has created such a furor in the stored, like in the old days, in the grange* BE RAISED. THIS COUNTRY SHOULD 
past few months. This is a personal letter, to help another unfortunate. This was all NOT HAVE SUFFERED THIS MESS NOR 
not a corporate. planned for the American People. Not only SHOULD "BUSH BOYS CLUB" MEMBERS 

Regarding the OLD GOLD CERTIFI- have "1" lost but the AMERICAN PEOPLE GO UNTRIED FOR TREASON AGAINST 
CAT& there has been no response from HAVE LOST. In the above mentioned stored THE AMERICAN PEOPLE! Treason charges 
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON-sad to say... grdn-it would be representative of only a were filed in Gonzalez's office but nothing 

While waiting, as an INDIVIDUAL, a very small percentage of a crop. was donenothing will ever be done- 
petition to MS. HILLARY RODHAM The Corporations which I held were: certainly NOT by Bush Boys Club mem- 
CLINTON, a famed and renowned Attorney Durham International Ltd., Durham Inter- bers who sit in our Congress and Senate. 
and legal ~ ~ u n s e l  in her own right, is being national Exploration and Development Ltd., They will just keep oppressing the people, 
presented via the "attached eleven pages" Gemstar Development Ltd., Tarnarau Cor- ignoring the problem, and the people will 
with arequest for her assistance, as we all poration Ltd., Triumph Enterprises Ltd., suffer. 
know how busy the President is these days, etc. There were also 13,520 acres of GOLD For the record: The "certificate" RE- 
with all the money problems plaguing the PROPERTY, which had assays of in excess QUIRES TWO SIGNATURES. I refuse to 
nation and so forth. of $35 TRILLION in reserves. A mill and a sign anything as long as the American 
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people suffer, as long as there is a contract 2000 1 was "KEEP A LID ON IT" by orders of Bush 
on my head. It's called EXTORTION and Re: This is an open letter requesting Well, guess "WHO" isone of the "signa- 
RACKETEERING and it's BEING DONE BY your assistance, and bounty of 50% on all tories" on the OLD GOLD CERTIFICATE3 
OUR CONGRESSMEN, EX-PRESIDENTS, moneys recovered in these FRAUDS. Just  the interest due could ELIMINATE 
SENATORS AND THE REST OFTHE MUCK THE NATIONAL DEBT and provide stability 
WE ELECT IN OUR OFFICES TO CON- Dear Hillary: to the nation. Guess "WHO" is NOT going 
DUCT OUR AFFAIRS OF NATION IN AND to sign until this mess is all straightened 
ON OUR BEHALF. You, Bill and Al, all seem like kice out! Yep, you guessed it-this "momma". 

I must apologize if I seem angry-I ad- enough young people, and seemingly, you On the property, I had obtained a$300M 
mit I am angry. I get very angry when I see "want" to straighten out this country's ills, IRREVOCABLE Turn Key commitment to a 
Americans in the greatest nation in the One would think, if the ills are to be cured, loan, to build a mill and a refinery. There 
world trying to sleep in a blizzard, outside one must first know the "extent of the were the same conditions on a$600M loan 
in the cold and the elements. Yes, by illness", and it is doubtful that you young and on a $200M loan. Then, Mrs. Clinton, 
damned, I get angry! I always think: "There ones know what "we older" ones have there was a $10M turn key commitment to 
but for the Grace of God go I." The sickness experienced, or ifyou understand the depth loan which was also irrevocable. Did I 
and the sadness is that THERE IS NO of what we know-about the WHAT, WHY, obtain the loans? NO. Why? you might 
NEED FOR THE NATION TO SUFFER AS IT WHEN, WHERE AND 'WHO" these parties ask. Well, it's a story you need to fasten 
IS. are who are causing the disease which is your seat belt for hearing-it goes as fol- 

When you get to Washington, the ide- destroying our nation. WE DO, Mrs. lows: 
als, principles, good thoughts all go out the Clinton. The first commitment to loan came in 
window-and they all get caught up  in the Americans are becoming "wary", Mrs. April of 1988, as is already stated. I was in 
graft and the corruption. It makes you sick Clinton. When they try to be Patriotic they the middle of "the" auto accident case 
to your stomach just to think about it all. are published. When Americans try to do whereas I was rendered disabled due to 

Perhaps these attached ELEVEN pages their national 'duty" and report criminal injuries sustained. The attorney, a Mr. Jay 
addressed to: MS. HILLARY RODHAM acts being perpetrated by the privileged H. Picking, had been really enthused over 
CLINTON will pretty well explain what hap- few, politicians and their selected hench- the case, being Case 159758 in Riverside 
pened to ALL OF US IN AMERICA! men, they are punished. County for the State of California-UN- 

Thanks a million for taking your valu- The punishment, Mrs. Clinton, begins T I k h e  was "accidentally" also caught 
able time to read and hopefully, print, with putting the name of the individual(s) between two semi-trucks. His car was a 
these pages. God bless. in the infamous "computer database total loss and he abandoned the case stat- 

It's America and Americans "First". dump". Then, thediscreditingstarts; noth- ing: "I am afraid to discuss the case with 
ing they say is credible or to be believed. you even on the telephone," and "At some 

V.K. Durham, CEO of the following (0th- Next, Mrs. Clinton, comes the oppression- time, you have to make up your mind, 
ers omitted a t  this writing). Durham Inter- as they are denied access to the courts and which is more important, the money or 
national Ltd., (stolen), Durham Interna- the spirit of the law known as "due pro- your life." (Thk IS recorded on tape.) The 
tional Exploration and Development Ltd., cess". If they have knowledge which helps insurance companies are hard a t  work 
(stolen), Gemstar Development Ltd., (sto- the little guy whose property is being stolen since there is a $10M "umbrella" policy on 
len), Tamarau Corporation Ltd., (stolen), under the guise of the 100 year flood plan, the business where I was insured in the 
Triumph Ltd., (stolen), and the 13,520 onlyat alaterdate to be developed by prime event of any 'bodily injury" and could no 
acreswhich belonged to ALLAMERICANS-- developers. They (meaning the ones who longer support myself. Then, Mrs. Clinton, 
ALSO STOLEN! try to be good Americans) suffer from "at- there was the infamous SAFECO INSUR- 

tempted murder" by what is thought to be ANCE policy, C482687, where I was in- 
cc: Ms. H i l l q  Rodham Clinton "auto accidents", then at  a later time, in sured for $1M and also for $SoOK, which I 

File this instance, the insurance companies have n w e r  bemn able to "access", and 
take over. They use doctors and officers of there wasan additional$300K, Workman's 

LETTER ATTACHED TO the court (judges and attorneys) who have Compn policy-which I have also been 
MS. CLINTON used their paid trips over to Palm Springs UNABLE TO ACCESS. 

to play with women who are not and were After Mr. Picking abandoned the case 
Note: Mrs. Clinton, You and the Presi- not their wives and who were then black- within days of the discovery period of the 

dent are invited to attend a meeting a t  mailed by the insurance companies who legal action commencing-leaving me to- 
the Oakdale Village Hall a t  2PM on Sun- initially paid for the "little excursions"-to tally naked before the courts-suffering 
day, March 28, 1993 [C: Today-do you oppress and misuse the law against such a from memory loss, loss ofvision, loss of use 
suppose t h e y  attended?]. We will be person-who just tried to be a good of the left hand, herniation of the L3-4-5 
delivering this to "the people". NO "CIA" American. areas and walking was very difficult-I, 
welcome. The plan is under such as the Rico Act, Mrs. Clinton, was DENIED legal counsel 

Murder Incorporated, Murder for Hire, col- and forced to represent myself in Case 
That is OAKDALE, ILLINOIS, MRS. lect insurance on unauthorized 'Life in- #159758. Mrs. Clinton, denialof counsel - 

CLINTON-ITS ZIP IS 62268. surances"-"Kill the old woman" and steal, for any period of t ime during t h e  "dis- .- 
COME ON DOWN: IT'S THE FACTS steal, steal-but at all costs: KEEP A LID c o v e r ~ "  period defeats the  fairness of 

MAM; WE ARE JUST PRESENTING THE ON IT. EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW 
FACTS .... All of this is going on, and more, Mrs. AND DUE PROCESS. It violates the Con '- 

Clinton, to a little old lady. They tried to kill stitutional provisions of EQUAL PROTEq- ' -  

March 19, 1993 me in an "alleged auto accident" in 1983, TION UNDER THE LAW and this is ongo- - 
and continue to date, now using medicine ing, Mrs. Ginton. I 

Hillary Rodharn Clinton denial to do the dirty work. They forced me This 'patriotic" American was denied' 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue into bankruptcy. "Bush" had Judge medical attention and overheard a conver- 
The White House Goldberg in the court (this was denied). sation between one doctor and THE attorL 
Washington, District of Columbia Thiswas, however, allin the bankruptcy. It ney: "...leave her alone and the infections 
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will kill her. Anyway, we don't have to all of this, because the attorney who repre- ing trips would be in Alaska and some 
w o v  too much longer." The attorney was sented the Onassis shipping was an M. down in the Baja. 
the "patriotic" American's business part- Daniels (the "M" represented at times, Then, there is a little matter of the 
ner who knew of the many "projects" "Marlene"). Later, a discovery was made "Fishing Campw down at  San Phillipe in 
the  "patriotic" American had accumu- that this same M. Daniels is an Israeli the Baja. They had built their own "run- 
lated-and were in process. representative of ITEC, based in Tel way", had their own freezers and so on 

One of the projects, Mrs. Clinton, was a Aviv. This same ITEC is covered by the where they could and would smuggle drugs 
3 x 3 ~ 3  "Bonni Light Crude" sale: 376 mil- Citi-Corp Group and the Chase Group. in the cavities of the fish-which were 
lions of barrels per day. The contract was Needless to say, Mrs. Clinton, we have frozen. They kept them in the Hemet, 
signed and the money was alleged to be in things going on in this country which are California Locker up to and into 1987. I 
place. The contract was taken under the SUB-ROSA to the point of being SUB- don't know what happened after that. 
guise of "power of attorney". The contract VERSIVE! An awful lot of money was spent by 
was a 1980 contract. A 3 x 3 ~ 3  means: I WONDER IF THIS HAD ANYTHING TO these guys. Their BAR bill alone would be 
there is a three year contract, then the next DO WITH THE LATEST WORLD TRADE in excess of $5,000 a week. This did not 
three year increments are renegotiable. CENTER EVENT? include the trips, the "broads" or the extra 
The contract, Mrs. Clinton, was signed in While all of this was going on, Mrs. booze. 
1982. Nine (9) years later the  OIL is NOT Clinton, I had submitted a three month What bankdid theyuse?you might ask. 
paid for AND nine (9) years later THE payment on the home I had rented over Security Pacific Bank, First Interstate Bank, 
SAUDI PRINCE DEMANDS HIS PAYMENT some 13+ years. By return mail I received Western Community Bank and Bank of 
FOR HISUPRINCELY ALLOTMENT". The an EVICTION NOTICE--this was ALSO America. These were the "primary" banks. 
"Princely allotmentn, Mrs. Clinton, is right in the middle of this "Discovery" Seidler went from assets of (according to 
demanded at  "Port of Departure", ABU period. ALL of the records were in my him) $500 to $600 thousand to his re- 
DAUBI, KUWAIT. The Prince demanded home. The insurance companies had ac- ported $30 million-from 1980 when he 
his payment--or the PORT-which was cessed Attorney Arthur R. Seidier, one of took my Real Estate Contractual Interfer- 
responsible for "his" oil. In 199 1 he was the Judges Pro-tempore, who had a pro- ence Case on the Franson Property (above) 
then sanctioned by the "purchasern of his pensity for jacuzzis, naked women who to 1985. In 1985 he was bragging, 'Here I 
Oil-to take KUWAIT. Result? DESERT were NOT his "wifen, and having expenses am now worth over $30 million dollars and 
STORM! The "Prince" was SADDAM paid by INSURANCE COMPANIES. Seidler can't even cash adamned check at 'Longs'." 
HUSSEIN, the "Old Lion of the Desert's" pressed the landlord and the landlord Longs was a local drug store we had gone 
son-ALL BROTHERS. evicted me-just as simple as that. into for my medicines. He wanted to buy a 

The Oil, Mrs. Clinton, was purchased "Now," you ask, "how did he access the liter of booze and they would not cash his 
by ZAPATA OIL and UNION OIL. Bush Landlord?" Well, Mrs. Clinton, I was held check as he was not a local nor did he have 
attempted to turn Saudi "Brother" against in bondage and as a hostage in my own the proper identification they required. 
brother. In the meantime, Mrs. Clinton- home from 1983 through October 1987 by It is interesting to note, from a period of 
back at the ranch, so to speak--$650 a bastard who raped me repeatedly even time from Dec. 17, 1980 up through and 
BILLION American dollars are being used while I was bleeding from injuries sus- including July 17, 1984, my Agent's copy 
TO BUILD UP SAUDI ARABIA using our tained in the auto accident. of my SAFECO policy C482687 reflected: 
own DEFENSE PLANES and other DE- This "Officer of the CourtA, a member of Bodily injuries, $10M. There was also a 
FENSE MATERIALS which would normally the "Old Boys Network" would come into provision of 52 weeks in the amendments 
be used TO DEFEND AMERICA. The Army my home (if I had gone out of the house), of the policy which stated: 'In the event the 
Corps of Engineers were used and 'so on". shake me violently screaming: 'You need injury(s) sustained shall prevent the in- 
NONE of the $650 Billion has shown up Me, you are nothing--do you hear me? sured from working in the regular employ- 
anywhere other than as a DEFICIT in the Keep it up and I11 see that you starve to ment for a period of 52 weeks, the injuries 
American Taxpayer's economy, Mrs. death on the God-damned streets! You are shall be deemed permanent"-and so forth. 
Clinton. Bush had to pay Saddam's broth- mine! Do you hear me? You are MINE!" What is so interesting is that AFTER the 
ers for the use of their lands on which to Then he would scream: "Don't you ever try '52 weeks" the Agent's renewal premium 
base equipment and to attack Saddam to to match wits with me. I am an Officer of notice drops down to $ 1 ~  and $500K on 
keep from PAYING him! the Court! Who do you think they will the Bodily Injury and is Under an Un- 

Did "I" have a commission coming? I believe-you or ME?" This would go on insured provision--of the policy. I think 
surely did: half a percent on the total sale. and on and on-it was a living nightmare. the SOB used a phony power of attorney 
Did I get the money? NO. It was divvied up This JUDGE PRO-TEMPORE also was and cashed in my policy and left me hang- 
between all of the attorneys. One of whom an ex-District Attorney. According to him, ing out to dry. SAFECO denies me access 
is an ex-District Attorney of Chicago, rep- and this is a direct quote: "Woodie (mean- to my own policy to recover insurances on 
resenting the first Ward for DALEY--even ing Judge Elwood Rich) was out drinking my disabilities-and the California Depart- 
married Daley's daughter. Hisoficeswere: one day, then he decided to drive his car ment of Insurance, both present and past 
52 10 ONE WORLD Trade Center. It is home. On his way home, he hit a kid. The administrations-"have no area of juris- 
strange, because the law firm in the offices Riverside County Sheriffs Office called me diction". The latest, and which is in viola- 
located at 52 10 ONE WORLD TRADE CEN- to find out what to do. I drove over, WE tion of their own insurance Code 704- 
TER-ALSO represent the ONASSIS ship- cleamed WOODIE up and took him home. they tell me to "get an attorney". 
ping and KUNOKUNDOS Shipping. These The kid was taken to the hospital and no These "Old Boy Networks" and their 
WERE USEDTO TRANSPORT OILIN THEIR one ever knew who hit the kid." buddies in the insurance business have 
OIL TANKERS. It is thought that when A s  it would be, "Woodie" was one of the denied me legal counsel. I was ordered to 
ChristinaOnassis discovered HER oil tank- PRIMARY JUDGES in the Riverside Court. present the case myself and thereby hav- 
ers had been used to transport oil WITH- He was also a fishing buddy. He, Bill ing to settle for far less than the injuries 
OUT her knowledgeshe demanded pay- Mortland, and Micelli, and there were 0th- and losses warranted--$52,02 1.12. Then, 
ment. Then she was simply "TERMI- ers, but these are the ones I remember him when I cashed the damned checks, a STOP 
NATEDw when in Argentina. talking about, these fishing trips were paid PAYMENT ONTHECHECKS WASISSUED. 

Something seems very "funny" about for by INSURANCE COMPANIES. The fish- SAFECO refused to assist me when 
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apprised that I was without legal counsel stays with the mortgage company or bank- 
and after the "STOP PAYMENT" they say: 1. The social security records had been after which time the mortgage is paid off 
'You settled without us." Now, there is no erased back to 1978 (exactly 10 years), and the deed must be redeemed. There is 
way I can access my own insurance. then scrambled in the prior years. the redemption process whereas the mort- 

This goes on and on, deeper and dirtier, gage is then deleted from the BODY of the 
Mrs. Clinton. After the "eviction notice" 2. Even though I had applied for my deed, and the 'original deed" is then deliv- 
and having pets, I was forced to purchase SSAD in April of 1984, the records ered to the property owner. 
another house. I tendered an offer on contained in the computer data base In their moments of zest and zeal to 
address 24928 Girard Street, San Jacinto, evidenced me as DECEASED in 1989 steal, mop and launder money, they had so 
California 92383. The "escrow" and all and then many properties--7 of them to be exact- 
paper work was on a property in AN- they slipped up and sent the ORIGINAL 
OTHER TOWN-with a like address. I 3. In 1990 we decided to run a credit "FEE DEED" to me-in LIBRE. 
took possession two days prior to the clos- scan. Seven damned loans showed up: Being involved in the Case 159758, 1 
ing of escrow on the property in SAN 7 loans on 7 non-existent properties paid no attention to the deed when I re- 
JACINTO, CA. with 7 different spellingsofnameswhich ceived it. I just stuck it in the cubbyhole of 

The court case was going on, escrow alleged to be "me-ach of these 7 the old Jefferson desk and forgot about it. 
was going on, Cranston and Keating were packed INSURANCE-LIFE INSUR- I kept waiting for the closing docu- 
using the Arizona BLM at the same time, to ANCE, PROPERTY INSURANCE, BUY- ments, and the payment book. They never 
force me to release 9000 acres of the 13,520 ERS INSURANCE- - - came. I waited and I waited and waited 
I held under "OPTION". It was a mess. some more.. . 

When escrow closed "allegedly", it was 4. Sound alike names, sound alike so- On or about September l ,  1988 1 ten- 
on the 17th day of June 1988. Narys cial security numbers, e t ~ .  I had Social dered a payment check over to the River- 
Schaefer said, "There was only one docu- Security No. 364-28-2566 stolen in side office of the "mortgage company". 
ment in escrow as 'Paul Ruggeri had thrown 1974, just outside Knoxville, Tennes- They REFUSED THE TENDER. The pay- 
a temper tantrum and taken the escrow see. This was reported to the FBI, ment was made on 24928 Girard Street, 
instruments out of the office." I didn't Immigrations and the Knoxville State San Jacinto, California 92383. (We had 
think too much about it as I was up to my Police, Evansville, Indiana, City and filed a Constitutional Homestead, No. 
fanny in alligators with the undergoing Indiana State Police. 22790, on August 12, 1988 on the 24928 
case. It did not dawn on me that they were Girard Street, San Jacin to, California92383 
"DUMMYING" up loans on non-existent 5. A full set of identification, birth cer- property.) 
properties, using sound-alike names, tificate, driver's license, social security On or about September 17, 1988, 1 
sound-alike addresses and so on. That card, credit cards-all the usual- received a telephone call from this mort- 
didn't ever enter my mind as I was concen- gage company and they said: "You must 
trating on my future and the outcome of 6. In 1974, SSA issued a new Social make a payment." I responded: "I am 
the Case 159758 in which I had been Security card and number: 364-(3)8- waiting for my payment book." Oh, "We 
denied legal counsel. 2566. don't give payment books," was the re- 

There I was, running all over to hell- sponse. "OK," I respond, "what is it going 
and-gone on the case, depositions were 7. We discovered both of these social to take to make a full year's payments as 
being taken, the counsel for the defense security numbers on these 7 phony the doctors think my daughter has cancer 
was going through temper tantrums and loans which were being used to mop and I will probably be in and out of the state 
orderingmedicalexarninationson the same and launder money by what we discov- during the year? So, how much will a full 
day as depositions and sometimes having ered were some 22 insurance compa- year's payments be?" "Approximately [C: 
TWO depositions on the same day-hun- nies-all with a common denominator Sorry, but right here it gets sticky for 
dreds of miles apart at time. One deposi- and / or set  of denominators- she has written $8,532,36. but it seems 
tion was even scheduled on a Sunday. It UNDERWRITERS. that perhaps she meant $8,532.36 (or 
was run here, run there, copy this, do maybe notkit gets more complicated 
that-you know how it goes, you being 8. Mrs. Clinton, that home I purchased: as you will see.] $8,532(,)36 (would have 
an attorney and all... as the key was handed over to me to look up the check) but the amount is 

During all this confusion, between mov- outside escrow after I tendered $5,000 approximate." So I said, "OK, I11 send you 
ing, escrow, doctor's examinations, depo- to the sellers so that they might close a check for a full year's payments of prin- 
sitions, etc., the counsel for the defense, in their own escrow (as they were allegedly cipal and interest and insurance." 
March 1988 ordered by Set No. 3, "Inspec- losing their escrow which was purchas- The check was tendered for the full 
tion of Documents and Things". OK I ing their own new home)-this was two year's payments and the amounts were 
hustle my buns, go down and spend ap- days before escrow closed on June 17, specifically spelled out on the check and in 
proximately $3 10 at a nickle a page copy- 1988 (5 103-N) at Ramona Escrow Corn- an accompanying letter. THE TENDER 
ing approximately 6,200 pages of tax pany in Hemet, California. WAS REFUSED. The check had been made 
records, bookkeeping records, business out as well as the accompanying letter to be 
records for a period of 10 years prior to the 9. On or about June 2 1,1988 I received applied to: 24928 Girard Street, San 
1988 period of demand of documents and the "original" deed. It is an "Individual Jacinto, California 92382. 
other things-then the B... . goes over, Grant Deed" in Fee Simple-Deed in You know why they could not accept the 
wiggles her buns in front of the insurance Libre, Mrs. Clinton-a free, checks? They did NOT have such an 
"Judgesn--oh, you know, the OLD BOYS unencumbered INDIVIDUAL GRANT address in the portfolio! They had an- 
NETWORK, i.e., the OLD BOYS CLUB- DEED on "my" home ... other property--one of the 7 OTHERS- 
and the Judge (Micelli) orders me to release and NOT my San Jacinto property. They 
"ORIGINAL" records as "copies do not A s  both you and I are aware, "IF" there responded in their "Refusal of Tender: 
suffice", in April, 1988. is a mortgage on the property, it must be "This is not a non escrow." [C: There is 

noticed in the deed, a COPY of the Deed obviously something wrong with this 
In later time, it was discovered: goes to the property owner, the original statement as written, also, but I can't 
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clarify.] 
Foreclosure procedures began on the 7 

"others" and they were sending me the 
foreclosure notices. My feelings were "go 
ahead and foreclose" on the other property 
for mine is in San Jacinto. It should be 
noticed a t  this time that I received a title 
report in 1989 on the property. There is an 
old deed of record which was to expire in 
1990 on the water rights of that property. 

In 1989, my Constitutional Homestead, 
over a t  24928 Girard Street in San Jacinto, 
had been fully reconveyed back to "the 
sellers" by an instrument No. 318405. 
There was an  existing First Trust Deed on 
the property when I purchased it and it was 
NOT paid off as alleged in escrow 5103-N. 
It was paid off AFTER escrow closed. That 
First Trust Deed's No. is 330419 for the 
curious and it was held by Hemet Federal 
Savings and Loan Corporation. 

The fools allowed TWO First Trust Deeds 
to exist a t  the same time-while mopping 
and laundering the money on those other 
7 properties. 

But! The First Trust Deed which I was 
trying to pay off, I discovered in January of 
1989-WAS NOT MY PROPERTY! IT WAS 
I N  ANOTHER TOWN WITH A SIMILAR 
SOUNDING ADDRESSIT DID NOT EX- 
IST. 

In 1989, it became necessary for all title 
instruments to be reaffirmed, re-recorded, 
Quitclaims, Notice of Death of Joint Ten- 
ant, on and on. A s  the chain of title was 
'bad" here I was running here and there 
just trying to save my Constitutional home- 
stead as now the Title company refused to 
honor the TITLE INSURANCE. They dis- 
covered that I had a "Black" investment 
banker trying to purchase my home for 
$2,000,000. furnished. "It will be a cold 
day in hell when a 'damned nigger' buys 
that property," screamed Bud Whitner and 
Rich Macalussio of Orange Coast Title. 

In 1989, forged and altered instrument 
No. 250298 was allowed to be recorded ON 
MY Constitutional homestead by the Riv- 
erside County Recorder. When confronted 
he said, "So what if it's altered and forged!? 
It's not a legal document-anyone'can file 
anything, so sue me," he said. 

In 1990, on January 16, Instrument No. 
096503 a Mend of Title was filed on 24928 
Girard Street, San Jacinto, California92383. 
In that individual grant deed is contained the 
Constitutional homestead, all the quitclaims, 
the notice of death of joint Tenant, and so on. 
The title was mended. 

On or about April 9,  1990, a gunman 
hidden under the window, behind the 
shrubs of my Constitutional homestead, 
did attempt to fire a pistol, which he held in 
his hand-and attempted to MURDER me. 
Subsequently, I fled to Illinois for my life. 
There WERE witnesses. 

I called my insurance agent, Orvil Den- 
nis, and he said, "I can't get involved. I 

have been told hands off." records have been wiped from the insur- 
Later discovered; State Farm had al- ance companies. I am owed $1,282.00 per 

lowed the forgers and alterers of Instru- month since April of 1984--plus the ac- 
ment  NO. 250298 access to my cepted 10% interest, plus the accepted 
Homeowner's insurance-and-without 44% compounding of the compounds of 
my authorization. State Farm told me in interest on all the money since 1984. 
writing, "We refuse to pay you for the Like "pucky" in the old bucket-they 
damages you say you suffered on your are still hounding me. Now they are at- 
home you say you own, as we feel as tacking my Medicaid. I must take generic 
though you could not have afforded to medicines instead of the "brand" medi- 
purchase the home." They paid the VAN- cines or Medicaid will not pay for the 
DALS instead of the Constitutional home- prescriptions and now as of yesterday, 
steader-to vandalize and rape the March 18,1993-they have decided-that 
Constitutional homestead. a doctor who prescribes the medications 

State Farm was shown all "original" must be a "resident* of Illinois. My pre- 
title instruments and they refused to ac- scribing doctor knew what was going on 
knowledge the instruments saying, "We with these insurance companies and just 
don't know, nor have we fully decided before he sold off his business and retired, 
WHAT WE ARE GOING TO CHARGE YOU he made certain my prescriptions were 
WITH!" PERMANENT. He was afraid they would 

State Farm was apprised that NO home- inject me with AIDS or something-he was 
stead shall be sold or ordered sold for less afraid the S.0.B.k would KILL ME. 
than 90% of its fair market value. If Now, Mrs. Clinton, you might say that 
ordered sold and the 90% is not obtained, this is not an issue in which you would be 
it shall be put off for another full year then interested-nor is it a "Federal" problem. 
it shall be offered on the market again. If Yes it is! Any time these crooked courts 
90% is not obtained then it must wait who are bought off by insurance compa- 
another full year before going on the mar- nies who are attempting to keep from pay- 
ket and on and on but the 90% must be ing just and legal claims to the named 
obtained or the property cannot, shall not, insured-and the named insured winds up 
be sold. The Homestead Act is an Act of on SSI and Medicaid when SSA was paid- 
Congress adopted by these Mickey Mouse IT IS A FEDERAL PROBLEM!! 
states-who forgotTHEY ARE REPUBLICS I am asking you for your assistance. I 
BOUND TO THE PARENT OF THE UNION. sent some documents to both the Presi- 

While I am battling for my insurances dent and the Vice President-ask to see 
and my Constitutional homestead, the them. I need your assistance in obtaining 
water rights are being illegally sold off for my Social Security Disability and the back 
an amount in excess of $10 MILLION dol- monies owed to me. After I obtain that- 
lars. And, the County Supervisor's rela- then the three of you come here; I have 
tives are purchasing this homestead- information that will save the three of you 
which has never been assigned, sold or one hell of a lot of headaches. I know who 
otherwise alienated by ME. Their deed is the snakes are in the U.S. House of Repre- 
No. 283474. They allegedly bought my sentatives and can prove it. 
Constitutional homestead on Mend of Title By a small "coincidence", Mrs. Clinton, 
by instrument No. 096503, a duly recorded I happen to be ONE of the SIGNATORIES on 
County Recorder's Records instrument. that OLD GOLD CERTIFICATE you kids 
None of the title instruments contained in want and need to bail this nation out of this 
that deed have been assigned, alienated or nightmare we are experiencing as a result 
otherwise, by me, the disabled Constitu- of all this fraud. You and the President 
tional homesteader. claim you are seeking an "insurance pro- 

By now, Mrs. Clinton, my losses are [C: gram". Just  come on down-"you ain't 
Can't determine how much]. All insured. seen nothin'yet". But, you have to help me 

While trying to save my Constitutional in the resolution of this mess. You will 
homestead, Mrs. Clinton, I was beaten to clean up one big mess when this one is 
the ground by persons sent in from the cleaned up. Americans will be able to 
mortgage company and insurance compa- breathe easier. I am not the only American 
nies who were mopping and laundering who has gone through this mess of being 
money. I was actually physically beaten to run off the Federal Constitutional HOME- 
theground. The reports were filed with the STEAD and been denied access to their 
Riverside County Sheriffs Department and insurances. You kids have adamned mess 
the Riverside County District Attorney's on your hands-but it can be cleaned up- 
office, along with the forged and altered you just have to know "where the bodies 
documents which had been discovered. are buried" or, "who is pitching and who is 
"We can find nothing worthy of our pursuit doing the catching". We can help-if you 
of prosecution," they responded-in writ- help us  get our mess straightened up. 
ing. Please respond. 

Now, here it is, 1993; I still can't get my Vina K. Durham 
Social Security Disability because my RR # 1 Box 17 1 
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Okawville, Illinoi4-a Republic 6227 1 

Addition: 

It was discovered in 1989 that I was in 
need of open heart surgery. I had health 
insurance with State Farm. 

After the discovery of the other legal prob- 
lems in 1990, the policy came due in the 
summer. State Farrn Agent Eugene Raetz 
accepted a full year's payment, then decided 
I must "re-apply" with State Farm in Illi- 
nois-or be billed the California rates. They 
cancelled the insurance. I did not have the 
heart surgery of which they were aware was 
needed. That is "Health Providers" for you, 
Mrs. Clinton, BIG TIME, WORLD CLASS 
"FRAUD". 

By the way, State Farm is THE Insurance 
Company who pays for the Judges and Offic- 
ers of the court to pinch b...s and t ..... s over 
at Sun Dance Villas in Palm Springs-then 
they blackmail the Attorneys and Judges. 
They do this all over Alaska as well as in the 
Baja-but I only have "pictures" of them in 
Palm Springs. 

The "KEY" is "UNDERWRITERS".. . 
Please respond, 
V.K. Durham 

END OF QUOTING. 

Wokini: I am sorry, readers, this was a 
very, very difficult letter to reconstruct be- 
cause of the errors in presentation. It was 
conversational and I am confident that some 
of the "numbers" may be incorrect. 

We do not KNOW this person but have no 
reason to believe her to be invalid as a souxe 
or resource. We present this as follow-up as 
you have requested. I will say that we having 
gone through the same "types" of harass- 
ment and miserable political and judicial 
corruption (in the same given area of South- 
em California), we are quite sure her prob- 
lems are valid. We don't seem to have an OLD 
GOLD CERTIFICATE lying about but we rec- 
ognize the threat to this person-for OBVI- 
OUSLY THERE IS "SOME" REASON THEY 
WANT TO DESTROY HER, GET THE GOLD 
(SO THERE MUST BE SOMETHINGVALID IN 
THE STORY), ETC. 

She asks for some measure of protection 
and we do KNOW THI+when petitioned for 
help and security-our brothers respond. 

We have no further update on the "Cos- 
mos" activities as such-but Dare Schaut is 
coming under constant and heavy fire for his 
activities and not the least of them is involved 
at the EXPENSE of this dear person and those 
who work with her. I seem to recognize the 
type of "helper" and 'friend" as one, Dare 
Schaut-I seem to have one of my very own- 
George Green! 

Update On JOURNALS 
How About Sponsoring JOURNAL? 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT proudly announces the 
publishing company for the new PHOENIX JOURNALS: 

PHOENIX SOURCE PUBLISHERS, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 27353 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89 126 
(800) 800-5565 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT will continue to an- 
nounce the availability of the JOURNALS at the recently 
reduced price of $7.95, plus shipping. 

The JOURNALS may now be ordered from: 

PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 27353 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89 126 
(800) 800-5565 

W h a t  can you do to help spread 
THE WORD? 

SPONSOR A PHOENIX JOURNAL! 

Your contribution will be acknowledged on an APPRECUI- 
TION page at the begiMing of the JOURNAL you sponsor. 

The cost of printing 3,000 copies of the average JOURNAL 
is $7,500. Since we do not have the cash flow from their 
sales yet, we must petition for help to continue to print 
them as they are authored. If an individual, or small group, 
could furnish $5,000 for each of a few JOURNALS to help 
us get started, we would be most grateful. For information, 
please call Rick or Brent at (800) 800-5565. 
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(Ediror P note: After reading and "digesting" the earlier articles in this issue of CONTACT on the subject of 
Genetic Engineering, we thought the following would be well worth the practice in reading between the lines.) 

Better Than the Real Thing 
Industry serves up the fruits of tomato biotechnology 

By DANIEL PENDICK 

ity the supermarket tomato. Pale 
red and unyielding to the touch, it 
lacks the vibrant color and lus- 

cious flavor of a ripe, fresh-picked fruit. 
Yet, despite their dissatisfaction with 
mass-produced tomatoes, U.S. shoppers 
still buy arl impressive 2.8 billion pounds 
of them every year. 

Now through advances in molecular 
biology" genetic engineers are gaining 
more precise control of tomato ripening 
and its effects on taste, texture, color, and 
shelf life 

The first of such gene-spliced products 
is well on  its way to market. Genetic 
engineers from Calgene Fresh, Inc., have 
created the "Flavr Savr," an alternative to 
the beleaguered supermarket tomato. 
This engineered tomato, designed to re- 
sist softening, will have the fresh flavor 
consumers desire and an extended shelf 
life as well, Calgene contends. If and when 
federal officials issue a favorable opinion 
on Calgene's tomato, the Evanston, 111.- 
based company will splice its genetically 
engineered fruit into the human food 
chain. This could happen as  early as  next 
year. 

Reaction to the imminent arrival of 
Flavr Savr on supermarket shelves has 
varied. To promoters of biotechnology, 
Calgene's tomato heralds a new cornu- 
copia of genetically engineered fruits and 
vegetables. Critics of gene-spliced food 
seem to  fear a real-life enactment of the 
cult science-fiction film "Attack of the 
Killer Tomatoes." 

Consumers may soon have the chance 
to decide for themselves, however. Sev- 
eral companies besides Calgene have 
developed their own gene-spliced toma- 
toes and intend to put them on the market 
in the next few years. 

M uch of this tomato tinkering 
aims at remedying the short- 
comings of current tomato- 

farming practices. Growers of fresh-mar- 
ket tomatoes harvest their crop firm and 
green so  it can be washed, sorted,  
packed, and shipped without suffering 
extensive (and expensive) bruising. Be- 
fore shipping, commercial packers bathe 
the tomatoes in ethylene gas for several 
days to spur ripening. 

The problem is, says Mark Stowers of 
the Monsanto Co. in St. Louis, these 
prematurely plucked and artificially rip- 
ened tomatoes just don't have the flavor 
consumers desire. 

From a grower's viewpoint, the ideal 
mass-production tomato could be left on 
the vine to build up the sugars and acids 
critical to fresh taste and aroma, yet 
remain firm enough to handle without 
damage. This is exactly what Calgene 
claims to have done. 

Using a technique called antisense ge- 
netics, Calgene researchers permanently 
endowed their tomato with a backward 
(antisense) copy of the gene for poly- 
galacturonase (PC), a fruit-softening en- 
zyme. Both copies of the gene produce 
messenger RNA, which carries genetic 
information from the nucleus to protein- 
making ribosomes in cells. However, the 
antisense RNA molecules bind to  the 
normal, "sense" RNA. This prevents the 
tomato from making the usual amount of 
PC. As a result, the tomato can remain 
longer on the vine without getting too 
soft for handling, says Calgene, and it can 

Genetically engineered food products, 
including Calgene k Flavr Savr tomato, 
won? make it to the supermarket without 
opposition. 

A favorite with home 
gardeners since 1949, the 
"Big Boy" hybrid tornato 
produces meaty, thick- 
walled fruits weighing 
up to a pound, says seed 
developer W Atlee Bur- 
pee & Co. Genetic engi- 
neers hope to design to- 
mato varieties for large- 
scale farming that have 
more of the flauor; feel, 
and color of garden- 
grown fruits. 

also hold up longer in the produce de- 
partment. 

Antisense genetics is more than just a 
tool for customizing tomatoes. Scientists 
have used the technique to discover some 
very important things about the ripening 
process, says plant molecular biologist 
Athanasios Theologis in a review article 
in the October PLANT CELL. 

For example, Theologis and others at 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Plant 
Gene Expression Center in Albany, Calif., 
confirmed last year that ethylene is the 
master control hormone of ripening in 
many plants. Theologis' group used anti- 
sense genetics to cut production of eth- 
ylene to such an extent that green toma- 
toes remained on the vine for as long as  
five months, ripening only to  a pale 
orange. 

Tomatoes and many other plants pro- 
duce ethylene to control the various 
biochemical processes that cause fruit to 
ripen, including the breakdown of chloro- 
phyll, the synthesis of the red pigment 
lycopene, the buildup of sugars and acids, 
and the softening of tomato tissue by PG 
and other enzymes. 

Some genetic engineers have chosen 
ethylene control as a means of tailoring 
tomato ripening to growers' needs. Mon- 
santo's agricultural research group, for 
example, has outfitted its tomato with a 
bacterial gene whose enzyme digests an 
acid called ACC, the raw material that 
tomato cells convert into ethylene gas. 
Stowers, who is business director of Mon- 
santo's tomato project, says that growers 
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current varieties grown for processing. 
He and his collaborators report the re- 
sults of their antisense experiments in 
the June PLANT CELL. 

can leave these ethylene-deprived fruits 
on the vine for three or four more days - 
just long enough to build up extra flavor. 

I n addition to the quest for a better 
fresh-market tomato, genetic engi- 
neers want to carve out a place for 

themselves in the tomato-processing in- 
dustry - and the size of this market is 
impressive. Every year, U.S. processors 
transform 12 billion pounds of raw toma- 
toes into juice, sauce, paste, ketchup, and 
other products. Part of this cropgoes into 
the 315 million cans of Campbell's tomato 
soup consumed annualiy in North Amer- 
ica. 

The best tomato for making these prod- 
ucts is high in solids, chiefly the sugars 
fructose and glucose. And toniato solids 
are no smal! potatoes: Indeed, the to- 
mato-processing industry estimates that 
a I percent increase in tomato solids 
could save $70 million to $80 million a 
year in processing costs. 

Using antisense genetics. Avtar K. 
Handa of Purdue University in West 
Lnfavette. Ind., serendipitously created a 
tomato with 10 percent more solids than 

mato by year's end. At that point, a private 
company could begin shepherding the 
new tomato onto the market, he says. 

enetic engineers continue to  
search for patentable tomato 
genes. Researchers at ICI Seeds 

in Berkshire. England, for example, have 
isolated 13 tomato genes that affect fruit 
quality and have patented five, says Si- 
mon G. Best of lC1 Americas, Inc.. in Wil- 
mington, Del. 

Other genetically engineered crops 
wii! follow, Best promises. "Tomatoes are 
just the first crop, from which we've 
identified a lot of genes that have other 
uses in crops with related biochemistry." 
he says. ICI may eventually use its pat- 
ented genes and techniques to create new 
kinds of peaches and melons. 

DNA Plant Technology Corp., another 
company developing a genetically engi- 
neered tomato. also plans to deploy its 
gene-control techniques further afield. 
Robert Whitaker, managing director of 
research at the company's facility in 
Cinnaminson. N.J.. envisions bananas. 
papaya, and cut flowers as logical targets 

for future efforts to ensure freshness 
through ethylene control. 

I f  these products win consumers over, . 

genetic engineering may generate as 
much new green stuff for supermarkets as 
it has on the stock excha~ge.  But given 
public concern about food purity and 
past squeamishness about gene splicing, 
must the biotechnology industry gear up 
for a major defense of genetically engi- 
neered tomatoes? 

Consultant Richard A. Herrett, a mem- 
ber of the board of directors of the 
Association of Biotechnology Companies 
(ABC) in Washington, D.C., thinks it un- 
likely that torch-bearing citizens will ever 
come looking for the Frankentomatoes of 
the future. On the contrary, Herrett be- 
lieves consumers will respond pnf.tively 
if the industry makes clear the p2 , ~tial 
gains in quality and nutrition that ernet- 
ically engineered foods may offer 

However, Jeremy Rifkin and his Foun- 
dation on Economic Trends in Washing- 
ton, D.C., hope to generate an  interna- 
tional boycott of genetically engineered 
foods. Says Ted Howard, leader of the 
group's boycott effort, "I really feel this is 
going to be an extremely hotly cnn t~s ted  
consumer issue." 

A lthough the Foundation on Eco- 
nomic Trends continues to de- 
mand additional regulation. re- 

cent changes in government policy have 
moved increasingly toward deregulation 
of agricultural biotechnology companies 
in the United States. For example, USDA 
last month significantly loosened restric- 
tions on field testing of genetically al- 
tered plants. 

The U.S. Food and Drug Adpinistrat~on 
(FDA) is considering whether Flavr Savr 
should be treated the same as  tomatoes 
produced by traditional breeding rneth- 
ods and whether the antisense gene 
added to the tomato poses any health 
risks, explains Eric Flamm in the FDA'.. 
Office of Biotechnology 

Andrew Kimbrell, attorney lor the Foun- 
dation on Economic Trends. has already 
decided on one response to a favorable 
FDA ruling. "The minute FDA rules that 
this food does not need to bt lah~lr~rt  we 
will sue them," Kimbrell promise. 

Should the FDA decide ~ r i  C a~gene's 
favor, the Flavr Savr tomato will take its 
place on grocery shelves and in history as  
the first genetically engineered whol-- 
food product avaliabie to the consl;mt.r 
Considering the hundreds of genet): ?ily 
engineered crops now in field trr-1.: 
however, it will not be: the last 

Even so, it is not clear yet that peopie s 
yearning for a better mass-produced to- 
mato will translate smoothly Into w ~ d e -  
spread acceptance of genetically engi. 
neered foods. In the end, gene-spliced 
tomatoes may prove as  ripe for contro- 
versy as  the technology that is creating 
them. - 
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(Editor's note: We, meaning the staff of the now-deceased PHOENIX LIBERATOR, have just received the 
following warm tribute from Dr. Pierre Cloutier. We are deeply thankful for and humbled by such praise, and 
we are determined to surpass those older achievements with this new publication, CONTACT. Many of you 
readers out there have written or phoned this past week to express your thanks and offer your encouragement. 
We are so grateful for this show of support and hasten to remind all ofyou that CONTACT is exactly about this 
encouraging of the communicationamong our extended family of the "ground crew". Let us all keep learning 
and sharing and, therein, growing toward the Light as this planetary transition rolls on.) 

AMERICA EAST PUBLISHERS 
Box 794, Champlain, N.Y. 1291 9 

The P h o e n i x  L i b e r a t o r  

A l m o e t  singularly, the E k k e r S  have offered hope to a planet 
made decadent by the power elite. 

For this, you have been a constant target o f  slander, 
attacks and outright conspiracies by the political, 
religious, medical and social establishments. You have 
spared none and have infuriated all. This is as it should 
be, for we must "have the truth though the Heavens fall." 

Your editor ha8 burnt the midnight oil week after veek  to 
keep The Liberator going; it has never missed an issue. 

~inancially, you are at rock bottom. Your home has been 
taken from you by a corrupt judicial system. You have a 
meager income from the sale of books and royalties. You 
have depleted the reserves you needed t o  respond to a major 
damage award. Tho L i b e r a t o r  has  had t o  s h u t  down i ts  
operation. 

Your writer, Gyeorgos Hatonn, a sage for the ages, i s  
denounced and l a b e l l e d  a champion plagiarist. The Ekkers 
are branded about a s  unscrupulous s w i n d l e r s .  They are 
hauled  into the courts of (martial) l a w  and n o t  allowed to 
speak.  Attempts have been made to infiltrate i n t o  the 
organization. Your every move is monitored and recorded. 
Many have been the threats to your very beings, 

It has been said that sacrifices are no longer sacrifices 
when they help us to achieve a worthy goal. 

Thanks to your selfless dedication and the untiring efforta 
of those who joined you in the work to rcsist'.the attempts 
Of the elite controllers to obtain a monopoly over human 
life, you will be remembered as the  ones who brought o r d e r  
out of chaos and restored spiritual p u r i t y  to t h i s  nation 
and this vorld. 
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AMERICA EAST PUBLISHERS 
Box 794, Champlain, N.Y. 1 &I1 9 

(514) 699 - 1102 

Through your major literary contributionsr almost alone, you 
have fanned the dying embers of a disunited world hope into 
a fierce flame, pounding out Journal af ter  Journal from 
Doris' calloused hands, in an effort to elevate and 
transform mankind. 

Now, through your efforts, hope exists where i t  did not, 
principles that have been forgot ten  have been refurbished, 
and a whole new era of spiritual reality will dawn in 
American l i t e r a t u r e  for  all who wish to read of it. From 
the small town of Tehachapi has flown immeasurable gifts 
unto the l a n d s .  

"Keep always in mind the  Fact t h a t  no man lives to himself 
alone, but that he is an integral part of all that goes on 
around him." For having lived this credo by sharing with 
tellow men, it is hoped t h a t  a rewarding bounty will someday 
be yours. 

Through all this, you consider yourselves, but one 
among many workers i n  a vital cause. You care n o t  how 
others judge your work. So f a r  a s  you a r e  concernedr you 
see selves as merely o n e  more w i e l d e r  of a pick and shovel. 
You are still learning and can see no end  to the learning 
process. You have humbled yourselves b e f o r e  God, 

- 7 . -  - 
JUMP START By Robb Armstrong 
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(Editor's note: The following 5-page fax transmission was received late this afternoon, Monday, March 29, 
1993. We share it with you readers for informational purposes but quickly add the usual caution for 
DISCERNMENT in your reading. While information such as the note from Bo Gritz is challenging, the 
"Constitution Coalition"pageprominent1y lists that infamous rogue for no seasons, "Dr. John Coleman" (AKA 
Joseph Pavlonski) as a Strategy Advisor (egads!), and the militant posture of the " Waco: Time For The Militia" 
page is dangerously naive, so we strongly reserve our doubts and caution you to read with prudent judgement.) 

tt We the Peoplev Cmrr :ittee 
Center For ActioalW9ohisgtoa 

JohnR pNkop,CbirmM 
1 1 P l o C  MCMW &8& #I42 
Puyallup WasbtngtaP, U.S.A 

PWW ant: 9 8 3 7 3 m  
Phoihe/FAX: (206) 9274805 

L 

FAXCOM TRANSMITTAL 

March 20,1888 
TO: US ~ar* lasl  JW ~liatotc 

US Attorney Geawrrl J w t  Beno 
US FBI MrecfOc WltliaPrr Seadosa 
U8 BATF D i W r  Steven Hi&o 

PBOM: J o b  E. Prukop, National Press Secretary 

BE: m T  THE D--MPw 

Dear Mr. Preoident, Ma. Bano, and Messrs. h s ione  and Higghs; 

It is with a rbtp wme of reverence and urgency that I have the Honor of oending this transmittal to your 
d k former Nl(barl h m  h t a r y  for the Bo Gritz For Pneident Campaign 1$02,1 have bean 
delepated the d u t y  to call upon all af you to wrioudy mnsider a message &om Lt. C o L  (Ret.) Jmea 
Bo Grit%. 

The eackmd FAX rep- a genuine &t to immediataly arbitrate the eerioun and grievous situation 
tbat hae occamd in Warn, T e x ~  As you Will recall, COL Grk O U C C ~ ~  negotiated with Randy Weaver 
in N&rm Idaho this aummtr whiah immediataly b~myht to an end any further bhodehed In that 
Federal sicege, a m o t h  of bau, V i i  Weaver wao rrhot and killed by a Federal mipet'$ ,308 calibar exploding 
hallow point U t  the b h  away the left ride d her face into a bbody pulp; her 13-year old em Sammy 
Weaver wrs rhot a d  kihd by at h t  b rouade in Lh4: #och fitm qutomatic neapona fire €ram six US 
Marshal's who had jwt ~MJ&SB thy, shot and killed hla dtag; Kevin Harrie waa rerioualy wounded by 
fmgmenta of the .308 b a t  f)wt atruck V i  Weaver; Randy Wesver wao wounded; and, a hrghly bmmted 
US b h d d  war lhot d Ud, perhspo, by friendly &e in the Bray. HopehUy the American People will 
learn tb. truth d what & h.ppened when the Weaver trial begins in April. In the meantime, we believe 
it is the paramount warn d our to seek a peaceful reeolution to the eveate that have 

Mr. ha ihnt ,  we w g w  mqwt that you seek the erpertise of CaL Gritz to mitigate and bting to a 
peacsful md the Federal id W w ,  Tuu, JU affered in the attached two page mmmndum.  CoL Grito 
ia p n p d  U, have br Wuo at h* own *DBB, and on immediate h e .  as row .s authorired to do so. 
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Sir: 

IM time I wnt a mruage to rh. Pre*nt wrcu rractly 12 yeor$ ago. 
2 3 ~  e, Mlr Top Secrar (wciui inrrmanc3 &a cancemd 
p ~ r t ~ ~  t w t q  Wd (V.S. ?OW vs 4t, W). 7 b  maw. ncriwd by 
NSCAdvLlorRfWAUltr,rrodcdup*AlkpozrhsA.a*wo~- 
c u s ~ & & d i n ~ r n . D . C .  I w b h y o u , a u t n r t t l a n d h J U q l 8 # c 8 f t ~  
Ienrr kncr & WCMS thon remit## fim my March, 30 1984 not$- 

Here k 4 &#& qf Q11015rjcaionfOT the wwhm ir hfng @red. ] q,@dotiv%& 
cc-d C&mthd D c r c r h m s ~  (VSASF A,B,C) barh in wet d 
pew4 w ~ c d  & W W  W.C. Wamtoml& pr '?h AmsricM Sddkr' in 
Nc boak* A SQUNRE REPURZS); succesqW& ~ e m d  tn rrryxmslblr ptwit~m 
rhe Amy Ghnrrd (wI rSpCcId ActlWiu OUNFQ) Md wM& the mer 
Qf thL S m  (d @@?us# (Qiigp, cfmpwhd Jt$lcuio)tp, OSo1DSAAI; 
c-lrrrd o Bsfkkw p)&w Eqfbtcemcnt & Cornctbw (vntwrs&y q f N r b W  
a d  MW~T Qf ~ c a t t a w  i ? h l ~ ~  UroiverJINI; rrcufwd more 
varu rhan catqv -mkw cmdtkte, other t h  RaFs Psrot, in t h  '92 
h e s k t # f d  #kc* f p@md a key d d  # c a ~ h d a  c h  Rpndv 
Wcawr (&(IPht@&wJ' d a i 8  in Nonhttn ti#w, ~ w t  1 M  ( 4 e t  g* 
through diU ku-P tIMW). A&Wm@, I mac r&cd tn CMuhm~ 
P e ~ u o a r t d  oliwtcrku ad a 8 ~ ~ j b r j b W m a t a l i s t  k&&. 

I k W r l C n r *  Waeo W(YB c c l n k ~ R t t o a s p r c $ y n ~ - v ~ ~  
c ~ t r % h b n  lfl om &M& ro oef dirrab at crrr * ~ ' j b r j w $ c 4 1 ~  I h o w  
cmd kow w r k d  W L)iGk R g i t r d ,  FBI H-8 Tern k&r, Prd the 
~ C i n ( r w # ~ $ ~  ~ ~ C P M V W ~ ~ W P U ~ ~ ~ I Q ~ # W W ~ ~ P ( ~ P ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~  
rid#@ &## ao. nd d tk o3urjPHhrull ~l -5  or& c r r twy  wrU mhd, 
But rhckporoc#dggaHa at& scrwr t o m  rw rwr g m  sWiarr  buweut 
! h m c # d t h # t n * -  
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N ~ ~ ~ Q b s m , n p r p f 0 ~ 7 ~ ~ e d & a n o c c n r t r o r A s ~ o w n v n u u  
l ~ c r p r n g , ~ r c g ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 8 i n d u d w s n E B I ~ q f t e r  Weawr-J and 
a ncq#aiwiparrrd rU. Caw&* y w  C Q I C C ~  for cart autDy, it rrunr 
t h o r t & c o l r w l r b J d k r v r ~ k t n ~ y p o n w r r k ~ ~ f t d r r o t  
mmbtosr hrt mdw to n@ rhr frrW4tfw. I can be reachad or 0021 723- 
5266, or by FAX a (XW 9295357. 

Sirrcww& d Mort Respectpluy, & a g y g y  

P.S. I o ~ $ k @ Q * o d d r l l l ,  tbughi rn rvur b&arrpmbbm, our 
debt. J U w d  CtUYwq. R&cl on our a h  Rtumw, 'Old 
HlcLoty. Olr M w -  Werm pufd m dl F#&ml Rwm N o w .  
&qp th6 gtw M. &ow prcyrlr to &ep w thsy w e .  &vlw the pee 
enterpdsdwdwOlcrrndbywFowdm.  SlmuckrkodqfnrbtryrrrfL 

Wkwlkp .  W e r r u J 1 ~ a n y t a w I r a r k ~ ~ h ~ p  
Anurlcr v C w U t m $ w ~ ?  
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A ~iiafrnm~ LR<PAC A W ~  ponmeaa ~orsrisv ernou~ 
26 HIGHLANO PARK VILLAGE 4248, OALLAS, TEXAS 75205; (214) 606-3570 

ERIC AARON UOHTER F d e r  
NANCY LEROSA, -0 md Jury Sahdw, Trial Conrukarrt 
Lt. CoL G4C) JOHN SALTER, Grand Jury Uiqdioc? 
DR.. MICHACC MAOLLY, Strdray Advicar 
MC JOHN W M A U ,  gbdqly Advisor 
RCMEtRT mx . Canwrqriorrd wiwt ss 
JEW'?€ %YE-NLlW, Cowre sdond WAncss E FAX MEWOHLINDU>~ 3 / 2 ~ / 9 J  
JOHN WKW, N.tjod Press TO : KEK V A R D D N ,  XFFS, PATRIOTS 

FROM : L I C H ' ~ ' ~ ~ H ,  and  NANCY L E R i ) S . i  
( 6 0 2  ) 92s-7 .1  18 ( FtlX 4IfiL'~ k1bIO&b;  

RE : WACO, S L kCk and IR,lTEC;\T E SC,INI]Xl .  
IIRE:?lI)EN'I' CL J KTOfi Y)IEfiH "f(0 MORE BLOODSHED" AT T H E  WAC(>, I S  SIF:'UE DUE 1'0 
P1tES3t'!tE i:ROtl T11E IRATKQATI;. , I ,  1 '  t I I 1 N L),ILLAS FEDERAI. COURT E1,4H.C71i I , 
3 , N O ,  3 -93CVi )d40 -X  ( JUDGE I(ENI>ALL ) . : l  1 N c ' L l ' D E  Tl iE I L  C O N I ' h "  
SFCr' l A I A  (IfLAN I )  J V R l '  , I A 14c~!.)12f{ ?41Cl l r \GL RIC'tSPC)S(:'I t i l ' C )  ..5'11t H(..B\- 
CIJLliK \ IC:'j'lM IIANU41.tll W k ~ V k f t .  ONk: PL'RFOS[.: 01.' TIIE LzIWSUIT IS TO DEHOPiST13Al't 
UlfY C*ll\ Wll\ SO M,\NY ~~Ll'l'AI~lZ~L) YULl(_ 'L '  A Y P l i A l t l i L ~  I N  '1'11L 1 1 C f U ' i  C'I(LL;l\, 1 D h H c )  
S l L C i E  L A T E  AC:UuYT 1 9 9 2 ,  AS WELL. A S  kHY S O  YXNY AF' l . 'CAKED IN TiIE Wt\CC), TEXAS 
S I l i c i t -  . L'Hk: M,41N YUHpoSE O F  'I'HE SI;L'lS IS 'f(.) BRLNC THE !dr..,ST L?ll~oti'r.4.';T S1EI;E 
.A&h;I: c;h.\SL, ,I C l l i \  ~ ' A E l F f l ; l t H ~ K ' r  A 1 ( d  ' 0  I 'I li,Y .AS Lg L.1 I 1 : l l A  I .  ( i k { . & P i 1 1  

J ~ I K I  t.5, THE L h h f S t : I T  1HCLUL)ES E\ ' I  ~LPl;r-I l i  P K u \  1 LIELI b'r' WHIT t ~: ' IJLL.- \R C : l t l r l L  
IN\ !Et jT iOA' l?ORG ERIC L I Q H T E R  A N D  LT , CGL , ( RET . I JUl lN SAL'i 'I i l i ,  1 J Ll{I  
SELEC'fOR AYD ADVISOR NANCY LERo3.4 THE EVl DE.'iCE I!; : I S T E N S E  ' r H A i '  
KUHKRQUS PEOP1,F D T E D  AT THE H A K I l S  OF THE 0Oi'ERNCtF.VT 1% THE GOVER?,HENI  '!> 
ATTKYP?'  TCJ PRFVCNT Tllti Ef'L UNt.:E FRClEl DL 1 NQ P U I I L J  Sli IYIT ; TI1 Elt  1.: t ~ ~ ( ~ ~ \ ~ I i  1 I1 1,: 1 llL*:3C:L 
A B k  E'f LEU 1 Y  PUBLIC HECORLI IS THE DALLAS F.'EL)EKAL I3L' l 'T A K U  1:; EEb'(.lHti 
THE FEUL'HAl Q R M D  JURXES THERE, THIS IS EV 1 LiENL'E THA r fiYP 1 If 1 (.'.4L L S  
l 'RUk L D E S  N A M ~ Q ,  P A T E S ,  P L A C E S ,  StiCkEl' B A N K  ACC(.lL&rl' .hlLiMtlEkS, 3 L F t l ) E t l  \ ~ t : ' l  1 b t ; j  
.4Nl.' UE. J'A 1I.S , ETU I ( IF THE MALLCLOUS 00L'lil{lV?lEh''l' Wl'l.1I 1.U 1'lIE U(3V ElCtJ?IL&'l' . 1,EliOYi. 
AKL, Lf Qt(TER JUST OBTAINED FRO# ARIZOKA DR. M I C H A E L  B H A D L E l  'i'lik t-1 D l : i j  
I~kfMON31'htIT 1 Nc THE AHTI DOTE Tc'l 1'Hb. Nk:k w c ' ) l t l , ~ ,  oHOh:k ro l :-ohu A & U  C ~ I L P ~  I ( . . x i 8  

A 1 1 1  W 1 1 1 C : l l  V1L)EO (ANL) TRANSCICLYT 1 WILL DE I t 1  L1:l) N 1 TI1 ' r f l l l :  ' l ' l , ;A , \ : :  ( ; l t A Y L ~  
JVl t  l K;'u : AC('OKU/NU 'I'O 'I'HE U A V . L V l A N  C'liUHCIH M U K S E  <:ODE, 'f'ilk. h';4(!0. 'l'la:.\A!; t i  f L.(;!. 
3 t\KE H k l N C :  k4U1SONLU Mt' 'I'HE l 3 ~ ' 1 ' b ' / t ' t ! 1 .  'rH& $ L ! l ' l  C C l S t ' l K ? i ! j  114L .AU( iL ' :> ' i  
1 9 9 2  HLBY CREEK CITIZES'S ARREST OF FBI: DIFrECTOk h i L L f ; i b f  SESSI(Jr . lS,  WELCH 
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WACQ: TIME FOR THE MILITIA 
%r VW put my nrnw a tM) n d  I'm proud a( h. W b  em I? N Q M ~  s p d d ,  just a dlme-a-dozen 

l w t .  But I bum thg lrOJ "mc m r n  nd ~ u r  govammmt rwa wrtupt, wwu t b n  you can wsr imagine. 
~ I ~ I h r t w r r ~ b o r n r d ~ l I a w h t h l s c o u n t y , ~ ~ , u d w w c r d O w ~ ~ o b o ~ t i t ~  

tt cLoem*t get mudr v~lonr Wf! US. Atmy t8nk akdhg thq front yard of yOur houw tk Dwid Koresh has 
dght new rt hb horn in Waaa, for wppcrd 4crlmso" the gowrnrn~nt won't t e W .  It Wt a or'me in 
thb County ¶Q be m nfiOkru *wbadma w69 own gvm (yet), krt 2$ d8ya -0, m e d  feded aqente brok h on 

)COmsh') hOm ~tCY19dm 8t tha dwr wd shootinpl men, wlcrrnan a d  children. 6vor 
sWb DW(d bnsh md 78 plpQek hrs, ~ W I  -red md dggclhd of dl commrlnlcation, food, and w n  

rir ?M md.baW, WWI mgohLH guns, ~ n d  military Unks circle the house. The media 
b lmpt 4 rnP# way. Mml uwfl has d w  waw mlicrrtiorr far assigtance. rsadsd the origlnd 
s e d  wefmW 4nd OWI m g  mrraignnnnta irr w m t .  l ' h ~  only story we hear is the rtory the media gets 
that 06- atnight tram n P(# m a  brierfig radr day st 1Ot30 a.m., period. But the gwernrnsnt claims all 
this k o)uv b- We a " M i  nut" md "W, stockgflhg weapons." 

MI; a'# not - Ekvid &msh and wary W r  mmBM of the Branch D W ' w t  i& a titlzsn. Even a 
V ~ I  d W8r t~ 1# m t 6 d  hummtly. We h p l y  must taka r  OW^ a, There is no other 
& o h  =@pt be d m %  bhQ in fwr 01 a t  own geremmerrt. 

%XJ at4 probably dnody 8 mmber ot thc *tbl and wan if you us not. phase 

The U t m g w d H  lWil#k of the U&d Statw of ~medca* will essembld, with 
b$ vohkllbs KWvdhg m~Asd end moredl,  airctaft, and sny available 
per. hf -tion &w f#uwa and uco h r we#-mglated rnittt/~,~ at 9:00 a.m. 
off Sa tmy.  A# 9, 1a83C M NOrf-t O h ,  off 1-35, g4ing east on 
~4rf-t  D M  off tk Cnterstrt. kr Wsca fex*t. 

ff tpu -fd tQ 99.- W U W ,  "Why? Why sh~uld wy &ken be afraid of hh own govetnment?' 
Wh#9uer y#t 8 r ~ w 8 t  k the il why ynu h u C B q ~ !  If yw teally can't ga plea88 9md money to helo 
d m % ~ M t o ( w ~ ~ i t M M t h W ~ r .  
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(Editor's note: Commander Ceres 'Atonn has requested that another shenanigan from George Green be shared with YOU 

readers. This Certified letter, from two elderly local people George had been seducing into his web, was just returned to 
them UNCLAIMED. Commander thought this publicly-rrvealing route might be a way to get through to tricky George. 
How did George know this wasn't a monetary "donation" or a normal business letter? Could it be that George knew exactly 
what fkrvor of deceit he has been furiously promoting and that he might not slick-talk his way out of this one?) 
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Mr. George Green 
P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, NV 89702 

CERTIFIED MAIL: RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 

March 5th, 1993 

Dear Mr. Green, 

I am writing to you to demand that you cease and desist in using our names, John 
and Eleanor Schroepfer, in your actions against the Phoenix Institute for Research 
& Education, Ltd. 

We demand that you stop immediately. 

Sincerely, 

John Schroepfer Eleanor Schroepfer 
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Funnvbone 
Department 

All About 
Electricity 
by Keith Warerhouse. 
British novelist 

Reprinted from the January issue 
of The  Toledo IEEE News. 
Russ Kmner. editor 

Most electricity is manufactured in power 
stations, where i t  is fed into wires that are 
then wgund arour?d large drums. Some 
electricity. however, does not need to go 
along wires: that used in lightning, for ex- 
zmple, and in porrzble radios. This kind of 
electricity is not generated. bu: is lying about 
in the air, loose. 

Electricity makes a low. humming noise. 
This noise may be pitched at different levels 
for use in doorbells, telephones and electric 
organs. Electricity has to be grounded. That 
is to say, it has to be connected to the ground 
before it can function, except in the case of 
airplanes which have separate arrangeinents. 

Although electricity does not leak out of 
an empty light socket, that light socket is 
nevertheless live if you happen to shove 
your finger in it when the switch is on. So, if 
it is not leaking, what is it doing? 

Electricity is made up of two ingredients, 
nqptiw and positive. Each ingredient travels 
along a wire covered withblack plastic. 
When the two wires meet in what we call a 
plug the ingredients are mixed together to 
form electricity. Electricity can be stored in 
batteries. Big batteries do not necessarily 
hold mon electricity than small batteries. 
In big batteries the electricity is just shoveled 
in, while in small batteries (transistors) it is 
packed flat 

Incurious people are content to take all 
this for granted. They press a switch and the 
light comes on-and that is all they know 
about the miracle in their homes. This has 
never been enough for me. I have to know 
how things work; and if I cannot find out 
from some technical handbook, then I wm- 
bine such information as I already have 
with simple logic. 

Thus it is easy to deduce that the light 
switch controls a small clamp or vice that 
grips the wire very hard. so that the electricity 
cannot get through. When the switch is 
switched on, the vise is relaxed and the 
electricity travels to the light bulb where a 
bit of wire, called the element, is left bare. 
Here, for the first time, we can actually see 
the electricity, in the form of a spark. This 
spark is enlarged many hundreds of times 
by the curved bulb, which is made of mag- 
nifying $ass. 
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are Simplyrepo~inmefforttoexplainWHAT 
takes place within the cellular s t r u c m s  of 
living orpnisms. If you m l l y  want to witness Gaia Resources l e g m w t h i n p l a n t s a n d g d s t a m i n a  
and health in pets and other animals-try a little 
of these additives as you would vitamins or 
fertilizers. Use in a mildly vitamin C based New Products solution on same. At transplant time for @en 
plants and houseplants-soak their little root 
svstems in this natud and mild solution. Just 
ahd a tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few drops of 
liquid vitamin C or C-crystals to aquart ofwater 

GAIANDRIANA supply of healthy mitochondria - like "fresh and let set for 48 hours--then it is ready for use. 
batteries" for the body's cells. It will not negatively interact with anything other 

Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health tonic The better our cells function, the greater is than perhaps harbored viruses and disease 
which provides basic 'foods" to help cells, the stamina returned to our internal defense spores and organisms. 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to systems, and the better we can counter the 
return to a state of health. constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- NOTE 

The better our cells function, the greater is ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, 
the stamina returned to our internal defense of course, being well. If any product you receive has an unpleasant 
systems, and the better we can counter the odor-it is from the finishing culture process. 
constant onslaught of biological and viral invad- 2/ 1 1 / 9 3  #2 HATONN Leave the bottle open to air and it will quickly 
ers. The end result is a feeling of well-being by, of dissipate. Then, depending on taste and prefer- 
course, being well! GAIANDRIANA AND AOUAGAIA: encmfrigerate &er opening and dosing.  

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
"chondrianan in the Biological litemture) are To help in understanding the workings of GahncWtna and Aquagaia, together for 
capable of intellgent, organized attack against these organic "pac-men" you must realize that storage as the Aquagaia (mi tochon~  is 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a there is a pmtein covering "cap* on viruses. The agg;ressivleandbe@nstoueat"theGahdhna 
"pac-man" operationof sorts. However, beyond pmtein cap is centered on a charged zinc atom foo fuel. They go about their appointedtasks 
that, the Gaiandrianaare capable of stimulating and is the part of the virus that recognizes and once ingested, but in bottle prisons they are 
cel lu lars t ruc tura l re~duetod~ecaused binds to DNA-in turn allowing the virus to not parthhrly compatible once the avail- 
by, for instance, fke radicals and cumulative reproduce. able fuel supply is exhausted. Juices are 
levels of so-called '%ackgmund" radiation in Aquagaia, in conjunction with the exdlent to take with the A q e b e c a u s e  
our modem environment. Healthy DNA and Gaiandrhna, knock out the zinc atom (asimple themitochondriamusthave thefdderieed 
RNA within the nuclei of our cells then lead to "charge" change), which renders the pmtein firom same, the most effective juice befng 
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, ineffective. This is a bmakdown ofupark? of the 6rom the tropical UGuavan hait. Any juice is 
upon which healthy cellular function depends. Gaiandrianamale/female DNA structure which fie, hmmmr, and ismost plsasanttointakt. 

Gaian* liquid is made entirely from release many working variants but Erees the Dbb&csshuuld utj'lize wbateverjuices are 
wholesome naiud @ents. Gaiandrionettesor%ll& to take out that zinc avdhbho~thafrfoodplanto keepwMhthe 

atom and pass Qght into the affected cell. With- d e g u i d d i n ~ f k d m h a n d ~ ~  
AOUAGAIA out the "cap", the virus cannot reproduce and 

infect more cellt+further, the damaged virus The most ipaocrurru and euy intake 
ComplernentaIy to the Gaianciriana prod- feeds the Gaiandrjana uni6ed cells and the a d h b h  L dm& a fw drops unda the 

uct, Aqua@a is also a non-alcoholic health ckulating mitochondria . toprsrrs,bathpmductstakenatthe.ame 
tonic which pxuvides basic "foods* to help cells, Healthy cells are not afTeckd because they timeorat dftrkent timesdtheday. Oncethe 
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to lack the zinc-centered pmein cap on thevirus. %ithln~Lbegunmdmrintemnce 
return to a state of healthy fimction. These 'Ga ~~mpounds  have an effect on is fdbrrsd, certddy the drop. n n d e ~  the 

AquagaiacontainsmaoctaoPadria. Theseare cancercellsbecausetheystopanenzymeonthe ~ a r e ~ t h e ~ - - - t o m y d a i l y  
the major biochemical en- "pmcessors" cancer cells b m  producing a "messenger" regimen. , 

within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes molecule that blocks a second enzyme from 
begin the bmkdown prooess of organic nutri- 
ents (like hts, carbohydrates and proteins) to 
intemxdbk substances such as amino and 
pyruvic acids. Then, in the next "bucket bri- 
gade" step, these various acid molecules are 
processed within the mitochondria to release 
chemical energy r e a g n k d  as adenosine triphos- 
phate (ATP). 

About 95% of the energy needed to "run the 
machinery" that keeps each cell going and 
healthy is produced in the mitochondria Unfor- 
tunately, the mitochondriaare particularlydarn- 
aged by fke radicals and cumulative levels of so- 
called 'background" &tion in our modem 
environment. These compromised mitochon- 
dria, like halfdead batteries, then lead to im- 
p a r d  cellular functioning and health. Thus is 
the importance ofAquagaia, with itsassirdatable 

athckhg the cancer cell's DNA. The com- 
pounds (Gaia) have been seen to actually take- 
out leukemia, bmast, brain and colon cancer 
cells. We have no claim to anything other than 
stating that people utilizing these simple and 
natural substances do show improved well- 
being and do report feeling genemlly and, often 
remai'kably, impnwed as to state of health, 
thought processes and stamina 

The obvious conclusion is that there might 
well be good reports of better health and faster 
recovery following infection by other viruses 
than those mentioned above. All viruses known 
react in generally the same manner. 

It is known that many diseases are due to 
retmviral DNA and these are the most affected 
viruses by the Gaiachondrianas (living cxystal 
forms). We, again, make no medical claims-we 

A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA 

Thert is growing evidence that'essentially 
everyone in our society is exposed to fke radi- 
cals, now more than ever. While fire radicals are 
normal products of our cells and have certain 
beneficial roles in the body, increased levels of 
k e  mdicals in our body tissues can be detri- 
mental to our health. 

Freemdicalsare highly unstable substances 
produced in the body through, among other 
routes, the metabolism of oxygen. Fke  radicals 
multiply through a series of chain reactions and 
can attack the polyunsatumted fatty acidsofcell 
membranes. Unless &ss free radicals are 
neutmlizd, they can cause mnsidemble darn- 
age to the structure and function of cell mem- 
branes, and thus the cells themselves. The 
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products from hx radical reactions are irnpli- usually harvested from trees grown on planta- CHLORELLA 
cated in the progressive accumulation of delete- tions in South Korea, Japan and FYance. 
rious cellular changes over time, which may Ginkgo is reported to have a natuml afEnity ChloreIlaisasingle-celled, hsh-wateralgae. 
eentually result in mxgnbble disease. Free for the nervous system. It also seems to stirnu- Believed to be the fkst fom of life with a true 
radical damage is implicated in the initiation and late the vascular and endocrine systems that, in nucleus, chlodadates back appmxhmtely 2.5 
promotion of many cancers, as well as harden- turn, strongly affect the function of the nervous billion years, making it ptle- Through 
ing of the arteries. system, possibly inmasing the capacity for the process of photosynthesis chlorella cells 

one area of &&g Research suggests that normal physical activity, and the flow of blood to reprpduce themselves by cell division at the rate 
fke radicals damage body cells and cause the the b&. Some research indicates the possible of four new cells every 17-24 hours. It was not 
pathological changes associated with aging. effectiveness of Grnkgo in the treatment of until the 1890s that chlorella was identified 
Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of Akhehm's disease. under the microscope. In naming it, the prefix 
oxygen, such as during strenuous exercise, we Due toitsplmmacolugicalproperties, Gmkgo chlor was selected to signify green, while the 
also g e n ~ t e  significant levels of free radicals is now widely used throughout Europe for s u e  el2a, indicates smalL ChloreIlais the most 
finm the environment, such as fivm so-called treating many forms of vascular disease. In a researched algae in the world and remains the 
%ckgmundw levels of ionizing radiation. suwey of packaging information of European most popularwith millionsofconsumersworld- 

Cooperative defense systems that can pro- products, Ginkgo has been mmmended for wide. 
tect the body from free mdical darnage include such ailments as headaches, vertigo, inner-ear Chlod is a rndrilionaay balanced whde 
certain enzymesand the antioxidantvitamins A, disturbances, diminished intellectual capacity f d a n d  contributes to the health and growth of 
C, and E and beta-carotene, which protect cell and alertness as a result of insficient circula- human cells like no single vitamin or mineral 
membmes fivm oxidative damage. Vitamin E, tion to the b&, anxiety, and depression, to possibly can. 
one of the fat-soluble vitamins, is present in the name a few. Chlor& is exbtmely high in proQein (6005) 
blood as d-alpha-tocopherol and iswell accepted Ginkgo Biloba Extract (24%) is concentrated and contains more than 20 vitamins and min- 
as the major antioxidant in lipid body tissues. from the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The erals, 19 of the 22 essential and nonessential 
Vitamin E is considered the first line of defense highly specialized extraction process yields a amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth 
against cell-membrane damage due to 50: 1 concentrate from the leaves (50 gmms of factor. It is one ofthe richest sourcesof RNAand 
peroxidation. Vitamin E scavengeshradicals, leaf produce 1 gram of extract). The extract is DNA known and has twenty times as much 
terminatingchain reactionsandcon6ningdam- then further standardized to contain 24% of the chlorophyll as a b h ,  10 times more than other 
age to limited areas of the membrane. Selenium active Ginkgo Flavoglycosides. edible algae including spirulina, and 10 times 
contained in the enzyme glytathione perarddase more than barley grass. 
is the second line of defense that destroys MO-GU ELIXIR C N o d i s a n a h d h I i t y ~ .  The 
permides befoxt they can damage cell mem- vitamins found in chlorella cells include: Vita- 
branes. Beta-tene, a precursor of Vitamin The first morded use of Mo-Gu Elixir was min C, pxwitamin A, Ekamtene, chlorophyll a, 
A, also traps fke radicals. Vitamin C is water duringthe ChineseTsin-Dynasty in 221 B.C. It chlorophyll b, thiamine P l ) ,  riboflavin P2), 
soluble and serves to neutralize k e  radicals in was referred to as 7 7 ~  Remedy f o r r b n m o w  pyridoxine (M), niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, 
aqueous systems. oru 7heLXvineTscW. folk acid, vitamin B 12, biotin, choline, vitamin 

The antioxidants show promise as cancer- It has been well documented that there are K, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and para-amino- 
prevention agents, alone and in combination. certain people who live to bewell past a hundred benzoic acid. The rnineds include: phospho- 

years of age. These people live in such areas as rus, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur, 
GINKGO BILOBA themountainousCauca~us,YakutiainS1~ iron, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and 

(Ginkgo Biloba extract  24%) the Po1t.a. District of the Ukmine, Tibet and cobalt. 
Spain. Thm isan -in Russiacalled Kargasok The amino acids include: m e ,  histidine, 

The GinkgoBiloba, orMaidenhairtree,isone w h e ~  the people are a d q -  and vegetable- arginine, aspartic acid, h i n i n e ,  serine, glu- 
of the oldest living species on this planet. Ginkgo eating populace. C e n t e h s  are common tarnic acid, proline, &cine, alanine, cystine, 
has flourished almost unchanged for 150 mil- amongthesepeople. Theyattributetheirlongev- valine, methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, 
lion years, and its ancestors can be traced back ity totheyeast EnzyrneTea(M0-Gu Elixirj which phenylalanine, ornithine, tryptophan. 
250 million years. It is because of this antiquity has been in their diet for hundreds of years. It is The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
that the Ginkgo Biloba tree is called " the Pving said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples per day. 
fd. Individual trees are believed capable of among the dwellers of the high Hirnahyas. 
l ~ n g 2 0 0 0  to4000years. Duringthe last iceage, Mo-Gu has been used throughout histoy in ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 
Ginkgos nearly became extinct. These trees China, Japan, Russia, Korea, and India It has with American Ginseng 
survived only in China and other parts of Asia, been said to promote a feeling ofwell-being and 
where they stayed until approximately 1,000 overall physical restomtion. It has been known In recent years few medicinal plants have 
years ago. At that time, Ginkgo trees were also by many names, some of which m: Fungus garnered as much attention as Echinacea 
planted around monasteries in Japan, where Japonicus, F'ungojapon Kombucha, Pichia ( --and -@WeP@- 
they still live today. Fernentans, Cembuya Orientalis, Combuchu The genus name is derived from the Greek 

The name Ginkgo may come from the Chi- Tscharnbucco, Volga-Spring, Champignon de &m, (hedgehogor seaurchin) refeningto the 
nese Sankyo or Yinkuo (Y in Guo) , meaning "hill LongueVie, Teekwass, Kwassan, and Kargasok prickly scales of the dried seed head. Echinacea 
apricot"orusihrerfi-uit". Theword bilobameans The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a mem- was widely used medicinally among Native 
"two lobes" and describes the young leaves. brane form and is a symbiosis ofyeast cells and Americans, particularly in the Plains. It is a 
Although modem medical research focuses different bacteria. Among these bacteria are: product which is now used widely throughout 
mainly on the leavesof Ginkgo, the Ginkgo h i t s  Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum, United States and Europe. 
and nuts have been used in China since time Aceto~Ketogenum,andPichiaFermentans. Echinacea is a non-specific stimulant to the 
immemorial as a delicacy and tonic food. An- The Mo-Gu hngus needs to live in a solution immune system. Claims for Echinacea include: 
dent Chinese texts record Ginkgo's use as a composed of common (black) tea and sugar. In stimulation of leukocytes, mild antibiotic activ- 
medicinal agent as far back as five thousand the proper temperature environment they mul- ity, anti-inflamatory a ~ t y ,  stimulation of the 
Years ago. tiply constantly. They do not build spores as adrenal cortex, stimulation of the pmpedin/ 

The G m o  Biloba m t  is a complex yeast normally does, but instead multiply by a complement system, interferon-like activity, 
compound. The green leaves of the tree are process of branching. stimulation of gened oellular immunity, and 
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antiviral activity. Internal preparations are said 
to assist in alleviating cold and flu symptoms, 
resphtory infections, and arthritis, to name a 
few. 

Goldenseal (Hydmstis Canadensis) is gen- 
erally placed in the buttercup family. The 
narrk  olde en seal was adopted in 1880, pre- 
viously having been known as Yellow Root. 
Goldenseal was widely used among the Na- 
tive American population, particularly among 
those in the East. The Cherokee used the 
roots as a wash for local inflammations, for 
general debility, dyspepsia and to improve 
appetite. The Iroquois used it for whooping 
cough, diarrhea, liver trouble, fever, sour 
stomach, flatulence, and pneumonia. Ben- 
jamin Smith Barton first referred to the use of 
Goldenseal for rattlesnake bites as early as 
1793. Clinical recognition of the use of 
Goldenseal came in the early 1850s and has 
continued to this very day. 

Goldenseal is amongthe most popular herbs 
in the American health food market. Uses are 
numerous, including but not limited to: antisep- 
tic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxative, and tonic/ 
anti-inflamatory for the mucous membranes, 
hemorrhoids, nasalcongestion, mouth and gum 
sores and eye afnictions. 

Ginseng can be literally translated from 
Chinese as " the essence of man" or " man- 
shaped precious rod." Few medicinal plants 
in the world possess Ginseng's near-legend- 
ary status. Dating back thousands of years, 
its history of use in the Orient records thera- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it was 
first dismissed by Western doctors asaupana- 
cea" . When fatigued, Ginseng reportedly 
restores both physical and mental functions 
to peak efficiency and, with remlar use, 
improves resistance to disease and stress. 
American Ginseng's genus name is P m  
Quinquefolius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooms exist, 
many of which are used as medicines. Of 
particular note are such remedies as penicil- 
lin- and ergot-based extracts used in mi- 
graine treatment, to name a few. Extensive 
research has been done with one mushroom 
in particular, namely, Reishi. This mush- 
room is now considered a tried and true 
immune system fortSer. 

References to the use of Reishi in the 
treatment of avariety ofcomplaints date back 
as far as 2700 B.C. in Chinese literature. It 
is referred to by a number of names, includ- 
ing the "ten thrncsand year mushroom". The 
rarity of this particular mushroom has in- 
creased its value. The Chinese emperor Shih 
Huang Ti (250-2 10 B.C.) mounted expedi- 
tions of hundreds, even thousands of men to 
fmd the Reishi. Recently techniques have 
been developed for the cultivation and har- 
vesting of the Reishi Mycelium. Writings 
about Reishi place it in the category of "fu 
zheng" herbs and claim it is a medicine that 
improves the ability of the body to maintain 
balance by strengthening natural resistance 
and generally improving health. 

GAlA RESOURCES, LTD. 
P. 0. BOX 28 100 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 891 26 

For credit card orders, call (805) 823-1 644 

We acce t Discover, Visa or Master Card. 
Please make all checks anBmoney orders payable to: GAlA RESOURCES, LTD. 

I I 
I (NAME) 

I (ADDRESS-PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY.) I 
I (STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPHONE) I 

U P .  
CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

CHLORELLA (1 /2 LB) 
~rnn T A  D, rrr rnn -.. CA \ $32.00 $2720 I 

I SU B-TOTAL 

TOTAL 

1 

SHIPPING (ALL ORDERS) 

TOTAL 
I 

**PLEASE USE T H E  SHIPPING RATE CHART BELOW WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING 
FOR GAlA RESOURCES PRODUCTS. 

10-1 9 
(LESS 10%) 

$2 1 .00 

$41.00 

$81 .OO 

$2 1 .oo 

$4 1.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

$22.46 

$22.46 

PRICE PER 
BOlTLE 

$21.00 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$2 1 .oo 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

$24.95 

$24.95 

SIGNATURE 

QUANTITY 

SHIPPING RATES: NOTE: 
ORDER UPS UPS 2ND DAY AIR **For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please 

GROUND STATES ALASKA/HAWAII call for rates. 
5 0-100 4.+S.2S 511.00 516.75 **For Priority Mail to any location, please 
s 101-200 55.75 $13.00 $19.00 call for rates. 
5 201-300 16.25 5 16.50 522.50 **All Foreign orders, please, contact our 
$ 301-400 57.00 519.00 $25.00 
s 401-500 17.50 $2 1.2s s 30.50 office in writing for specific rates as 
5 501-600 58.00 524.50 533.50 rates vary greatly. 

DUE TO PRODUCT SUPPLY AND DEMAND, PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 

20 OR MORE 
(LESS 1 5%) 

$2 1 .00 

$41.00 

$81.00 

$21 .00 

$4 1.00 

$81.00 

$40.00 

$2 1 2  1 

$2121 

ITEM 

GAIANDRIANA 
8 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

GAlANDRlANA 
16 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

GAlANDRlANA 
32 oz. LIQUID ( lqt  ) (no d~scount) 
AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 

8 oz. LIQUID (no dtscount) 

AQUACAIA (Mitochondria) 
16 oz. LIQUID (no discount) 

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 
32 oz. LIQUID (1 qt.) (no discount) 

MO-CU ELIXIR 
Culture Start (LIQUID) (no discount) 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 
(1 80 TABLETS) 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 
(1 80 TABLETWO mg. EA.) 
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST HELP 
SPREAD 

THE 
WORD 
PURCHASE 
MULTIPLE 

COPIES 
OF THIS OR 

OTHER 
ISSUES OF 

CONTACT: 
THE PHOENIX 

PROJECT 

AND PASS 
THEM OUT 
TO YOUR 
FRIENDS 

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 
NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 
AWARE O F  LONGSTANDING DE- 
CEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS 
CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A 
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $7.95 
EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARWGED- 
DON 
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION O F  THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 

CONTACE 
THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

TELEPHONE 
HOTLINE 

805-822-0202 
This is a service for our 
d e d i c a t e d  readers .  
Today's Watch te le -  
phone hotline carries the 
latest news and com- 
ments from Commander 
Ceres 'Atonn's most re- 
cent writings. This is our 
way of keeping you in- 
formed about fast-break- 
ing news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if 
there are any new mes- 
sages for that day, and 
after 4 rings if not. Thus 
daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new mes- 
sage has been recorded. 
The message update(s1, 
if any, occur by 6 PM 
Pacific Time. 

// 

46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 
2000,  DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE FRYING 
PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 
59. "REALITY" ALSO HAS A 
DRUM-BEAT! 
6 1. PUPPY -DOG TALES 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I & 11 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $1 1.95 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 
(BOOK) $15.95 
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
EXPRESS VOLUMES XV 8& XVI 
(BOOK) $19.95 
FOR IXFORMATION ABOUT 
IOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 

7 

18. BLOOD AND ASHES PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION SOURCE 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 
UNIVERSE Post Office Box 27353 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
24. SHROUDS O F  THE SEV- 1-800-800-5565 - - - - - - - - - - - 

ENTH SEAL (Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION . 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END O F  THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPS-$3.75 1st title. $1 .OO ea add'l 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 

ALASKA & HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 
Priority-13.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 ea add'l 

CANADA & MEXICO 
Surface-$3.00 1st title. $1.50 ea add'l 
Airbook-$4.50 1 st title. $2.00 ea add'l 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add'l 

Airbook-I8.00 per title estimate 

45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 (Please atlow 5-8 weeks for delivery) 

CONTACT: 
THE PHOENIX PROJECT 

Subscription Rates 
CONTACT: THE PHOENLX PROJECT 

is published by 
CONTACT, Inc. 

Post Office BOX 27800 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone to 
1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: 
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for 
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); 
$80 (CanadaMexico); $1 1 0 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 
Quantity Subscriptions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies, 
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid 
Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of CON- 
TACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERA- 
TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are 
$1.50 each. Quantitybackissuepricesare 
asfollows 1-lOcopies$l.5Oeach; 11-50 
copies $15.00; 51-100 copies $25.00. 
Shipping included, postpaid in the Conti- 
nental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada& 
Foreign orders please call or write for 
quo& on additid shipping charges. 

I Eo~vriaht Statement I 
COPYRIGHT 1993 by CONTACT, Inc. 
Reproduction of this newspaper for pri- 
vate, non-profit use is e n c o c  
&, as long as the content and integrity 
remain absolutely unchanged. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden unless and until permission is 
granted in writing by CONTACT, INC. 

T 
f i e  Best Gift 

you Can Give Is 

Subscribe to 

CONTACT 
and read 
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